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ABSTRACT	

Background: The process of decreasing ineffective or harmful healthcare (de-
implementation) may require different approaches than those used to promote uptake of 
new procedures (implementation) but research into different approaches is currently 
lacking. It has not been determined if there is a theoretical and evidence-based rationale 
for designing different interventions for implementation and de-implementation.  
 
Objectives: The objectives of this thesis were to: 1) Investigate whether there is a 
theoretical basis for identifying different mechanisms of change by which behaviour 
might increase versus decrease; 2) Assess whether predictors of health professional 
behaviour differ depending on whether behaviour was one clinicians should implement or 
behaviours clinicians should de-implement; and 3) Identify the Behaviour Change 
Techniques of published implementation and de-implementation interventions to 
determine if there is a difference between the techniques reported in these interventions.  
 
Methods: Study 1 used Critical Interpretive Synthesis to investigate whether a theoretical 
rationale exists for identifying different mechanisms of change by which interventions 
may work for implementation and de-implementation. Study 2 investigated whether the 
theoretical constructs commonly used to predict health professional behaviour differ 
based on whether the behaviours should be implemented or de-implemented. It was an 
exploratory study involving secondary analysis on 13 existing questionnaire datasets from 
a variety of healthcare professional groups in primary care settings in the United Kingdom 
and Canada. Study 3 involved the classification and frequency of Behaviour Change 
Techniques in implementation and de-implementation interventions from selected 
Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of Care systematic reviews. Findings from 
these three studies were interpreted using the concurrent triangulation approach to report 
on the key findings.  
 
Results: Operant Learning Theory (OLT) proposes different approaches to increasing and 
decreasing behaviour changes and therefore implementation and de-implementation 
interventions (Studies 1 & 3), despite a number of commonly used theories being poor 
predictors of behaviours for implementation and de-implementation (Study 2). 
Additionally, whilst the range of techniques was limited, the technique Behaviour 
substitution was frequently used to decrease health professionals’ behaviours (Study 3) 
and also identified as a strategy commonly used to decrease behaviour in general (Study 
1).  
 
Conclusion: Whilst the findings suggest that OLT may be promising in developing 
different interventions for implementation and de-implementation, how best to use these 
OLT principles is unclear. In instances whereby Behaviour substitution is part of a de-
implementation intervention, it is not clear how best to identify the substitute behaviour. 
Additional investigation is required to better inform the design of implementation and de-
implementation interventions.  
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1.0 Introduction	

Clinical practice guidelines recommend ways for healthcare professionals (HCPs) to 

improve the quality of care patients receive. These guidelines typically advise HCPs to 

increase actions that the evidence suggests will lead to better patient outcomes (e.g. beta 

blocker prescription for patients with congestive heart failure [1, 2] or using intermittent 

auscultation for fetal surveillance of healthy women in labour [3, 4]).  These guidelines 

can also advise HCPs to reduce actions that evidence suggests are ineffective or harmful 

(e.g. lumbar spine imaging for patients with acute low back pain [5, 6] or routine 

electrocardiograph ordering for healthy patients undergoing low risk surgical procedures 

[7, 8]). However, recommendations are often difficult to put into practice when they run 

counter to established patterns of behaviour or professional norms, resulting in a gap 

between the best practice evidence and the care provided by health professionals.  

 

Poor quality care can arise from either doing too much (unnecessary tests, medications 

and procedures) or doing too little (not providing diagnostic tests or certain medications) 

[9]. Schuster et al. reported that, in the United States, only 50% of patients receive the 

required recommended care, whilst 25% receive contraindicated care [9]. This finding has 

been replicated many times in several health systems [10, 11]. It is, unfortunately, a robust 

finding (see Figure 1). In other words, sometimes clinicians do some things less often than 

they should and at other times they do things more often than they should. Although 

progress has been made to improve this care gap, there remains much scope for 

improvement. As healthcare is provided in complex organisations by individual healthcare 

professionals and by teams, in the context of competing demands on time, interventions to 

support change in clinical practice are likely to be complex.  
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Figure 1: Percentage of Patients who Receive Appropriate Care Through Action or 
Non-Action of Healthcare Professionals 
 

Research has demonstrated that complex interventions can work to improve the uptake of 

evidence-based guidelines into practice, bridging the aforementioned evidence-practice 

gap and resulting in marked improvement in quality of care [12, 13]. However, the 

effectiveness of HCP behaviour change interventions is variable and there is a poor 

understanding of the reasons for this variability [14-16]. Interventions that require 

clinicians do some things less often (de-implementation) or at other times do things more 

often (implementation) will likely encounter the same challenges to change HCP 

behaviours as other complex interventions.  

 

It has been argued recently that to improve the effectiveness of the behaviour change 

interventions, de-implementation interventions may require different approaches than 

those used in implementation interventions [17-19]. In the United Kingdom (UK), the 

National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE) compiled a database of 2000 

recommendations identifying clinical practices that should be discontinued or not 

routinely used [20]. As well, the British Medical Journal’s (BMJ) Too Much Medicine 

campaign highlighted that overdiagnosis and waste of resources on unnecessary care can 

be a threat to human health. The BMJ noted that identifying strategies to reduce 
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unnecessary tests, diagnoses and treatments (i.e. de-implementation) will benefit patients 

who directly avoid harm and help create a more sustainable healthcare system [21]. 

Projects such as Choosing Wisely, an international campaign currently in the UK, United 

States, Canada and Australia, which aims to reduce overuse, waste and potential harm to 

patients, have noted the importance of addressing de-implementation strategies to improve 

the care patients receive whilst eliminating wasteful spending [22-24]. There has been 

increasing policy interest in de-implementation with programmes such as the Choosing 

Wisely campaign and the NICE ‘Do not do’ recommendations; but there has been 

relatively little work done to understand and address what it means to de-implement. As 

focus switches to the issue, it raises the question of whether the approaches to implement 

and de-implement are similar or distinct. Currently, the literature appears to lack clear 

guidance about what those approaches should be [17, 18]. 

 

This thesis addresses this issue by reporting a novel investigation from theoretical and 

empirical perspectives into whether distinctions exist between implementation and de-

implementation interventions. Findings from this research will add knowledge about 

whether implementation and de-implementation are different that is currently lacking and 

may improve the design of these interventions, resulting in more effective interventions to 

change behaviour. 

 

1.1 Using	theory	to	understand,	predict	and	change	health	professional	
behaviour		

There is growing interest in the role of behavioural theories to help explain HCPs’ 

behaviour [25, 26] and using theories to examine the predictors of HCPs’ behaviour [27-

30]. In order to change behaviour through interventions, better understanding of 

psychological factors that predict or influence behaviour would provide guidance to 
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design interventions that target the factors impeding the appropriate behaviour from being 

performed [26, 31, 32]. The application of theory to intervention development has 

explored mediating pathways and moderators of behaviour change to better explain how 

the interventions work to change behaviour [33-35].   

 

Selecting which theories to apply to HCP behaviour change interventions required a 

robust rationale and justification. Walker and colleagues provide four recommendations 

for selecting theories to predict health care professional behaviours [31]. The 

recommendations are that the theories: (1) have been rigorously tested in other settings; 

(2) explain behaviour in term of factors that are amenable to change; (3) include non-

volitional components which are factors that individuals do not have complete control 

over, but which impact behaviour (e.g. organisational barriers and facilitators on their 

behaviour); and (4) include both motivational and action theories [31, 36]. Motivational 

theories propose that motivation determines behaviour and, for that reason, the best 

predictors of behaviour are motivating factors; the most prominent factor is intention.  

Action theories may include motivational elements, but also elements that attempt to 

understand the ‘gap’ between intention and behaviour when individuals are motivated to 

change [37] or attempt to understand and explain behaviour without any link to intention 

[38]. The four recommendations for selecting theories have been applied in various 

clinical settings with marked success [31, 39-42].  

 

Interventions based on theory may be more effective than interventions that have no 

theoretical foundation [12, 35, 43-45]. The Medical Research Council in the UK have 

recommended, as part of their Framework for Developing and Evaluating Complex 

Interventions, that interventions should have a theoretical basis rather than relying on a 
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purely empirical or pragmatic approach [12, 26]. The inclusion of theory during the 

intervention design stage may help explain what changes are expected, and how change is 

proposed to occur. The Framework proposes that ‘a vitally important early task is to 

develop a theoretical understanding of the likely process of change, by drawing on 

existing evidence and theory, supplemented if necessary by new primary research, for 

example interviews with ‘stakeholders’, i.e. those targeted by the intervention, or involved 

in its development or delivery’ [12] (pg. 9).  In the absence of a theoretical underpinning, 

it may be difficult to interpret positive or negative effects of interventions or the failure of 

an intervention to bring about change [26].  

 

In recent decades, there have been a number of studies examining the application of 

psychological theories to understand and predict behaviour in health professionals [26, 39, 

41, 43, 46]. However, researchers have applied only a single theory or small number of 

theories within each study. A number of studies report the application of only one or two 

theories [47-50]. The PRIME study [31], however, applied an unprecedented six theories 

(Theory of Planned Behaviour [51], Social Cognitive Theory [52], Operant Learning 

Theory [38], Implementation Intention [53], Common Sense Self-regulation Model [54] 

and Stages of Change [55]). Nevertheless, the number of theories applied was still limited 

in comparison to the number available and not applied. For example, a scoping review 

identified 83 theories of behaviour and behaviour change that could be applied to 

intervention design [56]. Identifying the best theory to understand and predict behaviours 

clinicians should do (or implement) or behaviour clinicians should avoid doing (or de-

implement) will be equally challenging. In addition, the use of theory in intervention 

development remains limited. For example, a recent systematic review of health 

professional interventions reported 14% of studies used theory in any aspect of the design 
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of the included Randomised Controlled Trials; a smaller percentage (9%) reported using 

theory to inform development of the intervention [57]. If the key determinants of the 

behaviour under question are not represented by the constructs in the applied theories, 

researchers may continue to design implementation and de-implementation interventions 

that do not target the appropriate factors, resulting in ineffective interventions.  

 

1.2 Designing	interventions	to	change	health	professional	behaviour		

One potential problem with using theory to identify factors that influence HCP behaviour 

is that some theories, whilst effective in explaining behaviour or behaviour change, do not 

propose techniques that are likely to be effective in achieving behaviour change. 

Transitioning from predicting or explaining behaviour change to intervention 

development is difficult.  

 

One research group has developed a taxonomy of behaviour change techniques in an 

attempt to provide researchers with a comprehensive hierarchical list of techniques with 

definitions and examples, from which intervention components may be selected [58]. The 

Behaviour Change Technique Taxonomy (version 1) (BCT Taxonomy (v1)) lists, defines 

and groups behaviour change techniques (BCTs) which are defined as ‘observable, 

replicable and irreducible components of an intervention designed to alter or redirect 

processes that regulate behaviour; that is, a technique is proposed to be an “active 

ingredient”.’ (pg. 82) [58]. Whilst not explicitly grounded in theory, the BCT Taxonomy 

(v1) have been linked back to behaviour theories [59, 60], aiding the design of theory-

based interventions. In addition, the standard definitions and labels for intervention 

components such as the BCT Taxonomy (v1) may eliminate the lack of uncertainty and 

confusion in interpreting findings when descriptions of interventions in protocols and 
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reports are poor. This taxonomy has proved useful in assisting implementation researchers 

to select techniques for HCP behaviour change interventions that are likely to be effective 

in achieving behaviour change [34, 61-63]. However, the use of the taxonomy is limited 

in intervention reporting and there exists opportunity for improvement [61, 64-66]. 

 

1.3 Are	implementation	and	de-implementation	different?	

The science of behaviour change has recently been informed by (i) the development of 

theory-informed methods for identifying factors that influence change and selecting 

techniques to address these factors [32, 67-71]; (ii) guidance about procedures to use 

when designing behaviour change interventions [58, 63, 72]; and (iii) guidance about 

interventions at a broader level [12]. In these materials, no guidance or recommendations 

are provided to design interventions based on a distinction between supporting people to 

do more of some things (i.e. implementation) and supporting them to do less of others (i.e. 

de-implementation) [12, 32, 73]. For example, researchers have noted de-implementation 

will likely involve different approaches than those used to promote people to do more of 

some things, but there is little evidence to support this notion [17, 18]. It is unknown 

whether or not this is the case, suggesting an investigation into whether implementation 

and de-implementation approaches should differ is imperative.  

 

Sub-disciplines and fields of study within psychology have proposed that there may be 

distinct mechanisms involved in increasing versus decreasing the frequency of behaviour.  

However, as noted above, these distinctions have not been applied in healthcare practice. 

Cognitive psychology is one area in which the distinction is made. The applied 

psychology disciplines of behaviour modification and educational psychology also 
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propose distinctions between increasing versus decreasing the frequency of behaviour and 

are discussed below. 

 

Cognitive psychology research has reported that decisions to act followed by a negative 

outcome produce more regret (action regret) than decisions to refrain from acting 

followed by a negative outcome (inaction regret) in the short term [74]. However, 

inactions give rise to more intense regret over time [74-76]. This suggests that there are 

temporal asymmetries in the emotional consequences of negative outcomes that were 

associated with the direction of behaviour change. Directly after an outcome, actions are 

noticeable and more likely to be internally acknowledged than are inactions [77].  

However, these perceptions of responsibility may change. When people think back upon 

actions which resulted in bad outcomes, they may think ‘At least I tried; it was all I could 

do,’ and possibly reduce the sense of responsibility from the bad outcome [74, 76]. This 

may be particularly important for changing the behaviour of healthcare professionals. The 

potential negative outcomes from de-implementation interventions (inaction; e.g. not to 

prescribe unnecessary drugs) may be associated with greater regret than the potential 

negative outcomes from implementation (action; e.g. to order Bone Mineral Density scans 

for patients over 50 year of age with a fracture). Negative outcomes in healthcare can be 

life threatening to the patient. The perception that healthcare professionals ‘did nothing’ 

(inaction) may be associated with greater regret if the consequences are negative than if it 

is perceived that health professionals did ‘everything they could’ (action). 

 

Behavioural Modification approaches have used distinct strategies to change behaviour 

depending on the direction of change [78, 79]. Behaviour Modification is an approach to 

behaviour change that focuses on identifying procedures which will produce measurable 
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changes in behaviour [80] and applies behaviour change principles from a number of 

learning theories [38, 52]. Behaviour Modification experts focus on the observable 

relationship of behaviour to the environment and propose that behaviour is modified 

through the use of perceived or tangible consequences. In addition, educators use 

principles of psychology to manage classroom behaviour by discouraging disruptive 

student actions (e.g. detention for bad behaviour) and encouraging good classroom 

behaviour (e.g. rewards based on good behaviour). Like the strategies in Behaviour 

Modification, the principles for classroom management differ depending on the direction 

of desired change. However, it is unclear whether the same principles will inform 

implementation and de-implementation for HCP behaviours with the same effectiveness. 

 

Whether implementation and de-implementation are theoretically and empirically 

different requires investigation into whether two kinds of behaviour change (increasing 

the frequency of performing an action or decreasing the frequency of performing an 

action) involve different underlying process of change and therefore require different 

approaches to intervention.  

 

Despite the previously mentioned advancements of behaviour theories to the area of HCP 

behaviour change, investigation into whether theories differentiate between behaviour for 

implementation versus behaviour for de-implementation is limited or absent [12, 16, 35, 

81, 82]. If certain psychology theories explain and predict behaviours that should be 

implemented differently than those that should be de-implemented, then these theories 

could be used to design better implementation and de-implementation interventions.  In 

addition, it has not been determined if implementation and de-implementation 

interventions already use different approaches to increase and decrease HCP behaviours, 
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respectively. Investigating whether different BCTs are used for implementation or de-

implementation may help determine whether researchers are already doing this, without 

explicitly reporting the differences in implementation and de-implementation intervention 

design.  However, if there is no difference in the way implementation and de-

implementation interventions are designed (i.e. the BCTs that are used) then different 

approaches may need to be considered and further investigation may be required to 

determine what those approaches should be.  

 

 In summary, this research project investigates from both a theoretical and empirical 

perspectives whether implementation and de-implementation interventions should be 

designed differently.  Figure 2 illustrates the research questions and objectives, which are 

briefly described below. 

 
Figure 2: Diagram for Research Project with Questions, Objectives and Methods 
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1.4 Research	aim	and	objectives	

The overall aim of this research is to investigate whether there is a theory- and evidence-

based rationale for designing different HCP behaviour change interventions for 

implementation and de-implementation.  

 

The specific objectives are to:  

1) Investigate whether there is a theoretical basis for identifying different 

mechanisms of change by which behaviour might increase versus decrease; 

2) Assess whether predictors of health professional behaviour differ depending on 

the direction of the target behaviour change;  

3) Identify the content (i.e. behaviour change techniques) of published 

implementation and de-implementation interventions and determine if different 

techniques are used in the interventions.  

 

1.4.1 Research	questions	
To address the overarching aim and subsequent objectives, the specific research questions 

were: 

1) Do the behavioural theories reported in published literature propose different 

mechanisms of change for increasing and decreasing behavioural frequency? 

2) Are the theoretical predictors of health professional behaviour from a number 

of commonly applied theories different in predicting behaviours for 

implementation or de-implementation? 
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3) Are there different BCTs used in implementation and de-implementation 

interventions and are certain techniques used more prevalently in 

implementation or de-implementation interventions? 

 

1.5 Methodological	approach	

In order to comprehensively investigate the overall objective, a mixed methods approach 

was utilised. The purpose of this form of research is that both qualitative and quantitative 

research, in combination, provide a better understanding of a research problem or issue 

than either research approach alone [83]. A triangulation mixed methods design was used, 

in which different, but complementary, data were collected on the same topic. In this 

study, qualitative data from a Critical Interpretive Synthesis explored if and how 

behaviour theories differentiate between increasing and decreasing behaviour. Concurrent 

with this data collection, questionnaire data from predictive studies of HCP behaviour 

change were used to identify theories that best predict behaviours for implementation 

versus behaviour for de-implementation. As well, descriptive and frequency count data 

from intervention descriptions will inform whether different BCTs are reported in 

implementation and de-implementation interventions.  The reasons for collecting both 

quantitative and qualitative data are to bring together the strengths of both forms of 

research to compare results and determine if implementation and de-implementation 

interventions should be designed differently.  

 

Whilst each objective is addressed in studies described in this thesis, the findings from the 

three studies were compared and interpretations of the similarities and difference are 

reported. Each chapter presents a Methods section because the studies, whilst part of the 

larger research programme, were independent and focussed on one research objective. An 
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overview of the studies, along with the research objective and a rationale for the methods 

used in each, are presented below.  

 

1.5.1 Study	1:	Do	behavioural	theories	differentiate	between	behaviours	for	
implementation	or	de-implementation?	A	Critical	Interpretive	
Synthesis	

Study 1, reported in Chapter 2, reviewed published literature to investigate whether there 

is a theoretical basis for identifying different mechanisms of change by which behaviour 

might be implemented (i.e. increased) versus de-implemented (i.e. decreased). This study 

used Critical Interpretive Synthesis (CIS) methods [84].  

 

Systematic methods of review have been developed to synthesize the findings of studies 

that address questions about the effectiveness of interventions. The question addressed in 

this review was not about the effectiveness of an intervention. Rather, its purpose was to 

identify theories that distinguish different mechanisms of change for behaviours involved 

in implementation or de-implementation. Therefore standard systematic review methods 

would unlikely be the best method to synthesize the evidence. Review methods should be 

selected to address the question being asked and the type of data analysis reported in 

relevant literature [85].  

 

Two categories of reviews, aggregative and configurative / interpretative reviews have 

been identified [85-87]. Aggregative reviews are typically concerned with using 

predefined concepts and then testing these concepts using predefined methods [85].  

Aggregative reviews can include reviews of diagnostic tests, cost benefit effectiveness, 

effect of health or social interventions, and extensiveness of conditions [85]. Aggregative 

reviews specify methods for searching, appraising and synthesizing findings of primary 
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studies and there is an attempt to be exhaustive in the search for relevant studies and data.  

Configurative or interpretative reviews are more exploratory than aggregative reviews and 

specific methods are adapted and selected iteratively as the research proceeds [84, 85]. 

Methods for interpretative reviews, such as Critical Interpretive Synthesis (CIS), aim to 

find sufficient cases to explore patterns evident in the literature whilst not necessarily 

attempting to be exhaustive in their searching. These reviews typically focus on 

identifying signals in the data provided by heterogeneity of the data [84, 85, 88]. CIS 

reviews attempt to answer questions regarding theory interpretation from the conceptual 

literature [89, 90].  

 

The aim of Study 1 was to identify whether behavioural theories propose different 

mechanisms of change by which implementation or de-implementation may be achieved. 

This review combined diverse study types with both qualitative and quantitative data and 

a variety of research designs. This allowed for the inclusion of multi-disciplinary and 

multi-method evidence, enriching the concepts and theoretical perspectives available for 

synthesis. By using CIS as the primary approach to analysis, Chapter 2 reports this 

broadly based search of the literature to investigate whether a theoretical rationale has 

been proposed for identifying different mechanisms of change by which interventions 

may work for implementation and de-implementation.  

 

1.5.2 Study	2:	Do	theoretical	predictors	of	behaviour	differ	for	increasing	
versus	decreasing	frequency	of	behaviour?	An	exploratory	study	

Study 2, reported in Chapter 3, investigated whether the constructs within a number of 

theories commonly used to predict health professional behaviour differ based on 

increasing or decreasing behaviour. This chapter describes an exploratory study in which  

data were synthesised from13 existing predictive questionnaire datasets from a variety of 
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samples of healthcare professionals (family physicians, general practitioners, nurses and 

dentists) in primary care settings in the UK and Canada. 

 

Access to pre-existing data in which multiple theories have been evaluated in the same 

clinical settings provided an opportunity to investigate the objective on a larger scale. 

These studies also targeted changing behaviours HCPs should do (or implement) and 

behaviour HCP should avoid doing (or de-implement); therefore the same theories and 

subsequent constructs were tested across the behaviour regardless the direction of change.  

For these reasons, it was proposed that the datasets would be similar enough to allow for 

comparison of the predictability of the constructs, but contain diversity in professions and 

country to potentially generalise the findings to other settings.  

 

1.5.3 Study	3:	Are	the	contents	of	implementation	and	de-implementation	
interventions	different?	An	investigation	into	the	frequency	of	
Behaviour	Change	Techniques	(BCTs)	in	reported	interventions	

Study 3, reported in Chapter 4, describes the classification and frequency of Behaviour 

Change Techniques [58] in implementation and de-implementation interventions from 

selected Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of Care (EPOC) systematic 

reviews [91]. As part of the EPOC Cochrane library these interventions specifically target 

health professional behaviour change to improve patient care and subsequent healthcare 

outcomes, and have been rigorously evaluated in the individual systematic reviews. Study 

3 involved: 1) classifying interventions as implementation and de-implementation; 2) 

coding the intervention descriptions according to the behaviour change techniques (BCTs) 

using a validated taxonomy [58]; and 3) reporting the frequency of BCTs identified in 

implementation and de-implementation intervention descriptions and any discrepancies of 

BCTs used in implementation versus de-implementation.  
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As previously mentioned in this chapter, the BCT Taxonomy (v1) contains a 

comprehensive list of BCTs which are defined as ‘observable, replicable and irreducible 

components of an intervention designed to alter or redirect processes that regulate 

behaviour; that is, a technique is proposed to be an “active ingredient” (pg. 82) [58]. This 

chapter reports whether BCTs used for implementation differ from those used for de-

implementation and identifies the prevalence of those BCTs in the interventions.  

 

1.6 Interpretation	of	findings	

Chapter 5 summarises the research conducted and the findings reported in the previous 

chapters and presents the interpretation of the findings as they relate to the overall aim of 

the thesis. Should the evidence clearly indicate whether the theoretical and empirical 

distinctions exist, recommendations for possible improvements to intervention design will 

be provided. However, should the evidence be inconclusive, recommendations for further 

investigations will be proposed. Implications and recommendations for further research 

will be discussed. 
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2.0 Introduction	

The emergence of the term ‘de-implementation’ in health service literature suggests that 

implementation researchers could usefully consider whether different approaches are 

required when implementing or de-implementing specific healthcare practices [17-19, 92-

94]. Interventions to translate evidence into practice can be effective with the application 

of behavioural approaches [25, 26]. Evidence and theory from behavioural science have 

informed methods for identifying factors that explain and influence behaviour; selection 

of techniques to address the barriers; and guidance about reporting behaviour change 

interventions [32, 58]. However, it is unclear to what extent theories from behavioural 

sciences propose that different approaches should be used for implementation and de-

implementation. This study reviewed published literature to investigate whether theories 

of behaviour differentiate between the process involved in implementation and de-

implementation. 

 

The terms implementation and de-implementation are broadly defined within the 

healthcare field. The National Institute of Health, at the 2007 conference on 

Dissemination and Implementation, defined implementation as ‘the use of strategies to 

introduce or change evidence-based health interventions within specific settings’[95], 

although McKibbon and colleagues identified 27 definitions of implementation [96]. De-

implementation was defined as ‘the abandonment of medical interventions or divesting 

from ineffective and harmful medical practices’ [19]. Implementation and de-

implementation can occur at any level within the healthcare system: the individual health 

professional; health care groups or teams; organisations providing health care; and the 

larger healthcare system [36]. The end-point, however, is changing what health 

professionals do to improve the quality of care delivered to patients. This change can 
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mean either doing some things more often (i.e. increasing the frequency with which a 

behaviour is performed; e.g. using intermittent auscultation for healthy women in labour) 

or doing some things less often (i.e. decreasing the frequency with which a behaviour is 

performed; e.g. ordering X-rays for acute uncomplicated low back pain) [9-11]. For the 

purpose of this review, a behavioural perspective at the health professional level was 

taken and examined implementation and de-implementation as a change in behaviour 

frequency of those individuals. Specifically, implementation was defined as an increase in 

the frequency of an appropriate (evidence-based) behaviour and de-implementation as a 

decrease in the frequency of inappropriate (non-evidence-based) behaviour. 

 

Disciplines outside of healthcare practice also require implementation and de-

implementation strategies and the idea of increasing or decreasing the frequency of 

behaviour is relevant in other contexts. For example, facilitating people to reduce or stop 

harmful behaviour (e.g. stopping smoking or drug abuse) and to increase the performance 

of beneficial behaviours (e.g. increasing physical activity or condom use) are challenges 

encountered in health promotion and public health. Similarly, educators manage 

classroom behaviour by discouraging disruptive student actions and encouraging good 

classroom behaviour. Research in business and industry has examined strategies to reduce 

high-cost behaviours of employees and increase productive behaviours to improve profit 

margins. In yet another field, neurobiology, work has investigated different neurological 

pathways associated with learning and unlearning [97, 98]. 
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2.1 Research	aims	

The aims of this literature review were to explore (1) whether behavioural theories 

differentiate between behaviours for implementation and de-implementation and (2) how 

theory can inform processes underlying implementation and de-implementation.   

 

2.2 Methods	

A Critical Interpretative Synthesis (CIS) [84] was conducted, which is an iterative 

approach to searching, sampling, extraction and analysis. CIS involves synthesis of a 

diverse and complex body of literature using interpretation, critique and insight to guide 

the development of a theoretical rationale about a research question [99]. The CIS 

approach has been used to explore a number of research topics, such as how contexts 

influence the use of policy, experiences of healthcare service users and experiences of 

people participating in research at the end of life [99-102]. The objective of CIS method 

was to reach theoretical saturation through sampling heterogeneous perspectives and 

studies rather than identifying every relevant publication. The methods used in this study, 

based on the CIS approach, are provided in Box 1 and reported below.  

 

The identification of articles and theories occurred in three stages. In Stage 1, an explicit 

and structured electronic search was used, similar to a traditional systematic review, to 

identify articles that had likely used behavioural theories to increase and decrease 

frequency of behaviour. The Stage 2 process identified the descriptive theoretical papers 

cited in the papers identified through Stage 1. The search strategy for Stage 1 was 

designed to maximize specificity rather than sensitivity. Therefore, a validation of the list 

of theories that explained changes in behaviour frequency was undertaken in Stage 3. 
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Theories identified in Stage 2 were compared with theories reported in a recent theoretical 

review that purport to be inclusive of theories of behaviour and behaviour change [56]. 

Box 1: Key Features of Critical Interpretive Synthesis (CIS) 
Box 1: Key features of Critical Interpretive Synthesis (CIS) Standard Guidance for CIS as reported by Dixon-

Woods 
CIS principles as modified and applied to the current 

study 

Purpose 

To answer a question by drawing on 
broadly relevant literature to develop 
concepts and theories and integrate 
those concepts. The initial question 
may be refined as the review 
progresses. 

To investigate whether theory used to change behaviour 
differentiates conceptually between increasing and 
decreasing frequency of behaviour. 

Process 

Iterative, interactive, dynamic and 
recursive process that is also flexible 
and reflexible. Searching, sampling, 
critique and analysis can happen 
concurrently.  

Process initially more closely followed traditional 
systematic review, but some of the sampling, critique and 
analysis were conducted concurrently.   

Search 
Strategy 

Formal bibliographic search may 
feature, but may also use research 
team’s awareness of relevant literature 
from various files and sources. 
Strategy may evolve organically. 

Search occurred in two stages In Stage1 formal 
bibliographic search was the foundation of the search 
strategy. However, research team identified key articles 
not identified in search. In Stage 2, theory papers were 
identified through those articles retrieved in Stage 1. 

Sampling 

May be selective and purposive (not 
necessarily aimed at comprehensive 
identification and inclusion of all 
relevant literature). Inclusion criteria 
may be flexible and emergent. 
Reflexivity informs sampling. On-
going selection is informed by 
emerging theoretical framework. 

Search occurred in two stages: inclusion and exclusion 
criteria for Stage 1 were more structured and defined 
prior to search. Purposive sampling of articles and other 
resources for Stage 2 was for theory papers identified by 
the articles in the formal search, to better understand the 
theories and constructs. 

Quality 
Appraisal 

Some formal appraisal of 
methodological quality may be 
appropriate, but judgements about the 
credibility and contribution of studies 
may be deferred until synthesis. 

Quality of the studies was not a component of this study 
because this was not an investigation of the effectiveness 
of theory use, but whether theories distinguish between 
increasing and decreasing behaviour. The objects of 
critical interpretation were the theories identified, rather 
than the articles identified in the formal bibliographic 
search. 

Data 
analysis 

Inductive – aims toward the 
development of a synthesizing 
argument. Analysis involves 
interrogation rather than aggregation 
of concepts and themes. Formal data 
extraction may be useful but not 
essential. 

Formal data extraction occurred in the articles identified 
in Stage 1. Analysis involved the interrogation of the 
theoretical concepts that the articles reported were used to 
change behaviour and the articles that reported theory 
development. 

Findings & 
Results 

Generation of synthesizing argument 
linking existing constructs from the 
findings to synthetic constructs (new 
constructs generated through 
synthesis). This network of 
relationship and categories are 
submitted to rigorous scrutiny as the 
review progresses. 

Synthesizing argument that linked theories applied to 
increasing and/or decreasing frequency of behaviour. 
Relationship between theoretical constructs and direction 
of behaviour change was scrutinized. No new constructs 
were generated, but new distinctions were made (between 
increasing and decreasing behaviour frequency). 

Discussion 

Offers a theoretically sound and 
useful account that has explanatory 
power and is demonstrably grounded 
in the evidence. Explicitly 
acknowledges the ‘authorial voice’ 
and that some aspects of its 
production will not be auditable or 
reproducible. 

Offered a theoretically sound and useful account of 
whether behavioural theories distinguish between 
increasing and decreasing frequency of behaviour.  The 
review was grounded in the evidence but acknowledges 
the ‘authorial voice’ and that some aspects of its 
production may not be auditable or reproducible. 
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2.2.1 Stage	1:	Identification	of	study	articles	
Identification of study articles followed traditional systematic review methods and are 

detailed below. Research fields that may report the application of behavioural theories to 

increasing and/or decreasing the frequency of behaviours, including the fields of 

psychology, health and medical sciences, education, business and marketing, law, and 

neurobiology were explored. 

 

2.2.1.1 Inclusion/exclusion	criteria		

The inclusion criteria aimed to identify any articles in the electronic search that reported 

the use of theory to explain changes in behaviour frequency. Specifically, the inclusion 

criteria were: 

1. Behaviour change was reported or discussed; 

2. Changes in behaviour were described as a change in frequency, either increasing 

(doing things more often) and/or decreasing (doing things less often or not at all);  

3. Types of articles included were: (1) reports of intervention studies in which theory 

was used to inform the development of the intervention, (2) review articles in 

which authors systematically reviewed the use of theory to alter behaviour 

frequency, (3) discussion papers that evaluated theories of behaviour change, (4) 

descriptive papers in which the development or original principles of the theory 

was described by the original theorists; 

4. The authors explicitly explained how the theory was used to change the frequency 

of behaviour under investigation. 
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Papers that reported non-human or predictive behavioural studies that explained variance 

in scores for behavioural performance were excluded.  Studies that involved behaviour 

change with participants with psychological pathologies such as bipolar disorder and 

schizophrenia or used pharmacological intervention studies were also excluded. Articles 

were excluded if they reported scale development studies, measurement or programme 

development studies, or focussed on mental health interventions in which emotions, rather 

than behaviours, were measured. Articles that focused on cognitions (i.e. reported 

readiness or intention to change behaviour frequency), but did not report any measure of 

behaviour frequency were also excluded. 

 

2.2.1.2 Electronic	search	strategy		

Table 1 presents the databases searched and links them to the research areas. A 

preliminary conceptual map was developed to guide the search strategy within the 

databases. Through discussions among team members and a group of health 

psychologists, the map was refined to include additional terms, phrases and research areas 

suggested by the behavioural experts. The conceptual map (see Appendix A) contributed 

to the search strategy in two ways: (1) by identifying databases likely to contain articles 

reporting changes in frequency of behaviour and (2) informing the selection of search 

terms for each database.  

 

Using the conceptual map as a guide and the research team’s knowledge of theories of 

behaviour and behaviour change, a list of Boolean linked terms and their synonyms was 

constructed and several search strategies were tested. Key search terms covered content 

domains relating to: (1) change in behaviour; (2) direction of change (increasing / 

decreasing frequency); (3) theory; (4) research areas identified in the conceptual map; and 
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(5) psychology-related terms. The theory domain terms could be located anywhere in the 

article because authors may have used theory for interpreting results and explaining 

findings (i.e., in the Discussion sections of articles as well as Background and Methods). 

Detailed lists of search terms are presented in Appendix B. An initial search for peer-

reviewed articles was carried out in October 2013 and a final search conducted in August 

2014. Articles identified by the research team as possible sources for the application of 

theory to change behaviour, were included for screening. 

 

Table 1: Databases Searched to Identify Articles from Research Discipline 

 

 

2.2.1.3 Screening	of	titles	and	abstracts		

Article title and abstract were screened, based on the first three inclusion/exclusion 

criteria because key terms in the theory domain were not limited to abstract or title. If it 

was unclear whether the article should be included because the description of behaviour 

change was unclear, the full text was screened. For example, if an abstract reported 

behaviour change as ‘improve healthy eating’, but did not report which eating behaviours 

were targeted for increase and which eating behaviours were targeted for decrease, the full 

Fields of Research  
 
Databases 

Psychology Education 
Health Policy, 
Promotion & 
Behaviour 

Business & 
Marketing Neurobiology 

Academic Search Complete ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
PsycARTICLES ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Psychology and Behavioural 
Sciences Collection 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

PsycINFO ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
E- Journals ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
CINAHL  ✔  ✔   
MEDline ✔  ✔  ✔ 

SocINDEX  ✔ ✔ ✔  
GreenFILE     ✔  
EconLit    ✔  
Business Source Complete    ✔  
Regional Business News    ✔  
Teacher Reference Centre  ✔    
Criminal Justice ✔     
NOTE: Check mark indicates the database related to the research discipline 
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text of the article was reviewed to identify direction of change (e.g. increase daily fruit 

and vegetable consumption, decrease consumption of high fat food).  

 

2.2.1.4 Screening	of	full	text	papers		

Full-text screening of the articles applied all four inclusion/exclusion criteria. In order to 

have been categorised as using theory to change behaviour frequency, the articles had to 

meet all three of the criteria as report by Colquhoun and colleagues. The criteria were as 

follows: The theory had to be reported by name, referenced and fit the definition of ‘a set 

of concepts and/or statements with specification of how phenomena relate to each other. 

Theory provides an organised description of a system that accounts for what is known and 

explains and predicts phenomena’ (pp.2) [57]. The reference cited had to relate to the 

development of the theory and not an empirical study that cited the theory [57].  In 

addition, the article had to report the complete theory and not one or two constructs. The 

theorists designed the complete theory to explain behaviour, not just one construct. 

Therefore, to truly explain behaviour change the entire theory had to be cited. For 

example, if authors reported using ‘Perceived Behavioural Control’ but did not refer to 

Theory of Planned Behaviour [51], nor did they cite Ajzen (who formulated this theory) 

[51], the article was excluded. However, if a construct within a theory had evolved into its 

own theory (e.g. Self-Efficacy Theory) [103], then the theory was included, even though 

the theory was initially derived from a single construct. 

 

When published protocols met the inclusion criteria, the subsequent articles reporting the 

study findings were considered for inclusion as well. Primary studies included in review 

articles, in which theory was reportedly used to alter the frequency of behaviours, were 

searched and the identified individual articles were retrieved for screening.   
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2.2.1.5 Inter-rater	Reliability		

To check the reliability of screening decisions made by the first researcher (AMP), two 

members of the research team (CSH, JJF) independently applied the inclusion/exclusion 

criteria to 10% of articles randomly selected from papers identified from the bibliographic 

search. Agreement (Cohen’s Kappa; κ) [104, 105] was calculated for the articles 

independently screened by the second and third reviewers. 

 

2.2.1.6 Data	extraction		

A data extraction form was created within Microsoft Excel and piloted on four articles 

(see Appendix C). Revisions to the extraction form were made to ensure the pertinent data 

were extracted (version 3). Data extracted from the articles included: (1) type of article 

(empirical or non-empirical study, review, commentary, theoretical); (2) description of 

behaviour targeted for change (either a description of the specific target behaviour or no 

description of specific behaviour); (3) the desired direction of behaviour change (i.e. 

increasing or decreasing frequency); (4) the theory reported; and (5) cited theory article. 

Descriptive details on how the authors proposed the theoretical constructs or models were 

applied to change behaviour frequency were also extracted.  

 

Articles were grouped according to theory reported and behaviours were classified 

according to discipline (e.g. as health related, educational, non-specific). Similarities 

across the articles in which the same theory was applied were identified and the 

explanatory processes proposed by the authors relating to changing behaviour frequency 

were compared.  Strategies or approaches that targeted theoretical constructs were 

identified and grouped according to direction of change.  
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2.2.2 Stage	2:	Identification	of	theoretical	articles	
In order to better understand the theories in the identified articles from Stage 1, the cited 

theoretical articles, as well as any additional sources that may add to the interpretation and 

understanding of the theoretical processes proposed for increasing and/or decreasing 

frequency of behaviour, were sampled. As recommended for CIS approach, the research 

team’s expertise in the areas of psychology, behaviour change, implementation and de-

implementation research guided the purposive selection of articles not identified in the 

electronic search [84]. There was no formal data extraction for the descriptive articles that 

reported the development of the theory from the original theorists. Rather, the descriptions 

of the theoretical explanatory processes proposed by the theorists to alter behaviour 

frequency were summarised and reported. 

 

2.2.3 Stage	3:	Validation	of	theory	identification		
Because the search strategy likely maximized specificity rather than sensitivity, validation 

of the identified list of theories from Stage 2, looking specifically for omissions, was 

necessary. The list of theories identified in Stage 2 were compared with a list of theories 

reported in a scoping review that purported to be inclusive of theories of behaviour 

change from the social and behavioural sciences [56].  Of particular interest was 

identifying theories that were reportedly applied to change both increasing and decreasing 

frequency of behaviour. Theories that were reportedly applied for one directional change 

would not necessarily add further insight into potential differences already identified in 

Stage 2.  

 

To be included in the current review, theories from the scoping review [56] had to be 

reported in a published study to change behaviour frequency. In order to be consistent in 
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the selection criteria, study articles identified in the scoping review [56] were evaluated 

for inclusion/exclusion using the same criteria as applied in Stage 1. After study articles 

were identified, the theory articles reported in the study articles were selected and 

evaluated using the same process reported in Stage 2.  

 

2.2.4 Data	synthesis	and	reporting	

Data from all three stages of article identification were synthesised in order to clarify the 

principles of the theories and how they were used to change the frequency of behaviours. 

Emerging themes, theories or models that authors reported to explain direction of change 

were identified. Strategies based on psychology theories used by study authors to change 

the frequencies of behaviour were grouped according to direction of change (either 

increasing or decreasing) and similarities and differences were compared. 

 

Theories identified from Stage 2 and the scoping review (Stage 3) were grouped 

according to the following categories: theories that proposed or hypothesised strategies, or 

provided explanatory constructs, specifically for a) increasing frequency, b) decreasing 

frequency and c) theories that proposed different methods or processes for increasing and 

decreasing frequency. Similarities across and differences between the theories were 

reported, with respect to how original theorists proposed altering the frequency of 

behaviour. 

 

2.3 Results	

2.3.1 Articles	retrieved	through	Stage	1	
The electronic search resulted in the retrieval of 1033 articles after removal of duplicates 

(see Figure 3 for PRISMA flow chart) with seven articles identified through other sources. 

Screening of titles and abstracts resulted in the exclusion of 782 articles (628 articles were 
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psychopathology-specific, examined pharmacological treatments, examined process 

evaluations, or were not about behaviour change; 154 were not about changes in 

behaviour frequency), leaving 251 articles remained for full text screening. 

 

 

 

Full-text screening resulted in the exclusion of 209 articles. Twenty-nine articles did not 

report behaviour change as a change in frequency; 107 did not report theory as specified 

in our inclusion criteria; 38 were predictive studies and 35 articles reported readiness to 

change behaviour and did not measure a change in frequency. A total of 23 articles were 

randomly selected for double screening to check reliability of inclusion criteria. Cohen’s 

Full-text articles 
assessed for 

eligibility 
(n = 258) 

Records identified through 
database searching 

(n = 1454) 

782 excluded (psychopathology 
specific, pharmacological txt, 
process evaluation studies, non-
human, not English, not about 
changing behaviour, not about 
changes in frequency) 

Records Screened 
Titles and Abstracts 

(n = 1040) 

49 articles include changing 
frequency of behaviour and 

theory 

209 excluded 
• 29 excluded because not about 

changing frequency of 
behaviour 

• 107 excluded because do not 
fit definition of theory 

• 38 excluded because predictive 
study  

• 35 excluded because article 
about readiness to change 
behaviour 
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Records after duplicates removed 
(n = 1040) 
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Figure 3: Flow Diagram adapted from PRISMA for the Identification of Study 
Records for Stage 1 
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Kappa for the 10% reliability check of the inclusion criteria was 0.80, indicating 

substantial agreement [105, 106]. 

 

2.3.2 Data	extraction	from	Stage	1	articles	
Summaries of the data extracted from the 49 articles included in this review are reported 

in Table 2. Briefly, 32 articles were empirical studies, six were protocols, four were 

commentary/discussion papers, four were review studies, and three were articles about 

theory development. Eight articles reported behaviour as a general idea but did not report 

examples of types of behaviours whilst 41 articles addressed a specific behaviour or a 

number of behaviours they were attempting to change (e.g. fatty food intake, exercise, 

condom use). When describing the change in behaviour frequency, 24 articles had 

described increasing the frequency of behaviour, eight described decreasing frequency, 

whilst 17 articles reported multiple behaviours whereby both increasing and decreasing 

frequencies were targeted.   

 

Fifteen psychology theories were reportedly applied or proposed to increase and/or 

decrease the frequency of behaviour (Control Theory [107], Deterrent Theory [108], 

Disconnected Value Model [109], Goal Setting Theory [110], Health Action Process 

Approach [111], Health Belief  Model [112], Implementation Intention [113], Operant 

Learning Theory [114], Protection Motivation Theory [115], Self Affirmation Theory 

[116], Self Determination Theory [117], Social Cognitive Theory [52], Temporal Self-

Regulation Theory [118], Theory of Planned Behaviour [51], and Theory of Reasoned 

Action [119]). A brief description of the theories can be found in Appendix D. 
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Table 2: Characteristics of Articles Included in CIS Review from Stage 1 
Characteristics of Articles Number of Articles  (n = 49) 

Type of article  
Empirical 
Protocol 
Commentary/Discussion 
Review 
Theory Development 

 
32  
6 
4 
4 
3 

Description of Behaviours 
General 
Specific Behaviours 

 
8 
41 

Direction of Behaviour Change 
Increasing frequency 
Decreasing frequency 
Both increasing and decreasing frequencies 

 
24 
8 
17 

Theories reported * 
Control Theory 
Deterrent Theory  
Disconnected Value Model  
Goal Setting Theory 
Health Action Process Approach 
Health Belief Model  
Implementation Intention  
Operant Learning Theory  
Protection Motivation Theory  
Self Affirmation Theory 
Self Determination Theory 
Social Cognitive Theory  
Temporal Self-Regulation Theory 
Theory of Planned Behaviour  
Theory of Reasoned Action 

 
1 
2 
5 
1 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
5 
23 
1 
4 
2 

*Eight articles reported the application of more than one theory; therefore the sum of the theories reported 
column is great than 49. 
 

2.3.3 Articles	retrieved	from	Stage	2		
The cited theoretical articles (n =15) from the 49 study articles were retrieved, as well as 

additional resources to further aid in understanding the theories, constructs, and their 

application to changing the frequency of behaviour (e.g. psychology resource books, cited 

articles in the theoretical articles). There was no formal identification of appropriate 

articles or resources; rather, as part of the iterative process of CIS, the selection of articles 

for this section informed the researcher’s (AMP) understanding of the identified theories 

from Stage 1. The articles and additional resources provided classical descriptions of the 

theories identified from the electronic search and identified how the theorists explained 

changes in behaviour and behaviour frequency. 
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2.3.4 Stage	3:	Validation	of	theory	identification		
The purpose of this stage was to identify theories that were applied to both increasing and 

decreasing changes in behaviour that might have been missed in Stages 1 and 2 to 

increase the probability of saturation of included theories. Of the 276 articles in a scoping 

review, 270 were included for screening of title and abstract (duplicates from Stage 1 

removed). Screening of titles and abstracts resulted in the exclusion of 33 articles (10 

were not about behaviour change; 23 were not about changes in behaviour frequency); 

237 articles remained for full text screening.  Full-text screening resulted in the exclusion 

of 209 articles. Four articles did not report theory as outlined in our inclusion criteria; 44 

were predictive studies; and 93 articles reported readiness to change.  Thirty-four studies 

used theories that had been previously identified in Stage 1 and did not propose new 

explanations for changing frequency of behaviour already addressed in Stage 1. See 

Figure 4 for inclusion/exclusion process of Stage 2 from scoping review. 

 

Thirty-three studies reported applying 22 theories not identified in Stage 1 to change 

behaviour in one direction (i.e. 30 articles targeted increasing behaviour, three targeted 

decreasing behaviour frequency). However, no articles in the scoping review applied these 

theories in the opposite direction. For example, two articles applied Miller’s Social 

Learning Theory [120] to increase physical activity and condom use, respectively, but no 

other studies in the scoping review used Social Learning Theory to decrease the frequency 

of a behaviour. Whilst these studies fit the inclusion criteria, they did not provide any new 

information about the application of theories to change frequency of behaviour. 
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One theory was added as a result of investigating the scoping review. The Information-

Motivation-Behavioural (IMB) Skills Model [121] was applied to increasing and 

decreasing changes in frequency and reported in 17 articles from the scoping review [56]. 

 

2.3.5 Data	Synthesis	and	Reporting	
The identified theories were grouped into three categories: 1) theories applied to both 

implementing and de-implementing behaviour; 2) theories applied to increasing 

implementing behaviour only; and 3) theories applied to de-implementing behaviour only. 

Full-text articles 
assessed for 

eligibility 
(n = 236) 

Records reported in Davis 
Scoping review 

(n = 276) 

34 excluded (not about changing 
behaviour, not about changes in 
frequency) 

Records Screened 
Titles and Abstracts 

(n = 270) 

17 articles include changing 
frequency of behaviour and 

theory use 

219 excluded 
• 4 excluded because do not fit 

definition of theory 
• 50 excluded because predictive 

study  
• 94 excluded because article about 

readiness to change behaviour 
• 34 excluded studies theory 

already identified in Stage 1 
• 37 excluded studies exclusively 

target one direction (no identified 
articles target opposite direction)  
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Figure 4: Flow Diagram adapted from PRISMA for Identification of Articles from 
Scoping Review 
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Theories in the three categories are listed in Table 3. Details about each of the included 

studies are presented in Table 4. 

 

2.3.5.1 Theories	applied	to	both	implementing	and	de-implementing	of	behaviour		

Theories that were applied to implementing (increasing frequency) and de-implementing 

(decreasing frequency) behaviours were categorised into two groups:  those that (1) do 

and (2) do not propose different approaches for implementing and de-implementing 

behaviour. 

 

(1) Theories that propose different approaches for implementing and de-implementing 

Behaviour. Evidence from several experimental studies based on Operant Learning 

Theory (OLT) supported the hypothesis that different approaches are effective for 

increasing [38, 122] and decreasing [123-125] the frequency of behaviours. For example, 

Guitart-Masip et al.[125] applied OLT to explore the neurobiological connections of 

reinforcement and punishment when individuals were involved in an instrumental 

learning task (i.e. simple learning task of pressing (or not pressing) a button in the 

presence of an image on a computer screen). They reported that individuals who were 

reinforced (i.e. rewarded) for performing the target behaviour (e.g. pressing a button when 

a specific image is presented on a computer screen, termed ‘go task’) performed better 

than individuals who were punished for not performing the target behaviour. Conversely, 

individuals who were punished for performing the undesired behaviour (e.g. pressing a 

button when a specific image is presented on a computer screen, when they should not, 

termed ‘no-go’) performed better than those individuals who were rewarded for not 

performing the undesired behaviour [125]. Studies in the neurobiology of behaviour 

change illustrated that different neurotransmitters may be responsible for distinct changes 
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in behavioural frequency. Specifically, the neurotransmitter dopamine is involved in 

action motivating behaviour whilst serotonin appears to be more closely associated with 

behavioural inhibition [122, 125, 126].  

  

Table 3: Summary of Theories Reported in Articles by Direction of Change in 
Behaviour Frequency 

 

 (2) Theories that do not propose different approaches for implementing or de-

implementing behaviour. Theories that were explicitly applied for increasing or 

decreasing behaviours, but did not propose different approaches included Implementation 

Intention (II) [113], Disconnected Values Model (DVM) [127], Social Cognitive Theory 

(SCT) [52, 128-136] and IMB-Skills Model [137-155].  

 

Theories / models applied to increase or 
decrease frequency of behaviour 

Target: 
Increasing 
Frequency 

Target: 
Decreasing  
Frequency 

Different  
Directions  
Theorised 
Differently? 

Operant Learning Theory  Yes Yes Yes 
Implementation Intention  Yes Yes No* 
Social Cognitive Theory  Yes Yes No* 
Health Action Process Approach Yes Yes No* 
Disconnected Value Model  Yes Yes No* 
Self Affirmation Theory Yes Yes No* 
Self Determination Theory Yes Yes No* 
Theory of Planned Behaviour  Yes Yes No* 
Theory of Reasoned Action Yes Yes No* 
Temporal Self-Regulation Theory Yes Yes No* 
Information-Motivation-Behaviour Skills Modela Yes Yes No* 
Deterrent Theory  No Yes N/A 
Goal Setting Theory Yes No N/A 
Control Theory Yes No N/A 
Health Belief Model  Yes No N/A 
Protection Motivation Theory Yes No N/A 
a Models identified from scoping review 
* Proposed decreasing an undesired behaviour by attempting to increase a substitute behaviour. 
Blue – theories that propose different approaches to increasing and decreasing 
Green – theories that do not propose different approaches to increasing and decreasing 
Black – theories that were applied in on direction 
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To increase frequency of behaviour, the authors who used SCT targeted increasing 

individuals’ self-efficacy and specifying goals about the target behaviour. Ranby et al. 

[135] applied SCT with the Health Belief Model (HBM) through discussions about the 

health threats of being overweight in a highly stressful job. They noted the importance of 

setting goals and monitoring to improve the individual’s self-efficacy to achieve the 

desired behaviour of increasing exercise.  

 

Similarly, Craciun et al. [131] and Albright et al. [132] improved students’ self-efficacy 

through goal-setting about eating a target number of fruits per week in an attempt to 

increase fruit consumption [131-133]. Schweiger, Gallo and Gollwitzer illustrated that 

clearly defined goals about when and in what context a behaviour will be performed 

(implementation intentions) increased frequency of behaviour [128]. Similarly, Orbell et 

al. [156] primarily used II [113] to develop action plans to increase the likelihood of 

performing breast self-examinations by women who had high intention to self-examine, 

according to Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)-based assessments [51]. Orbell argued 

that whilst intention as defined by Ajzen in the TPB [51] is a good predictor of behaviour 

(e.g. breast examination), a detailed plan about how and in what context the individual 

should act (i.e. implementation intentions [113]) would better precipitate behaviour 

performance [156]. 

 

Anshel, through DVM [130], proposed that as long as positive habits align with an 

individual’s values and desires, the positive habit/behaviour will continue [127]. 

Schweiger, Gallo and Gollwitzer illustrated that clearly defined goals about when and in 

what context a behaviour will be performed (implementation intentions) increased 

frequency of behaviour [128]. IMB-Skills Model [144] was reportedly used to increase 
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drug adherence, physical activity, and condom use. IMB-Skills model targets improving 

individuals’ knowledge base, motivation, and skills about a behaviour in order to increase 

the likelihood of performing the behaviour [138, 140, 150].  

 

To de-implement (or decrease frequency of) behaviours, authors who applied theories 

which did not theorise decreasing differently from increasing, proposed replacing or 

substituting the undesired behaviour with a new desired behaviour. The studies report that 

the principles of the identified theories were then applied to increase the frequency of the 

new desired behaviour. For example, Albright et al. [132], using SCT, and Armitage 

[129], using II, suggested participants develop positive goals or implementation intentions 

rather than negative ones (e.g. ‘I will eat more fruits this week’ versus ‘I will stop eating 

meat this week’) to decrease fat intake. Substituting a desired behaviour was also used to 

decrease the frequency of behaviour when authors applied OLT [157, 158] principles by 

delivering reinforcement (i.e. reward on condition that behaviour was performed) for 

performing a new target behaviour that was incompatible with the problematic behaviour. 

For example, O’Connor et al. [157] suggested replacing an undesired tic response with 

rehearsed exercise and provided praise (positive reinforcement) for performance of the 

muscle relaxing exercise to reduce the frequency of tics in individuals with chronic tic 

disorders. Epstein et al. [158] recommended parents give positive reinforcements to 

children who ate fruit and vegetables or exercised, regardless of whether the children were 

in the ‘increase fruit and vegetable’ group or in the ‘decrease fat intake’ group. Avants 

and colleagues replaced ‘harmful behaviours’ (unprotected sex) with a safer behaviour 

(increase condom use) and used the IMB-Skills Model to increase condom use.  
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2.3.5.2 Theories	only	applied	to	implement	behaviours	

Theories used to implement (or increase the frequency) behaviour (i.e. Health Belief 

Model (HBM) [112], Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) [115],  Health Action Process 

Approach (HAPA) [111, 159]) generally focused on factors that improved individuals’ 

intention and motivation. For example, Le [160] using HBM [112] hypothesized that 

perceived weight gain would act as a ‘cue to action’, thereby increasing motivation to 

increase physical activity. A systematic review conducted by Bish et al. [161], examining 

interventions to increase H1N1 vaccination rates, applied PMT [115] to evaluate how the 

severity and personal risk of H1N1 pandemic can increase intentions and subsequent 

uptake of the vaccine. Using the HAPA [111, 162] model, Fleig et al. [163] reported that 

individuals who generated plans to increase physical activity or eating fruit and vegetables 

greatly increased the likelihood that they would perform the behaviour described in those 

plans.  None of these theories were reportedly applied to decrease the frequency of 

behaviour.  

 

2.3.5.3 Theories	only	applied	to	de-implement	behaviours	

Deterrent Theory (DT) applies the perception of punishment to discourage youth 

offenders from reoffending (e.g. underage alcohol consumption, drug use) [164]. 

Maxwell, applying DT, proposed that the sole purpose of punishment issued by criminal 

law-enforcing bodies is to deter future crimes, a principle of the judicial system [164]. As 

a means of changing behaviour (i.e. decreasing undesired behaviour), the evidence 

suggests that it has been more successful when detection of undesired behaviour and 

punishment are perceived to be certain and punishment is perceived to be severe [165-

167]. None of these theories were reportedly applied to increase the frequency of 

behaviour.  
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2.3.6 Summary	of	Findings	
Three key findings emerged from the synthesis of the included articles. The first was that 

OLT was the only theory to theorise two different approaches for changing behaviour 

tailored to direction of change (i.e. reinforcement to increase behaviour frequency 

(implement) and punishment to decrease behaviour frequency (de-implement)) [38, 114]. 

The second finding was that despite this distinction in OLT, a large number of theories 

did not differentiate between increasing and decreasing frequency of behaviour. The third 

finding was that researchers attempting to de-implement behaviour using a theory that did 

not differentiate between increasing and decreasing often used the strategy of replacing 

the undesired behaviour with a new desired behaviour. No theoretical rationale for this 

substitution strategy was reported, but authors did apply theory to increase the frequency 

of the replacement behaviour. 
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Table 4: Articles Included in CIS Review that Reported the Application of Theory to 
Change Behaviour 
Author and 
year of 
publication 

Type of article Description of Behaviour 
under investigation 

Direction of 
frequency 

change 
Theory/ies 

Theory 
Author and 

Year 

Anshel, 2010 
[168] Empirical 

Non-descript negative 
actions or habits 
(examples not provided) 

Decrease 

Disconnected 
Values Model 
 

Anshel, 
2008 [169] 

 

Anshel et al., 
2010 [170] Empirical 

Unhealthy habits*, 
physical activity   
*Unhealthy habits were not 
evaluated b/c directing unclear 
with respect to the habits were 
actions or in actions. 

Increase 

Anshel, 2013 
[171] Empirical Physical activity Increase 

Anshel et al., 
2010 [130] Empirical Physical activity Increase 

Anshel, 2008 
[169] 
 

Development 
of theory 

Negative actions  & 
positive habits 

Increase and 
decrease 

Fleig et al, 
2011 [163] Empirical Physical activity, fruit and 

vegetable consumption Increase 

Health Action 
Process 
Approach 
 

Schwarzer, 
2008 [111] 

 Schwarzer, 
2008 [172] 

Development 
of theory 

Health-compromising 
behaviours and health-
enhancing behaviours 
(uses examples such as 
physical activity, breast self-
exam, seat-belt use, healthy 
eating, and dental flossing – all 
increasing behaviours) 

Increase and 
decrease 

Avants et al., 
2004 [137] Empirical 

High risk behaviour  
(Unprotected sex; using 
dirty drug paraphernalia) 

Decrease   

Amico et al., 
2005 [138]  Empirical Adhering to AZT drug 

Increase 

Information-
Motivation-
Behavioural 
(IMB) Skills 
Model 

Fisher, 1992 
[144] 

Anderson et 
al., 2006 [139] Empirical Using condom  

Cornman et 
al., 2007 [140] Empirical Condom use 

Fisher et al., 
1994 [143] Empirical Condom use 

Fisher et al., 
1996 [142] Empirical Condom use 

Fisher et al., 
2002 [141] Empirical Condom use 

Fisher, 1992 
[121] 

Development 
of theory 

General behaviour (no 
examples provided) 

Jaworski et 
al., 2001 [145] Empirical Condom use 

Kalichman et 
al., 2002 [147] Empirical 

Electronic searches for 
HIV/AIDS Health 
information 

Kalichman et 
al., 2006 [148] Empirical Condom use/drug 

adherence 
Kiene & Barta, 
2006 [149] Empirical Condom use/drug 

adherence 
Osborn et al., 
2010 [150] Empirical Physical activity 

Rye et al., 
2008 [151] Empirical Condom use 
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Simon et al., 
2010 [152] Empirical Drug adherence 

Yang et al., 
2011 [154] Empirical Condom use 

Zarani et al., 
2010 [155] Empirical Multiple health behaviours 

Stone, 1953 
[173] Empirical 

Decrease behaviour in 
serial activities 
(experiments) 

Decrease 

Operant 
Learning Theory 

Skinner, 
1963 [38]; 
Thorndike, 
1931 [174],  
Skinner,197

6 [175] 

Strohacker et 
al., 2014 [176] Review 

Exercise behaviour 
(described as attendance 
at exercise sessions, 
physical activity counts, 
steps per day, meeting 
weekly gym goal visits) 

Increase 

Guitart–Masip 
et al., 2012 
[125] 

Empirical Simple learning task Increase and 
decrease 

Deforche et 
al., 2011 [177] 

Commentary/ 
Discussion Physical activity Increase 

Self-
Determination 
Theory 
 

Deci & 
Ryan, 1985 

[178];  
Ryan & 

Deci, 2000 
[117] 

 

Gillison et al., 
2014 [179] 

Empirical 
(protocol) 

Physical activity and food 
intake (food intake was 
not evaluated because 
direction unclear with 
respect to eating more 
fruit and vegetable and 
eating less high fat) 

Increase 

Lubans et al., 
2012 [180] 

Empirical 
(protocol) Physical activity Increase 

Weber-
Gasparoni et 
al., 2012 [181] 

Empirical 

Oral care (daily tooth 
brushing, bedtime tooth 
brushing, use of 
fluoridated toothpaste, 
pea size toothpaste used, 
drinking sugary drinks, 
child eating more than 2 
cariogenic snacks/day, 
checking for early signs or 
caries) 

Increase and 
decrease 

Strecher et al., 
1995 [182] 

Commentary/ 
Discussion Fat intake and smoking Decrease 

Social Cognitive 
Theory 
 

Bandura, 
1976, 1977, 
1986, 1998, 
2005 [52, 
103, 134, 
183, 184] 
 

Bandura, 
1976 [134] 

Development 
of theory 

Non-descript behaviour 
(examples not provided) Increase 

Barling, 1980 
[185] Empirical 

Answering questions on 
verbal and arithmetic 
tests 

Increase 

Craciun & 
Baban, 2008 
[131] 

Empirical Fruit intake Increase 

Fox & 
Bailenson, 
2009 [186] 

Empirical Exercise activity Increase 

Coday et al., 
2002 [187] Empirical Physical activity Increase 

Sorensen et 
al., 1998 [188] 

Empirical 
(protocol) 

Fruit and Vegetable 
consumption Increase 

Moore et al., 
2006 [189] Empirical Exercise Increase 
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Perez-Rodrigo 
et al., 2005 
[190] 

Empirical Fruit and vegetable intake Increase 

Smith et al., 
2010 [191] Empirical 

Physical activity and food 
intake*   
* Food intake was not evaluated 
b/c direction unclear with 
respect to eating more fruit and 
eating less high fat. 

Increase 

Albright et al., 
1997 [132] Empirical Consuming fat and eating 

fruit and vegetables 
Increase and 
decrease 

Anderson-Bill 
et al., 2011 
[192] 

Empirical 
Daily intake of calories, 
daily servings of fruit and 
vegetables, daily steps 

Increase and 
decrease 

Crockett et al., 
1988 [193] Empirical 

Healthy eating, food 
intake - fruit, vegetables 
and fatty foods 

Increase and 
decrease 

Howard-
Pitney et al., 
1997 [194] 

Empirical 
Fat consumption and fruit 
and vegetable 
consumption 
 

Increase and 
decrease 

Lubans et al., 
2010 [195] Empirical 

Physical activity, 
frequency of food item 
consumption 

Increase and 
decrease 

Macaulay et 
al., 1997 [196] Empirical 

Healthy activity (physical 
activity frequency) and 
food intake (sugar, fat, 
and fruit and vegetable 
consumptions) 

Increase and 
decrease 

Paradis et al., 
2005 [197] Empirical 

Healthy activity (physical 
activity frequency) and 
food intake (sugar, fat, 
and fruit and vegetable 
consumptions) 

Increase and 
decrease 

Barratt et al., 
2005 [153] Empirical Obtaining cannabis Decrease 

Deterrence 
Theory 

Schneider & 
Ervin, 1990 

[108] 
Maxwell & 
Grey, 2000 
[164] 

Empirical Commit crimes Decrease 

Griffin et al., 
2011 [198] 

Empirical 
(protocol) 

Physical activity, dietary 
intake (fruit and vegetable 
intake), medication 
adherence, smoking 
cessation 
 

Increase and 
decrease 
 

Theory of 
Planned 
Behaviour; Other 
theories were 
reported but did not 
fit definition of use 
(used one construct 
in theory) 

Ajzen, 1991 
[51] 

Griffin et al., 
2014 [199] Empirical 

Hrisos et al., 
2008 [200] 

Empirical 
(protocol) 

Antibiotic prescribing Decrease 

Theory of 
Planned 
Behaviour, 
Social Cognitive 
Theory 

Ajzen, 1991 
[51]; 

Bandura, 
1998 [184] 

Hrisos et al., 
2008 [201] Empirical 

Harris, 2011 
[202] 

Commentary/ 
Discussion 

Unhealthy behaviours 
(smoking, caffeine 
consumption, alcohol 
consumption) & Healthy 
behaviour exercise, fruit 
and vegetable 
consumption) 

Increase and 
decrease 

Self-Affirmation 
Theory 

Steele, 
1988 [116] 
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2.4 Discussion	

The key findings from this synthesis suggest that only OLT proposes different strategies 

for implementing versus de-implementing behaviours. In addition, other theories that did 

not differentiate between implementing and de-implementing behaviours were used to de-

implement behaviour by substituting the undesired behaviour with a new desired 

behaviour. The implications of these findings for designing implementation and de-

implementation interventions in healthcare contexts require more investigation and 

critique, as discussed below. 

Borland, 2010 
[203] 

Commentary/ 
Discussion 

Non-descript behaviour in 
general 

Increase and 
decrease 

Temporal Self-
regulation 
Theory 

Hall & Fong, 
2007 [118] 

Burke et al., 
2002 [204] Empirical 

Exercise, fruit and 
vegetable consumption, 
fat consumption 

Increase and 
decrease 

Social Cognitive 
Theory; Theory 
of Reasoned 
Action 

Bandura, 
1986  
[103]; 

Fishbein & 
Ajzen, 1975 

[119] 

Gray et al., 
2013 [205] Empirical 

Physical activity and 
healthy eating*   
*Healthy eating was not 
evaluated b/c direction unclear 
with respect to eating more fruit 
and eating less high fat. 

Increase Control Theory 
Carver and 

Scheier, 
1982 [107] 

Ivers et al., 
2010 [206] 

Empirical 
(protocol) 

Test ordering and 
prescription rates  Increase 

Goal Setting 
Theory; 
Implementation 
Intentions 

Locke & 
Latham, 

1996 [110]; 
Gollwitzer, 
1999 [113] 

Pulley et al., 
1996 [207] Empirical  

Condom use, use of 
bleach to disinfect 
needles the reduce risk of 
HIV infection 

Increase 

Social Learning 
Theory, Health 
Belief Model; 
Theory of 
Reasoned 
Action 

Bandura, 
1986 [103]; 
Rosenstock, 
1974 [112]; 
Fishbein & 

Ajzen, 1975 
[119] 

Ranby et al., 
2011 [135] Empirical Exercise, fruit and 

vegetable consumption Increase 
Social Cognitive 
Theory; Health 
Belief Model 

Bandura, 
1986 [103]; 
Rosenstock, 
1974 [112] 

Godin & 
Shephard, 
1990 [208] 

Review Exercise Increase 

Protective 
Motivation 
Theory  
(SCT, HBM, TRA, 
TIB, TPB were 
identified in review 
but was predictive 
studies) 

Rogers, 
1975  
[115] 
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2.4.1 Operant	Learning	Theory	as	a	basis	for	intervention	design	

Principles of OLT are illustrated in Figure 5 and described below.  

 

Figure 5: Operant Learning Theory and Constructs Proposed to Increase and 
Decrease the Frequency of Behaviour 
 

2.4.1.1 Principles	of	Operant	Learning	Theory	

The basic principles of OLT propose that behaviour can occur more frequently if the 

behaviour is followed by reinforcement. Conversely, behaviour can be conditioned to 

diminish in frequency if it is followed by punishment. Reinforcements can be delivered 

via two means: through positive reinforcement, whereby a positive stimulus (reward) 

follows the performance of the behaviour, and negative reinforcement, whereby negative 

(aversive) stimuli is removed from the environment following the performance of the 

behaviour.  If the behaviour has never been performed, reinforcements administered when 

the individual has closely performed the behaviour and gradually reinforcing only 

Operant	Learning	
Theory		

Behaviour	occurs	as	a	result	
of	environment	acting	on	

individual	

Reinforcement	

Means	to	increase	
the	likelihood	of	a	

behaviour	
occurring	

Positive	
Reinforcement	

Adding	a	positive	
stimulus	(reward)	
to	the	individual's	
environment	after	

behaviour	has	
occurred	

Negative	
Reinforcement	

Removing	a	
negative	stimulus	
(aversive)	to	the	

individual's	
environment	after	

behaviour	has	
occurred	

Punishment	

Means	to	decrease	
the	likelihood	of	a	

behaviour	
occurring	

Positive	
Punishment	

Adding	a	negative	
stimulus	(aversive)	
to	the	individual's	
environment	after	

behaviour	has	
occurred	

Negative	
Punishment	or	
Extinction	

Removing	a	
positive	stimulus	
(reward)	to	the	

individual's	
environment	after	

behaviour	has	
occurred	
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performances closer to the wanted behaviour, increase the likelihood of the rare behaviour 

occurring in a short time [38]. This approach in OLT is termed shaping.  

 

Punishment can also be delivered through two means: 1) positive punishment, or 

punishment by contingent stimulus, in which a negative stimulus is added to the 

individual’s environment following the performance of the undesired behaviour and 2) 

negative punishment, or punishment by contingent withdrawal, whereby a positive 

stimulus is removed following the performance of the behaviour. Using negative 

punishment leads to extinction of the once reinforced behaviour. ‘The consequence of the 

behaviour [reinforcement or punishment] may feed back to the individual’ [114] (pg. 59) 

and change the behaviour in the appropriate direction, increasing the likelihood in the case 

of reinforcement and decreasing the likelihood in the case of punishment. 

 

Skinner proposed that other factors identified in OLT could be utilised to modify the 

effects of punishment and reinforcement. These include various types of scheduling 

parameters. Varying the scheduling of the reinforcement or punishment illustrates that it 

was not necessary to keep applying or removing the stimulus all the time to maintain 

behaviour [209]. Skinner proposed four types of scheduling that impact the frequency of 

behaviour. Fixed interval scheduling occurs when the behaviour is reinforced at fixed 

periods of time and produces a high frequency of behaviour at the end of the interval. 

Variable interval scheduling occurs when the behaviour is reinforced after periods of time 

that vary from trial to trial and produce relatively slow but steady change in frequency of 

behaviour.  In Fixed ratio scheduling the stimulus is delivered or removed after a certain 

number of behaviours have occurred. The exact number of behaviours has to occur before 

the stimulus is added or removed. In Variable ratio scheduling, the number of behaviours 
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that have to occur before the stimulus is applied or removed varies over each trial. In the 

case of reinforcement, both types of ratio scheduling produce a high frequency of 

behaviour. 

 

Some of the principles of OLT have been incorporated into the field of Applied 

Behavioural Analysis (ABA) or Behaviour Modification [78].  ABA is an approach to 

behaviour change that focuses on identifying procedures which will produce measurable 

changes in behaviour [80] and applies behaviour change principles from a number of 

learning theories including OLT [38], classical conditioning and SCT [52]. ABA or 

behaviour modification experts adopt viewpoints similar to those of Skinner, where the 

focus is on the observable relationship of behaviour to the environment, including 

contingencies and consequences.  ABA or behaviour modification strategies have been 

used to change a number of behaviours including increasing HIV prevention [210] and  

health and exercise [211], promoting industrial safety [212], as well as improving child 

behaviour in the classroom [213].     

 

2.4.1.2 Challenges	and	opportunities	with	Operant	Learning	Theory	

OLT principles are promising in changing frequencies of behaviours both conceptually 

and the practical application in ABA, but there are challenges to applying the principles of 

OLT to changing healthcare behaviours. It is important to note that whilst there are 

challenges to investigating OLT principles, the theory should not necessarily be discarded 

as uninformative. Some challenges exist to applying OLT to HCP behaviour change. 

Equally, there are some potential opportunities to investigate the application of principles 

of OLT in implementation and de-implementation interventions.   
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One of these challenges is attempting to extrapolate OLT principles initially tested with 

animals in laboratory settings to human participants in real world situations. One of the 

first tests of OLT involved animal models (e.g. rodents and pigeons) in a ‘Skinner Box’ in 

which animals received a food pellet (reinforcement) if (and only if) a bar located in the 

wall of the cage was pressed [114]. In the same manner, tests of the effectiveness of 

punishment to decrease the frequency of behaviour involved the animal receiving an 

electric shock from the floor of the cage to its foot if it performed the behaviour [114]. 

Variations of this type of testing with other aspects of OLT (e.g. tests of scheduling of 

reinforcements and punishments) also included animal models of behaviour. The 

argument against OLT application with humans is that it can only explain simple human 

behaviours or the features that humans and animals have in common [175, 214]. For 

example the study included in this review applied OLT principles to a simple ‘Go’ versus 

‘No-Go’ instrumental learning task of pressing a button, or not pressing the button, when 

a specific image was presented on a computer screen [125]. Participants were performing 

the exact behaviour of the rodents and pigeons in the initial studies [125]. Application of 

the principles of OLT in a clinical setting may be difficult to deliver due to complexities 

of behaviour being performed, compared to the behaviours studied in animal models.  

 

Another challenge to applying OLT to changing HCPs’ behaviours is the idea held by 

Skinner that if all contingencies of behaviour can be understood (i.e. the environment in 

which a behaviour has occurred in a predictable sequence) then it is possible to predict 

and control behaviour [114]. The problem with this assumption is that it is difficult to 

understand all the contingencies of HCP behaviour in a healthcare setting, which at times 

can seem very chaotic. The settings for many of the initial OLT studies were controlled 

experimental laboratories, with rodents and pigeons, whereby the experimenter controlled 
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the conditions to which the subjects were exposed [175]. Trying to transfer the principles 

and strategies of OLT into the healthcare settings with HCPs would likely be considerably 

more difficult, where every day can bring new challenges and experiences for the HCPs.  

 

There are, however, many aspects of the HCPs’ environment (or contingencies) that can 

be understood. Therefore, behaviours may be controlled with manipulations of the 

environment. It is possible that the principles of OLT may perhaps be more fitting in 

changing HCP behaviour than other forms of behaviour by the very nature of the 

environment in which HCPs work. HCPs’ behaviours are more likely a result of 

controlled contingencies than the general population behaviours. Specifically, whilst each 

patient is unique, their care is controlled by illness symptoms, guidelines and hospital 

policies. HCPs’ behaviour (i.e. delivery of care) is arguably partially controlled by these 

factors. For example, a HCP will perform a specific sequence of behaviours (i.e. 

diagnostic, treatment tests) when encountering a patient with a certain set of symptoms. 

Reinforcement and punishments of the HCP behaviour occur, for example, when a patient 

leaves happy, is cured, becomes progressively ill, or dies.  According to the principles of 

OLT [38], these experiences (or stimuli) will operate on the HCP to determine whether 

the HCP will perform the behaviour in the same or similar circumstances, despite the 

complexities of the healthcare environment.  

 

Complexity of the healthcare environment should be carefully considered during the 

delivery of the reinforcements or punishments, specifically around scheduling of the 

stimulus. As previously mentioned in the description of the OLT, the length of time, or 

interval between the behaviour and the delivery of the reinforcement or punishment can 

have varying effects on changing the frequency of behaviour. Reinforcements and 
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punishments are most effective when they immediately follow the behaviour. It is on rare 

occasions that the reinforcing stimulus associated with HCP behaviour would occur 

directly following the behaviour. The results of most HCPs behaviour may occur days, 

weeks or months after the behaviour has been performed. It may be difficult to maintain 

the association of behaviour and stimulus and as a result the stimulus may lose its effect in 

changing the frequency of behaviour. The principles of OLT recommend that the 

reinforcing or punishing stimulus occur in relative close temporal proximity to the 

performance of the behaviour. 

 

There may also be opportunities to utilise existing interventions that may include 

principles of OLT around scheduling of reinforcements and punishments but not explicitly 

reported, and test the OLT principles in a more systematic and empirical manner. 

Feedback interventions, for example, are commonly used to report back to HCP how well 

they are performing on a given behaviour as a reflection of quality of care [215].  The 

feedback provided may act as a positive reinforcement (e.g. meeting expected targets) or 

positive punishment (e.g. failing to meet expected targets) of previous behaviour, 

resulting in a change in HCP behaviour [216, 217]. Therefore, feedback interventions 

provide an opportunity for the delivery a reinforcement or punishment stimulus in a 

timely manner such that the association between behaviour and stimulus are not lost.  

Explicitly testing the theoretical concepts within OLT (i.e. positive punishment or positive 

reinforcement), as feedback stimuli, may further investigate the usefulness of OLT in 

implementation and de-implementation intervention design. 

 

One should not completely disregard OLT as a possible theory to apply to HCP behaviour 

change. There is an argument for starting with the simpler model and moving to more 
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complex cases when evidence permits [175] (pg. 249). One only needs to look at clinical 

drug trials to see the value of studies using animals and drawing inferences to humans. 

Drug trials typically begin with tests on animals and, if successful, progress to trials with 

humans. Investigations into underlying causes of disease begin in animal models and 

transition to human investigations when evidence exists to support that transition. The 

same argument could be used for progressing from animal models of behaviour to human 

behaviour. Even though the principles of OLT in animal models of behaviour do not 

account for every nuance of human behaviour, there are aspects that can be investigated 

further, such as punishment for de-implementation interventions. 

 

2.4.2 Can	punishment	be	used	as	a	basis	for	de-implementation?				
One of the approaches proposed to decrease the frequency of behaviour that was different 

from the increasing frequency of behaviour outlined in two theories (OLT [114] and DT 

[165]) was the use of punishment. Punishment has been described as the delivery of a 

negative stimulus or removal of positive stimulus in OLT (i.e. delivered after the 

behaviour was performed) or as a disincentive in DT (i.e. individuals are informed that a 

punishment will occur should the behaviour be performed).  However, there are a number 

of questions that can arise when attempting to apply principles of punishment to decrease 

the frequency of HCPs’ behaviours. For example, what forms of punishments could be 

applied in health care systems?; How are punishments conceptualised and how could they 

be titrated to get the desired effect?; Should the same or differing levels of punishment be 

applied in circumstances whereby behaviour needs to be eliminated versus behaviour that 

only needs to decrease in frequency (e.g. would stopping antibiotic prescriptions for sore 

throats require the same punishment stimulus as reducing the number of  imaging requests 

for low back pain?). 
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One of the challenges with OLT is that reinforcement and punishment do not have the 

same level of effects on behaviour [114] (pg. 183). That is, the stimulus used in 

reinforcement is often less intense than the stimulus used in punishment to elicit the same 

level of effect. In the original experiments, Skinner would apply a foot shock strong 

enough to result in learning, without being so strong that the animal would be debilitated 

[114, 173, 209]. Deterrent Theory applies the threat of punishment (e.g. incarceration) to 

prevent criminal offenders from reoffending. Even though this threat of punishment 

involves a cognitive process, which does not fit the theoretical principles of OLT, the 

more likely the punishment (incarceration) occurred, the more likely the behaviour 

decreased. In the initial operant learning experiments with humans, the positive stimulus 

and negative stimulus were relatively mild (verbal stimuli of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’) and 

Thorndike found that “although ‘right’ strengthened the behaviour that preceded it, 

‘wrong’ did not weaken it” [174] (pg. 183).  

 

Whilst the examples mentioned may be rather simple and not necessarily applicable to 

healthcare behaviours, healthcare professional governing bodies or hospital authorities 

have also used forms of punishment.  Disciplinary actions or sanctioning of an HCP’s 

medical practice are utilized by these agencies to reduce or stop HCP behaviour. De-

accreditation is used in extreme cases of professional misconduct but not for day-to-day 

practice errors. Financial penalties could be applied but evidence is variable in 

effectiveness in the case of health behaviour change [218-220]. It may be that one of the 

challenges around the application of punishment (either perceived or actually delivered) in 

changing HCP behaviour is related to the ethical considerations associated with delivering 

greater negative stimuli to decrease behaviour in relation to positive stimuli delivered to 
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increasing behaviour. The lack of utilization of punishments in HCP behaviour change 

may likely be because it goes against the concept of clinical autonomy and self-regulation 

within professional bodies.  

 

Currently, it is unclear how to apply an appropriate level of punishment to the ineffective 

or harmful healthcare behaviour so that its use is ethical and effective at decreasing or 

eliminating the behaviour. It is also unclear whether different types of punishment can be 

used for relatively low level of poor performance or whether the intensity of the 

punishment may vary depending on the level of poor performance.  It remains unknown 

whether the same or differing levels of punishment should be applied in circumstances 

whereby a behaviour needs to be eliminated versus a behaviour that only needs to 

decrease in frequency. Further investigation is needed into these uncertainties in order to 

determine the usefulness of punishment as a possible approach for de-implementation.  

 

2.4.3 Behaviour	substitution	
Several papers in this review reported applying behavioural theories to increase the 

frequency of one behaviour in order to reduce the frequency of another. This approach 

first requires the selection of an appropriate replacement behaviour. Behaviour 

substitution is not a new concept for reducing behavioural frequency and is an established 

behaviour change technique [58].  When used with reinforcements to increase the 

frequency of the replacement behaviour this strategy is termed differential reinforcement 

of an incompatible behaviour (DRI) [221, 222], a behaviour modification strategy that 

directly applies the principles of reinforcement from OLT. The goal of DRI is to reinforce 

only those responses that are desirable [223] with a view to reducing the performance of 

the undesired behaviour.  
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The articles in this review that reported replacing an undesired behaviour with a desired 

behaviour did not mention DRI or the theoretical rationale for using behaviour 

substitution to change the behaviour [128-130, 132, 136, 158]. Rather, the authors 

appeared to select substitution approach intuitively and then used theory to target the 

replacement behaviour [128-130, 132, 136]. In addition, the theories that were reportedly 

used for only increasing behaviours (i.e. HBM [112], PMT [115], HAPA [111, 159]) 

could be applied in the same manner to increase a replacement behaviour. However, 

finding and selecting an appropriate behaviour to use in place of the behaviour to decrease 

for de-implementation interventions may not be possible, practical, or intrinsically 

identified. For example, evidence-based clinical recommendations suggest that healthcare 

providers stop doing something (i.e. ‘ordering chest X-rays for healthy patients having 

elective surgeries’ or ‘prescribing benzodiazepines for insomnia in elderly patients’) 

without suggesting alternative behaviours to increase. It is unclear at this point whether 

this is because the authors of the guidance do not think about possible replacement 

behaviours or because no options for replacement behaviours exist.  

 

One approach to overcome the challenge when it is not logical to identify an alternative 

behaviour in behaviour substitution was illustrated in a trial in which general practitioners 

were asked to reduce prescribing of antibiotics for patients with upper respiratory tract 

infections [39, 200, 201]. Instead of generating an unnecessary alternative behaviour, the 

behaviour was framed as “manage patients with URTI without prescribing an antibiotic 

[39]. “Managing” was not a replacement behaviour but it was something HCP could focus 

on doing rather than not doing.  There are implications that the HCP may be doing 

something else, but what that behaviour is, is up to the individual HCP.  Applications of 
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this strategy may require additional investigation in different HCPs and behaviours to 

determine its potential generalizability as a de-implementation strategy. 

 

2.4.4 Strengths	and	limitations		
This study set out to systematically explore whether behavioural theories differentiate 

between increasing and decreasing frequencies of behaviour change. An integral aspect of 

the CIS method involved critical reflection about the articles included in the review and 

exploration of themes and ideas through purposive sampling of relevant papers. This 

aspect of CIS was clearly evident in this review. The strategy, whereby a structured 

systematic electronic search of literature was supplemented with the inductive, iterative, 

and purposive sampling of articles, allowed for transparency and rigor whilst maximising 

insight.  

 

The focus of the search strategy was to identify those papers that explicitly reported both 

behaviour change and the use of theory to explain the behaviour change. Because of this 

narrow focus many papers were not included. Other researchers using the CIS approach 

may decide to be more inclusive in their selection criteria, including studies like those in 

scoping reviews that were excluded from this review [56]. Additional theories may have 

been identified in the excluded papers. For example, papers were excluded from this study 

if intention to change was evaluated, rather than actual behaviour. In addition, despite 

claiming that theory was applied to their study design, few authors reported the explicit 

use of theory. For example, when describing strategies for changing behaviour frequency, 

several authors did not clearly specify their theoretical rationale (e.g. [224-226]). There 

was often no direct link between the theory proposed by the authors and the techniques 

reported for changing behaviour (e.g. [227-229]). Despite the absence of these articles in 
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the review, a number of theories were presented that may inform different processes and 

techniques to support implementation and de-implementation.   

 

Critical Interpretive Synthesis is a method for conceptual review that relies on the 

researchers’ expertise for interpretation. The very nature of CIS implies that there is a 

level of subjectivity in the interpretation that is not necessarily evident in other types of 

reviews. Researchers, with different expertise than those of the current research team, 

attempting to replicate these findings may have different interpretations arising from their 

own knowledge base.  

 

It is important to note that this review was a conceptual synthesis to identify a possible 

explicit theoretical basis for using different approaches to decreasing and increasing 

frequency of behaviour. The inclusion of articles that described theories, or their 

development, ensured that less frequently reported empirically tested theories, which 

propose mechanisms underlying changes in frequency of behaviour change, were not 

excluded simply because they had not been as rigorously tested as other theories. The 

focus of the review was about conceptual synthesis of theories rather than the empirical 

testing of theories. There was no formal evaluation of the quality of the empirical 

evidence reported in the paper, nor was the search exhaustive for all possible evidence of 

a theoretical basis for intervention design differently based on direction of change. 

However, a level of saturation was the target and the results of the study suggest that was 

achieved because of the limited number of studies included from the scoping review.  
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2.5 Conclusion	

This review identified a wide range of behaviour change literature that purports to invoke 

theory. The findings suggest that one theory proposes different mechanisms of change for 

increasing, versus decreasing, behaviour frequency. However, there were also theories 

that, whilst applied to changing frequency of behaviour in both directions, do not propose 

a distinction between increasing and decreasing frequency. It is still unclear whether OLT 

can be effectively applied as the basis for intervention design for implementation and de-

implementation. In addition, it is unknown if certain theories that do not differentiate 

between increasing and decreasing frequency are more effective than others. The most 

effective application of these theories to inform how to change health professional 

behaviour in complex clinical settings requires further investigation. 
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3.0 Introduction	

Implementation research applies behavioural theories to examine the predictors of health 

professional behaviour in order to design better interventions to change health 

professional behaviour [46, 230]. It is hypothesized that in order to change behaviour 

through interventions, better understanding of psychological factors that predict behaviour 

would provide guidance as to how best target the factors that impede the desired 

behaviour from being performed [14, 31, 32]. It is unclear if the psychological factors (i.e. 

theories) that best predict a desired behaviour and implemented into clinical practice are 

the same factors that best predict an undesired behaviour that should be avoided and de-

implemented from practice. The current chapter examines whether predictive validity of 

certain theories differed as a function of framing the behaviours as ‘doing’ or ‘managing 

without doing’. 

 

Chapter 2 reported the investigation of whether psychology theories propose different 

strategies for increasing and decreasing frequency of behaviour. It was reported that most 

theories do not distinguish between increasing or decreasing frequency of behaviour with 

the exception of OLT. However, whilst theories did not distinguish between increasing 

and decreasing behaviour theoretically, certain theories may be better at predicting 

increasing and decreasing behaviour. In order to help determine if implementation and de-

implementation interventions are different, it would be of benefit to investigate whether or 

not certain psychology theories predict behaviours individuals should do (i.e. implement) 

better than behaviours individuals should avoid doing (i.e. de-implement). Theories that 

are better at predicting high frequency behaviours (i.e. individual is doing something) 

versus low frequency behaviours (i.e. when the individual is doing something less often or 
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not at all) could be used to design better interventions to specifically target behaviour for 

implementation or behaviours for de-implementation.  

 

Whilst using psychological theories to understand, predict or generate behaviour change 

in health professionals has become more common, researchers have tested only a single or 

small number of theories [12, 25, 26, 46, 230, 231]. Studies typically target one behaviour 

to change and test multiple theories in the prediction of that behaviour change. Selection 

of which theory to test requires a robust rationale and justification [31]. Walker and 

colleagues proposed that theories to predict health professional behaviours should be 

selected on the basis that they:  (1) were rigorously tested in other settings; (2) explained 

behaviour in term of factors that were amenable to change; (3) included non-volitional 

components; and (4) included both motivational and action theories [31]. Application of 

these criteria has had marked success in prediction of behaviour in various clinical setting 

and among various health care practitioners [31, 39, 40, 232-234].  

 

It is important to note that investigations into the best predictors of behaviour are limited 

to applying the constructs within the constraints of the theories they represent to predict 

behaviour. It is not appropriate to take the constructs from a number of theories and test 

their predictive validity individually. The predictive power of a construct within a theory 

is not proposed to be independent of the other constructs in these models. Several models 

propose correlations between predictive constructs, so attributing prediction to just one of 

these constructs would over-estimate the predictive relationship.  

 

In summary, the purpose of using theory to predict behaviour is to identify predictors of 

behavioural performance, or in the case of de-implementation, the predictors of 
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behavioural avoidance. Subsequently, the predictors can be targeted in an intervention to 

either increase or decrease the frequency of behaviour. It is unclear whether the predictors 

of behavioural performance or avoiding behaviours differ. Therefore, this study explored 

whether the theoretical predictors of behaviours HCPs do (i.e. increasing the frequency of 

a behaviour) differ from the predictors of behaviours HCPs avoid doing (i.e. decreasing a 

behaviour). 

 

3.0.1 Research	aim	
The specific objective of the study reported in this chapter was to determine whether 

theoretical predictors from four commonly investigated psychology theories of behaviour 

differ in predictive power, depending on whether the behaviours are targets for 

implementation or de-implementation intervention design.  

 

3.0.2 General	descriptions	of	the	studies	included		
Three datasets that evaluated prediction of the same theories across thirteen behaviours 

targeted for implementation and de-implementation interventions were included in this 

study. Descriptions of the original studies and theories used in the investigations are 

briefly described below.  

 

3.0.2.1 UKPrime	(PRocess	modelling	in	ImpleMEntation	research)		

The purpose of UKPrime was to explore which theoretical constructs predict clinical 

practice and to identify variables (based on the theoretical constructs) to target for 

behaviour change interventions [31]. It studied four clinical behaviours in two separate 

clinical settings. These were: 1) ordering lumbar spine X-rays for patient with acute low 

back pain (target change was to decrease ordering; UK general practitioners); 2) 

prescribing antibiotics for patients with upper respiratory tract infection (URTI) (target 
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change is to decrease prescribing; UK general practitioners); 3) ordering radiographs for 

diagnostic dental management (target change is to increase ordering; UK dentists); and 4) 

using dental sealants for caries in patients 6 to 16 years of age (target change is to increase 

the use of sealants; UK dentists) [40-42, 235]. 

  

3.0.2.2 Canada	Prime		

The aim of Canada Prime (CanPrime) was to determine to what extent psychological 

theories could predict family physicians’ clinical behaviour and to provide an evidence 

base for developing interventions to improve clinical practice in the Canadian health care 

system.   It was an expansion of the UKPrime study investigating the same theories and 

three similar behaviours in a Canadian primary care setting. The behaviours were: 1) 

managing insomnia in patients 65+ years without prescribing benzodiazepine (target 

change was to decrease the frequency of benzodiazepine prescribing); 2) managing acute 

uncomplicated back pain without ordering diagnostic imaging (target change was to 

decrease the frequency of ordering X-ray); and 3) managing chronic heart failure in the 

elderly by prescribing beta blockers (target change was to increase the frequency of beta 

blocker prescribing).  

 

3.0.2.3 IQuaD	(Improving	QUAlity	for	care	in	Diabetes)	

IQuaD was a large prospective study, investigating individual and organizational factors 

to predict six behaviours for providing evidence-based best care for people with diabetes 

in the primary care context [236, 237]. The six behaviours investigated in this study 

related to the management of patients with a specific illness, diabetes mellitus Type 2, but 

included both general practitioners and nurses in the primary care clinics. The six 

behaviours were 1) performing diabetic foot exam (target change is to increase frequency 
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of performance); 2) providing advice about weight management for patients with Body 

Mass Index (BMI) over 30 kg/m2 (target change is to increase frequency of providing 

advice); 3) prescribing additional haemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) therapies for patients with 

HbA1c levels above 8% (target change is to increase frequency of prescribing); 4) 

prescribing additional antihypertensive therapies for patients with blood pressure levels 

above 140 mm Hg (target change is to increase frequency of prescribing); 5) providing 

advice about self-management of diabetes for patients (target change is to increase 

frequency of providing advice); 6) providing general education about diabetes for patients 

(target change is to increase frequency of providing education) [237].  

 

3.0.3 Theories	from	UKPrime,	CanPrime,	and	IQuaD		

CanPrime was a replication of the UKPrime project and the IQuaD project was an 

additional application of the broad methods from UKPrime. Therefore many of the 

theories from the UKPrime were examined in the others. Criteria proposed by Walker 

[31] in identifying the theories used to predict behaviour were applied across all three 

projects. The application of the same criteria for selection of theories strengthens the 

potential of comparisons across the three datasets and 13 behaviour questionnaires.   

 

Theories and strategies included in the current study were Theory of Planned Behaviour 

(TPB) [51], Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) [52], Operant Learning Theory (OLT) [38, 

114, 175], Action Planning/Coping Planning [37], and habit as measured by the Self-

Report Habit Index (SRHI) [238]. It is important to note that whilst some of these theories 

(TPB and SCT) include constructs that predict both intention and behaviour, only the 

constructs that predict behaviour were included in the current study. These theories and 

strategies were selected for synthesis because they were the specific theories identified in 
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the literature review in Chapter 2 used to target both increasing and decreasing 

frequencies of behaviour change and were presented in all three studies across 13 

behaviours. However, not all theories and constructs were measured exactly the same 

across the 13 questionnaires.  The following section briefly describes each of the theories 

applied in these studies as well as the constructs within the theories that predict behaviour. 

 

3.0.3.1 Theory	of	Planned	Behaviour	

Ajzen’s Theory of Planned Behaviour [51] is one of the most frequently applied theories 

in research investigating health professional behaviours as well as health behaviours [46, 

237]. The theory proposes that behaviour is predicted by Intention as well as Perceived 

Behavioural Control (PBC), the perceived ease or difficulty of performing a behaviour.  

Both Intention and PBC were measured for all three studies (UKPrime, CanPrime, and 

IQuaDS). Whilst two other constructs (Subjective Norm and Attitude) within TPB predict 

Intention, they do not directly predict behaviour. Since the research question and outcome 

of interest related to predicting behaviour and not intention strength, only constructs that 

predict behaviour were included, not the constructs that predict intention. 

 

3.0.3.2 Social	Cognitive	Theory	

Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory is also one of the most frequently applied theories in 

health behaviour as it and TPB have similar constructs and principles [52]. SCT proposes 

that behaviour is influenced by individual and environmental factors. In all three studies 

SCT was operationalized to include the constructs Self-efficacy, which is similar to PBC 

in that it is the belief in the ability to perform the behaviour in a specific situation; 

Outcome Expectancies, which are the social, physical, and self-evaluative expectations of 

preforming the behaviour. In the UKPrime and CanPrime Risk Perceptions, which were 
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considered a subset of Outcome Expectancies and reflect the consequences of performing 

the behaviour were included in the operationalization of SCT. Two types of Risk 

Perceptions were represented: individual, which reflect perceived risk to the individual 

HCP if behaviour is performed and patient, which reflect perceived risk to the patient if 

the HCP performs the behaviour. However, in IQuaD, Risk Perceptions were not included 

in the model. Because a perception of risk is a belief about negative consequences, 

questions about risk may have been included if the outcome expectancies included 

negative outcomes. Proximal Goals, which have been proposed by Bandura to be 

equivalent to Intention [52], were added in IQuaD as this had been missing from the SCT 

models used in UKPrime and CanPrime.  

 

3.0.3.3 Operant	Learning	Theory		

Operant Learning Theory represented in the studies included in this chapter proposes that 

behaviour is the result of antecedents and consequences and that repeated exposure to 

these would lead to habit formation (see Chapter 2 for detailed description of OLT) [114, 

175]. Therefore, the constructs were Anticipated Consequences and Habit. Anticipated 

Consequences were used as proxy measures of the reinforcements and punishments to 

determine the effect they would have on behaviour performance. However, Habit was 

operationalized in two ways: L1 included questions relating to Evidence of Habit which 

involves triggered automaticity and routinized behaviour [39, 40, 237, 239], whilst L2 

included the Self-Report Habit Index to measure health professions’ level of habit in 

relation to automaticity, self-identity, and history of repetition [240]. Both versions of 

OLT (L1: Anticipated Consequences and Evidence of Habit; and L2: Anticipated 

Consequences and Self-Report Habit Index) were applied in the three studies.  
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3.0.3.4 Action	Planning/Coping	Planning	

Theories or models of planning propose to address the gap between motivation and action. 

Whilst clinicians often have strong motivation or intention to provide best care practices, 

gaps in care persist.  Action Planning/Coping Planning attempts to address factors that 

predict behaviour in individuals who are already motivated to change [37, 40]. Action 

Planning, a form of prospective planning, addresses when, where and how an intended 

behaviour will occur [37]. Coping Planning attempts to address the factors that may 

impede the action and develop plans to overcome specific barriers that might arise for the 

behaviour in question. Planning attempts to remove the decision-making burden to 

increase the likelihood the behaviour will occur in these pre-specified circumstances. The 

IQuaDS and CanPrime included both Action Planning and Coping Planning measures. 

UKPrime was operationalized differently to include only Action Planning. 

 

3.0.4 Rationale	for	selection	of	pre-existing	questionnaire	datasets		

There were a number of reasons for selecting the three datasets included in this chapter. 

First, in general, access to pre-existing data whereby multiple theories have been 

evaluated in the same clinical settings provided an opportunity to investigate research 

questions on a larger scale. Second, the studies included in this chapter investigated the 

same behavioural theories across two countries in primary care practices involving a 

number of different health professions (family physicians, nurses, general practitioners, 

dentists). Third, the behaviours being targeted cover different types of care (or HCP 

behaviours); specifically behaviours aimed at preventative care (e.g. advising about 

weight management), diagnostic in nature (e.g. ordering of an X-ray) or for treatment (e.g. 

prescribing drugs). Finally, the studies also predicted behaviours that were described as 

behaviour HCPs do or avoid doing. Therefore the same theories and subsequent constructs 
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were tested across the two types of behaviour regardless of frequency of behaviour (i.e. 

doing behaviour versus avoid doing).  For these reasons, it was proposed that the datasets 

could be explored for comparison of the predictive validity of the theories, but also 

contained diversity in professions and country to potentially generalise the findings to 

other settings. 

 

3.0.5 Inclusion	of	systematic	review	of	Social	Cognitive	Theories	to	predict	
intention	and	behaviour	

It is important to recognise that the three studies of the theoretical prediction of 13 HCP 

behaviours included in this chapter involved many of the same members of the research 

team. Because the same research team developed the questions for each theoretical 

construct across the three projects, there was concern that similarities in theoretical 

prediction of behaviour may be related to the team designing the questions rather than 

another factor such as frequency direction. In an attempt to diversify the data available in 

such a way that the potential confounder of the research team was limited and the findings 

generalizable to other research groups, a systematic review that evaluated the prediction 

of social cognitive theories of HCPs’ intention and behaviours was included [46].  

 

The systematic review included 72 studies. However, only 16 provided information about 

the prediction of HCP behaviours. The theories investigated were TPB [51], Theory of 

Reasoned Action [119], SCT [52], and OLT [38]. Only those behaviours that are 

described as frequencies (ordering diagnostic tests for patient) rather than the quality of 

behaviour being delivered (e.g. quality detailing in patient charts) were included for 

evaluation of prediction of behaviour frequency. 
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3.1 Methods	

Existing datasets from predictive questionnaire studies, supplemented by studies reported 

in a systematic review [46] were used.  The current study was conducted in three stages: 

Stage 1 compared the items from the predictive questionnaires to identify whether the 

items were formulated in the same manner. This would determine if the theories could be 

compared across all studies. Stage 2 examined how effective the theories were at 

predicting behaviour and if effectiveness differed based on the direction of change in 

behavioural frequency. Stage 3 included studies from a systematic review [46] to 

supplement the findings from Stage 2 in order to address the potential research team bias 

previously mentioned in the Introduction of this chapter (Section 3.0.5).  

 

3.1.1 Stage	1:	Datasets	descriptions	and	questionnaire	items	
Publications from the two projects were retrieved (UKPrime and IQuaD) [40-42, 235, 

237, 241]. Questionnaires used in the studies were obtained from the supplemental files 

from the published articles and lead investigators were contacted to request any additional 

information. The CanPrime study dataset was accessed through the principle investigator 

(JMG) who provided digital copies of the questionnaires and summary tables of the 

theories used and the results. 

 

 Data extracted from the three studies included; 

1) Description of the behaviour under investigation 

2) Health professionals surveyed  

3) Country location of study 

4) Theories used to predict behaviour change and underlying constructs 

5) Number of respondents 
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6) Type of behavioural data collected for analysis (e.g. Self-reported past 

behaviour, routine administrative data, behavioural simulation - participants 

were provided with clinical vignettes to simulate clinical decision making in 

specific situations) 

When reporting the questionnaire items’ characteristics, the constructs from each theory 

and the number of questions for each construct and the scale to answer the questions were 

obtained. Only questions related to constructs that predict behaviour were included, not 

the constructs that predict intention, because behaviour, not intention strength, was the 

outcome of interest.  

 

The questions for each construct within the theories were compared across the three 

projects to determine if comparisons of effectiveness were valid. Because the CanPrime 

and IQuaD Project applied similar methods from the original UKPrime, the question items 

would likely be worded in the same manner such that comparisons of effectiveness were 

possible. In order to confirm, the questions relating to the theoretical constructs from the 

project questionnaires were extracted and any discrepancies in the root phrases of the 

questions or additional items for the construct were noted. Root phrases are the words in 

the questionnaire items that aim to measure the construct under investigation and do not 

include the specific behaviour or context. For example, root phrases for measuring 

intention may be ‘I will…’, ‘I want to...’, ‘I intend to…’.  

 

3.1.1.1 Criteria	for	comparison	of	theories	across	behaviour	questionnaires	

Theories were deemed comparable across behaviour if any of the following criteria were 

met: 

1) The number of questions per construct in the theories was consistent AND 
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2) Majority (> 50% of the questions for a theory) of root phrases in the questions 

for each construct were identical OR 

3) At least 30% of the root phrases for questions for a theory were identical and 

the remaining root phrases were similar. 

If constructs were not included in the operationalization of the theories in all 

questionnaires, only the constructs within a theory that were represented across all 

behaviours were evaluated for prediction. For example, Proximal Goals were only 

included in the IQuaD study version of SCT, and therefore could not be included in the 

comparisons of SCT across the 13 behaviour questionnaires.  

 

3.1.2 Stage	2:	Effectiveness	of	theoretical	constructs		
Effectiveness of the theories in predicting behaviour was determined by reported effect 

size (or standardized beta coefficients from regression analysis). Effect sizes reported as 

statistically significant (p < 0.05) were identified as likely predictors that could be 

targeted in interventions that change HCP behaviour. The effectiveness of the theoretical 

predictors of behaviours HCPs should perform were compared to the effectiveness of 

predictors of behaviours HCPs should avoid doing.  

 

3.1.3 Stage	3:	Supplemental	studies	investigating	predicting	behaviour	
The studies from a systematic review that predicted health professional behaviours were 

included and the original study articles were retrieved [46]. Articles were screened to 

determine if the behaviours measured were described as frequencies. For example, studies 

that examined ordering diagnostic tests for patients would be included; studies that 

reported quality of chart reporting would not be included. Articles were excluded if: 

1) The behaviour measured was not a HCP behaviour; 
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2) It was unclear if the behaviour measured was a quality measure rather than a 

frequency measure. 

 

Data extracted from the included studies were as follows: 

1) Study participants 

2) Behaviour under investigation 

3) How behaviour was measured 

4) Theories and constructs used 

5) Effect size (standardised Beta coefficient) 

6) Regression coefficients (r2) 

 

If available, effect sizes and regression coefficient values for predicting behaviour 

frequencies were recorded. Comparisons of effect sizes of the theories from the systematic 

review were made to determine if certain theories were better (statistically significant 

versus not statistically significant) at predicting behaviours whereby individuals are doing 

something versus avoiding doing something. 

 

3.2 Results	

Whilst all studies were conducted in primary healthcare settings, geographical location 

and the health profession groups involved differed. Eight studies involved health 

professionals (general practitioners and nurses) in the UK, three studies involved family 

physicians in Canada. Two studies involved dentists in the UK. Of the 13 behaviour-

specific questionnaires, four questionnaires asked questions about a behaviour that HCPs 

avoid doing, whilst three of the four studies targeting a decreasing behaviour described 

the behaviour in the questionnaires as ‘managing a patient without [doing the target 
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behaviour]’. One other behaviour used both ‘not to refer a patient for an X-ray’ and ‘to 

refer a patient for an X-ray’. 

 

3.2.1 Stage	1:	Dataset	descriptions	and	questionnaire	items	
Sample sizes from the studies ranged from 120 participants (CanPrime; Prescribing 

benzodiazepines) to 427 (IQuaDS; All behaviours). Table 5 reports the characteristics of 

the original studies, but are briefly described below.  

 

There were some discrepancies in the measures of the outcomes (behaviour) for all 13 

studies. The 6 studies included in IQuaDS used a self-reported measure of behaviour 

whereby the general practitioners and nurses reported ‘out of their last ten patients for 

how many had they performed’ the behaviour under investigation. Five studies (three 

from CanPrime and two from UKPrime involving general practitioners) retrieved data 

from routinely recorded administrative database. The data retrieved were proxy measures 

for the behaviour under investigation and were defined as the total number patients who 

received the behaviour (e.g. X-ray) per eligible patients (e.g. patients with acute back 

pain). The two studies investigating behaviours performed by dentists in the UK 

(UKPrime) reported using behavioural simulation scenarios whereby questionnaire 

participants were provided with patient situations and asked questions related to whether 

or not they would perform the behaviour under investigation. 
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Table 5: Description of Questionnaire Studies 

Study 
 

Diabetic foot 
exam 

 

Providing 
advice about 
weight mgmt. 

 
Prescribing for 

mgmt. of 
HbA1c 

 

Prescribing 
additional 

antihypertensive 
drugs 

 

Providing 
advice on self-
management 

 
Providing 
general 

education 
 Prescribing 

beta blockers  Ordering X-
rays 

 

Prescribing 
benzodiazepines 

 

Ordering 
lumbar spine 

X-rays 

 Prescribing 
antibiotics of 

URTI 

 
Using dental 
radiographs 

 
Using dental 

sealants 

Project  IQuaD IQuaD  IQuaD IQuaD IQuaD  IQuaD  Canada Prime  Canada Prime Canada Prime UK Prime  UK Prime  UK Prime  UK Prime 

Healthcare 
professional  

Primary Care 
Doctors and 

Nurses 

Primary Care 
Doctors and 

Nurses 
 

Primary Care 
Doctors and 

Nurses 

Primary Care 
Doctors and 

Nurses 

Primary Care 
Doctors and 

Nurses 
 

Primary Care 
Doctors and 

Nurses 
 Family 

Physicians  Family 
Physicians Family physicians General 

Practitioners  General 
Practitioners  Dentists  Dentists 

Country  United Kingdom United Kingdom 
 

United Kingdom United Kingdom United 
Kingdom 

 
United Kingdom  Canada  Canada Canada United 

Kingdom 
 

United Kingdom 
 United 

Kingdom 
 

United Kingdom 

Number of 
respondents  489 baseline 

427 follow-up 
489 baseline 
427 follow-up  489 baseline 

427 follow-up 
489 baseline 
427 follow-up 

489 baseline 
427 follow-up  489 baseline 

427 follow-up  203  226 146 299  230  214 baseline 
152 follow-up  120 

Direction of 
change to 
target in 

intervention  
 Increase/ 

Implementation 
Increase/ 

Implementation  Increase/ 
Implementation 

Increase/ 
Implementation 

Increase/ 
Implementation  Increase/ 

Implementation  Increase/ 
Implementation  Decrease/De-

implementation 
Decrease/De-

implementation 
Decrease/ De-
implementation  Decrease/De-

implementation  Increase/ 
Implementation  Increase/ 

Implementation 

Behaviour   

Examine the 
circulation and 
sensation in the 
feet of patients 
with Type 2 
diabetes 
registered at 
your practice 
(May be 
separated into 
two questions)  

Provide advice 
about weight 
management to 
patients with 
Type 2 diabetes 
whose Body 
Mass Index is 
above 30 kg/m2 

 

Prescribe an 
additional 
therapy for the 
management of 
HbA1C in 
patients with 
Type 2 diabetes 
whose HbA1Cis 
higher that 8.0% 
despite 
maximum 
dosage of two 
oral 
hypoglycaemic 
drugs 

Prescribe 
additional 
antihypertensive 
drugs for patients 
with Type 2 
diabetes whose 
blood pressure is 
5 mmHg above a 
target of 140 
mmHg systolic BP 
or 80 mm Hg 
diastolic  

Provide advice 
about self-
management to 
patients with 
Type 2 
diabetes 
registered at 
your practice  

 

Provide general 
education to 
patients with 
Type 2 diabetes 
registered with 
your practice 

 

Managing 
chronic heart 
failure in the 
elderly by 
prescribing beta 
blockers 

 

Managing 
acute 
uncomplicated 
back pain 
without 
ordering 
diagnostic 
imaging 

Managing 
insomnia in 
patients 65+ 
years without 
prescribing 
benzodiazepine 

Both:  
Refer/Not refer 
patients with 
low back pain 
for a lumbo-
sacral spine X-
ray 

 

Manage patients 
with an upper-
respiratory tract 
infection without 
prescribing 

 

Take 
radiographs in 
patients to 
identify caries 

 

Apply a fissure 
sealant on 6 to 
16 year old 
patients 

Behaviour 
measure 

reported in 
analysis 

 

 
12-month post 

predictive 
questionnaire * 

 
12-month post 

predictive 
questionnaire * 

 
12-month post 

predictive 
questionnaire * 

 
12-month post 

predictive 
questionnaire * 

 
12-month post 

predictive 
questionnaire * 

 
12-month post 

predictive 
questionnaire * 

 

Number of beta 
blocker 

prescriptions 
per eligible 

patients 

 

Number of X-
rays ordered 
per eligible 

patients 
 

Number of 
benzodiazepine 
prescriptions per 
eligible patients 

 Behaviour 
Simulation  

Number of 
antibiotic 

prescription 
 

Number of 
intraoral 

radiographs 
taken per 
course of 
treatment 

 Behaviour 
Simulation 

Behavioural 
data collected  Self-reported  Self-reported 

 

Self-reported  Self-reported  Self-reported 

 

Self-reported  

Routinely 
recorded 

administrative 
database 

 

Routinely 
recorded 

administrative 
database 

 

Routinely 
recorded 

administrative 
database 

 Behaviour 
Simulation 

 Routinely 
recorded for 

administrative 
database and 
Behavioural 
simulation 

 
Routinely 
recorded 

administrative 
database 

 

Behaviour 
Simulation 

* For the IQuaD questionnaires HCPs were asked to report on the number of patients for whom they performed behaviour. Over the past 12 months, given 10 patients with diabetes <attributes of patients>, for how many did you <perform behaviour>? (scored 0 to 10). E.g. ‘‘Over the past 12 months, given 10 patients with 
diabetes whose BP was 5 mmHg above target, for how many did you prescribe an additional antihypertensive drug?” 
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Each construct within the behaviour theories was typically represented by 2 - 4 questions 

and responses were measured on a 1-7 Likert scale. Table 6 presents Response Format of 

Questionnaire across 13 Behaviour Specific Questionnaires. There were however, some 

differences. Items from the SRHI [240] were not included in the UKPrime studies, and 

only four items from the 12-item SRHI were used in the three CanPrime studies.  

 

There was also variation in the items used to measure Action Planning and Coping 

Planning, since the planning models were operationalized differently (Table 6). Only one 

item measured Action Planning in the UKPrime studies whilst three to four items 

measured Action Panning in all the CanPrime and IQuaD studies. Coping Planning was 

not measured in the UKPrime studies and the number of items varied in the other nine 

studies, depending on the number of barriers targeted in the Coping Planning. 

 

For the constructs in Social Cognitive Theory, Risk Perceptions (risk to individual and 

risk to patients) were evaluated in the UKPrime and CanPrime studies but not in the 

IQuaD studies, which did include measures for Proximal Goals. The number of items 

measuring Self-efficacy varied between each of the studies because this construct was 

dependent on the number of barriers identified by the teams that required targeting in the 

self-efficacy construct. Measures for Outcome Expectancies also varied based on the 

number of possible consequences identified by the team to target.  
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Table 6: Response Format of Questionnaire across 13 Behaviour Specific Questionnaires 

 

 
Diabetic foot 

exam  
Providing 

advice about 
weight 
mgmt. 

 
Prescribing 
for mgmt. of 

HbA1c 
 

Prescribing 
additional 

antihypertensive 
drugs 

 
Providing 
advice on 

self-
management 

 
Providing 
general 

education 
 

Prescribing 
beta 

blockers 
 Ordering X-

rays  Prescribing 
benzodiazepines 

 Ordering 
lumbar spine 

X-rays 

 Prescribing 
antibiotics 
for URTIs 

 
Using dental 
radiographs 

 
Using dental 

sealants 

  Increasing  Increasing  Increasing  Increasing  Increasing  Increasing  Increasing  Decreasing  Decreasing  Decreasing  Decreasing  Increasing  Increasing 

Theory                      
Construct 

 Scale # Of 
items  Scale # Of 

items  Scale # Of 
items  Scale # Of 

items  Scale # Of 
items  Scale # Of 

items  Scale # Of 
items  Scale # Of 

items  Scale # Of 
items 

 Scale # Of 
items 

 Scale # Of 
items 

 Scale # Of 
items 

 Scale # Of 
items 

                                        
Theory of Planned 
Behaviour 

                                       
Intention  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3 

Perceived 
Behavioural Control 

 1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 5  1-7 4  1-7 5  1-7 4  1-7 4  1-7 4  1-7 4 

Learning Theories                                        
Evidence of Habit  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 3 
Self-Report Habit 

Index 
 1-7 12  1-7 12  1-7 12  1-7 12  1-7 12  1-7 12  1-7 4  1-7 4  1-7 4  - -  - -  - -  - - 

Anticipated 
Consequences 

 1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 2  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 2  1-7 3 

Action Planning/ 
Coping Planning 

                                       
Action Planning  1-7 4  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 1  1-7 1  1-7 1  1-7 1 

Coping Planning  1-7 4  1-7 10  1-7 8  1-7 9  1-7 9  1-7 11  1-7 4  1-7 4  1-7 5  - -  - -  - -  - - 
Social Cognitive 
Theory 

                                       
Risk Perceptions 

Individual 
 - -  

 - -  
 - -  - -  -   - -  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 2  1-7 3  1-7 2  1-7 6 

Risk Perceptions 
Patient 

 - -  - -  - -  - -  -   - -  1-7 2  - -  1-7 2  - -  - -  - -  - - 

Proximal goals  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - - 
Self-Efficacy  1-7 4  1-7 10  1-7 8  1-7 9  1-7 9  1-7 11  1-7 5  1-7 5  1-7 5  1-7 14  1-7 10  1-7 12  1-7 10 

Outcome 
Expectancies 

 1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 3  1-7 7  1-7 7  1-7 7  1-7 6  1-7 7  1-7 9  1-7 9 

  IQuaD  CanPrime  UKPrime 
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Tables 7 to 10 report the individual item questions across three studies involving 

questionnaires examining 13 HCP behaviours grouped according to the theory and 

constructs. The majority of items used to assess each construct were the same across 

studies. However, there were a number of slight variations in the questions for some 

constructs. Specifically, for the TPB (Table 7) when measuring Intention, all 

questionnaires used the item “I intend to do ‘x’”; all the IQuaD and the CanPrime studies 

used the item “I plan to do ‘x’”, but the UKPrime studies used “I have in mind to do ‘x’”.   

The third question used to measure Intention was different across all three groups of 

studies. (“I expect to do ‘x’” – IQuaD; “I will do ‘x’” – CanPrime; “I aim to do ‘x’” – 

UKPrime). 

Table 7: Theory of Planned Behaviour Questionnaire Item Comparison Across 
Studies 

 IQuaD  CANADA PRIME  UK PRIME 

Predictive Constructs 
Root phrase for item Di

ab
et

ic 
fo

ot
 ex

am
 

Pr
ov

id
in

g 
Ad

vic
e a

bo
ut

 w
eig

ht
 

m
gm

t. 

Pr
es

cr
ib

in
g 
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r m

gm
t. 

of
 H

bA
1c

 

Pr
es

cr
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in
g 

ad
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tio
na

l A
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i-
hy

pe
rte

ns
ive

 d
ru

gs
 

Pr
ov

id
in

g 
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e o

n 
Se

lf-
m

an
ag

em
en

t 

Pr
ov

id
in

g 
ge

ne
ra

l e
du

ca
tio

n 

Pr
es

cr
ib

in
g 

be
ta

 b
lo

ck
er

s 

Pr
es

cr
ib

in
g 

be
nz

od
iaz

ep
in

es
 

Or
de

rin
g 

lu
m

ba
r s

pi
ne

 X
-ra

ys
 

Or
de

rin
g 

lu
m

ba
r s

pi
ne

 X
-ra

ys
 

Pr
es

cr
ib

in
g 

An
tib

io
tic

s f
or

 U
RT

I 

Us
in

g 
de

nt
al 

ra
di

og
ra

ph
s 

Us
in

g 
de

nt
al 

se
ala

nt
s 

Intention              
I intend to do “x”. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

I expect to do “x”. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ I will do “x”.  I aim to do “x”. 

I plan to do “x”. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ I have in mind to do “x”. 
Perceived Behavioural 

Control             
I am confident that I can 
do “x”. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

I can overcome all 
obstacles, whatever they 
may be, to do “x”. 

- - - - - - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

It is entirely up to me 
whether or not I do “x”. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

For me, ‘x’ is something 
that is uncomfortable / 
comfortable. 

- - - - - - ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - 

In my clinic ‘x’ is 
something I find easy to 
do. (difficult/easy–
UKPrime) 

- - - - - - ✔ ✔ - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
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In the two ways OLT was operationalized (L1 – Anticipated Consequences and Evidence 

of Habit; L2 – Anticipated Consequences and SRHI; See Table 8), the three anticipated 

consequences were identical, except for in the three CanPrime studies. Two measures 

used different root phrases (“If I do 'x', this would increase my vulnerability to legal 

action”; “If I do 'x', this would risk causing a serious illness”). The Evidence of Habit 

items were identical or very similar (one item differed by “I always consider doing ‘x’” in 

IQuaD and CanPrime versus “I automatically consider doing ‘x’” in UKPrime. For the 

SRHI index items, three of the fours items used in both the IQuaD and CanPrime Studies 

were identical whilst the fourth was slightly different (“I would find hard not to do.” – 

IQuaDS; “I would find hard to do.” – CanPrime).  

 

Table 8: Operant Learning Theory (L1 and L2) Questionnaire Item Comparison 
Across Studies 

 UK IQuaDS CANADA PRIME UK PRIME 

Predictive Constructs 
Root phrase for item Di

ab
et

ic 
fo

ot
 ex

am
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id
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g 
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e a
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ut

 
we
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t. 
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 d
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al 
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Anticipated Consequences              

On a balance, my life as a [HCP] will be easier in 
the long run if I do ‘x’. 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

On balance, the consequences for me as a 
[HCP] (e.g. stress, time, future consultations etc.) 
will be worse in the long run if I do ‘x’. 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
If I do 'x', this would 

increase my vulnerability 
to legal action. 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

On a balance, it is highly likely that the patients 
will be worse off if I do ‘x. - - - - - - 

If I do 'x', this would risk 
causing a serious illness. 

✔ - ✔ ✔ 

Evidence of Habit                          

I always consider doing ‘x’. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ I automatically 
consider doing ‘x’ 

It is my usual practice to do ‘x’. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Self-Report Habit Index ('x' is something…)                  
I do automatically. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - 
I do frequently. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - 
I do without having to consciously remember. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - 
I would find hard not to do. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - 
I have been doing for a long time. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - 
I have no need to think about doing. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - 
I start doing before I realise I’m doing it. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - 
that makes me feel uncomfortable if I do not do it ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - 
that would require effort not to do. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - 
I do without thinking. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - 
that belongs in my routine. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - 
that is typical for me. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - - - - 
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Because the models for SCT differed (see Section 3.2.3.2) across the three groups of 

studies many of the items measuring the constructs differed (see Table 9). In particular, 

the Risk Perception items in the three CanPrime and four UKPrime studies were similar, 

but CanPrime studies included Risk Perceptions – risks to patient. No Risk Perceptions 

were included in the model for SCT in the six IQuaD studies. The majority of the 

Outcome Expectancies items were the same in the IQuaD and CanPrime, but there were 

additional items in the three CanPrime studies. Whilst all models of SCT had items to 

measure Self-efficacy and the root phase focussed on confidence (“I am confident that I 

can do ‘x’ even if...”; “If doing ‘x’ how confident are you in your ability to…”), the 

barriers evaluated in the self-efficacy questions were specific to the clinical behaviours 

and clinical settings.  For example in the IQuaD study, one barrier was “The clinic is busy 

and I am running 20 minutes late”, whilst a barrier from CanPrime was “time constraints 

make it difficult to keep up the current knowledge”.  Both are about time constraints but 

the context of the time constraints is different. 

 

Table 10 reports on the questionnaire items for Action Planning/Coping Planning. The 

items that measured Action Planning in the IQuaD and CanPrime studies were similar; the 

single Action Plan item used in four UKPrime studies targeted ‘standard of practice’ 

(Currently my standard method of managing patients does not include doing ‘x’).  The 

Coping Plan items measured in the six IQuaD studies and the three CanPrime studies 

contained the same root phrase “I have made a clear plan of how to do ‘x’ if/when…”; 

however, the context of the situation was specific to the behaviour under investigation of 

the clinical setting.  As previously mentioned, the number of questions measuring Coping 

Planning varied depending on the barriers identified. 
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Table 9: Social Cognitive Theory questionnaire Item Comparison Across Studies 

  

 IQuaD  CANADA PRIME  UK PRIME 

Predictive Constructs 
Common root phrase for 
item 

Diabetic foot 
exam 

Providing advice 
about weight mgmt. 

Prescribing for 
mgmt. of 
HbA1c 

Prescribing 
additional anti-
hypertensive drugs 

Providing advice 
on self-
management 

Providing 
general 
education 

Prescribing 
beta blockers 

Prescribing 
benzodiazepines 

Ordering 
lumbar spine 
X-rays 

Ordering 
lumbar spine 
X-rays 

Prescribing 
antibiotics for 
URTI 

Using dental 
radiographs 

Using dental 
sealants 

Risk Perceptions - 
Individual 

  
 

    
   

    
 

On a balance. my life as a 
[HCP] will be easier in the 
long run if I do ‘x’. 

- - - - - - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

On balance, the 
consequences for me as a 
[HCP] (e.g. stress, time, 
future consultations etc.) 
will be worse in the long 
run if I do ‘x’. 

- - - - - - If I do ‘x’, this would increase my vulnerability to legal 
action. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

On a balance, it is highly 
likely that the patients will 
be worse off if I do ‘x’. 

- - - - - - If I do 'x', this would risk causing a serious illness. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Risk Perceptions - 
Patient                

If I do ‘x’, this would leave 
my patients vulnerable to 
side effects. 

- - - - - - ✔ ✔ - - - - 

It is highly likely 
that my 6 to 16 

year old 
patients will get 

caries … 

If I do ‘x’… - - - - - - 

I am cautious 
about the dose 
since some 
patients do not 
tolerate beta 
blockers well. 

This would require 
longer time periods 
for alternate 
therapies to work. 

- - - - 

It is highly likely 
that children 

with low risk of 
caries will be 
worse off … 

Outcome Expectancies  
               I think it is good practice to 

do ‘x’. ✔  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ If I do ‘x’, then I will think myself as a caring [HCP]. 

I think it is good use of my 
time to do ‘x’. ✔  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔    If I do ‘x’, then I will think myself as a competent [HCP]. 

I think it is beneficial to do 
‘x’. ✔  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Thinking myself a caring [HCP] is (unimportant/important). 

For me, doing ‘x’ is: Very / 
Not at all Frustrating. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ✔ ✔ ✔ Thinking myself a competent [HCP] is (unimportant/important). 

For me, doing ‘x’ is: Very 
Uncomfortable/ 
Comfortable. 

-- -- -- -- ✔ ✔ ✔ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

For me, doing ‘x’ is: Very 
difficult/ easy. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ✔  ✔  ✔  -- -- -- -- -- 

For me, doing ‘x’ is Very 
Unrewarding/Rewarding. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ✔ ✔ -- -- -- -- -- -- 

For me, doing ‘x’ is Very 
Unpleasant/Pleasant. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ✔ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

For me, doing ‘x’ is Very 
Unsatisfying/Satisfying. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ✔ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Proximal Goals                
I intend to do ‘x’. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
I expect to do ‘x’. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
I plan to do ‘x’. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
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Table 9 (con’t): Social Cognitive Theory Questionnaire Item Comparison Across Studies 

 IQuaD  CANADA PRIME  UK PRIME 

Predictive Constructs 
Common root phrase for 
item 

Diabetic foot exam Providing advice about 
weight mgmt. 

Prescribing for 
mgmt. of HbA1c 

Prescribing 
additional anti-
hypertensive 
drugs 

Providing advice on 
self-management 

Providing general 
education 

Prescribing beta 
blockers 

Prescribing 
benzodiazepines 

Ordering lumbar 
spine X-rays 

Ordering lumbar 
spine X-rays 

Prescribing 
antibiotics for 
URTI 

Using dental 
radiographs 

Using dental 
sealants 

Self-Efficacy Circulation Sensation           There is no co-
management of 
the patient (e.g., 
with a specialist 
such as a 
cardiologist) 

Another clinician 
has regularly 
prescribed 
benzodiazepines to 
the patient. 

The patient’s 
back pain isn’t 
improving in the 
short term. 

If doing ‘x’ how 
confident are you in 
your ability to: Treat 
back problems 
without using an X-
ray report? 

Manage patients 
with URTIs who: 
have already tried 
to self medicate for 
an URTI? 

Make a diagnosis of 
caries? 

 
I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if… 
If I do ‘x’, I am confident I 
can (UKPrime) 

---------------------------------------------------The clinic is busy and I am running 20 minutes late.------------------------------------------------------ - 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if… 
If I do ‘x’, I am confident I 
can (UKPrime) 

The patient has poor 
hygiene. The patient is depressed.  The patient is 

depressed. 
The patient has a 
past history of falls. 

The patient expects their 
doctor to manage their 
diabetes for them. 

The patient is 
depressed.  

 Time constraints 
make it difficult to 
keep up the 
current 
knowledge. 

A patient has 
previously taken 
benzodiazepines 
without 
complications. 

I missed a serious 
illness in the past 
by not sending a 
patient for 
imaging. 

Diagnose beck 
problems without 
using an X-ray 
report? 

Manage patients 
with URTIs 
symptomatically? 

Confirm a diagnosis 
of caries before 
treatment? 

- 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if… 
If I do ‘x’, I am confident I 
can (UKPrime) 

The patient is wearing 
tights and needs additional 
time to undress. 

The patient’s BMI has 
been decreasing since you 
advised them to lose 
weight. 

The patient is on 
seven other drugs. 

The patient is 
already on 
maximum dosages 
of three 
hypertensive drugs. 

The patient has been 
given conflicting advice 
about self-monitoring 
from other influential 
sources. 

I have run out of 
printed leaflets. 

Patients do not 
understand the 
risks associated 
with beta blocker 
use.   

Patients are 
resistant to non-
drug therapies. 

Patients worry a 
great deal about 
their back pain. 

Patients are frequent 
attenders in general? 

End a consultation 
without prescribing 
an antibiotic? 

Create a 
management plan 
for caries? 

- 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if… 
How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if … (UK Prime) 

The patient has poor 
mobility. 

The patient’s values 
relating to body size differ 
from medical values. 

----------------------------There are three minutes of the consultation remaining.--------------------------- 
 

Patients complain 
of not feeling well 
whilst taking beta 
blockers. 

Patients insist on 
having 
benzodiazepines. 

If patients insist 
on having image 
tests. 

Patients do not often 
visit the surgery? 

To treat URTIs 
without prescribing 
an antibiotic? 

Determine possible 
complications 
before a treatment 
for caries?  

The patient is a 
poor attender. 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if… 
How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if … (UK Prime) 

- - 
The patient’s BMI has 
been increasing for 5 
years. 

The patient has had 
laser treatment for 
maculopathy. 

The patient is on 
seven other drugs. 

The patient’s diabetes is 
managed by diet alone. 

The patient is 
registered as 
partially sighted. 

The patient’s 
status isn’t 
improving in the 
short term.   

Patients do not 
understand the risks 
of benzodiazepines.   

Patients have 
poor access to 
physiotherapy.   

Patients are taking a 
lot of analgesics for 
their back pain? 

Patients expect 
you to prescribe an 
antibiotic? 

Present a diagnosis 
and treatment plan 
to a patient? 

The 7s are 
erupting and the 
6s are not sealed. 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if… 
How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if … (UK Prime) 

- - The patient’s BMI has 
been stable for 5 years. 

The patient is having 
mild side effect from 
their current 
hypoglycaemic 
medications. 

The patient has 
COPD. 

The patient has low 
educational attainment. 

The patient’s 
attendance on 
structured education 
programs is 
sporadic. 

- - - 
Patients expect me to 
refer them for an X-
ray? 

- 
Determine if a 
caries treatment has 
been successful? 

The child's oral 
hygiene is 
excellent. 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if.. 
How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if … (UK Prime) 

- -  The patient is unwilling to 
discuss their weight. 

The patient has a 
BMI over 35 kg/m^2. 

The patient is 
having mild side 
effects from their 
current 
antihypertensive 
drugs. 

The patient has their own 
monitor and expects you 
to prescribe specific 
lancets and strips. 

The patient has 
recently had an MI. - - - 

Patients do not have 
a past history of back 
pain? 

- 
Check what is 
happening under a 
fissure sealant? 

The child is older 
(6s and 7s have 
erupted). 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if… 
How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if … (UK Prime) 

- - 
Previous attempts by the 
patient to lose weight have 
been unsuccessful. 

The patient is 
unhappy with the 
idea of taking more 
drugs. 

The patient is 
elderly. 

The patient has a low 
household income. 

The patient has their 
own monitor and 
expects you to 
prescribe specific 
lancets and strips.  

- - - Patient has a past 
history of back pain? 

Have a past history 
of chronic 
obstructive airway 
disease? 

There is no clinical 
evidence of disease 
and the patient's 
mouth is in good 
condition? 

The parent is 
unmotivated 
when it comes to 
their child's teeth. 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if…  
How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if … (UK Prime) 

- - The patient has a low 
household income. - 

The patient is 
unhappy with the 
idea of taking more 
drugs. 

The patient is worried 
about becoming 
hypoglycaemic and is 
diet controlled. 

My Practice doesn’t 
support structured 
education. 

- - - 
Patients really want 
me to refer them for 
an X-ray? 

The patient's URTI 
symptoms are 
distressing them? 

 
The patient is 
pregnant? 

There is a lot of 
decay in the 
mouth. 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if…  
How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if … (UK Prime) 

- - 
The patient has 
osteoarthritis in their 
knees. 

- - - The patient is 
hearing impaired. - - - Patients are very 

emotionally upset? - 
There is a busy 
clinic and you are 
pressed for time? 

The child has 
poor oral hygiene. 

I am confident that I can do 
‘x’ even if… 
How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if … (UK Prime) 

- - - - - - 
The patient has a 
low educational 
attainment. 

- - - 
Patients worry a 
great deal about their 
back pain? 

- 
You can clearly see 
what is wrong e.g. 
cavity? 

There is poor 
moisture control. 

How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if patients … 
(UK Prime) 

- - - - - - - - - - 
Present a diagnosis 
to a problematic 
patient without an X-
ray? 

- The patient doesn't 
want one? 

The mouth is 
small. 

How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if patients … 
(UK Prime) 

- - - - - - - - - - 
Present a diagnosis 
to an anxious patient 
without an X-ray? 

- - - 

How Confident are you to 
do ‘x’ even if patients … 
(UK Prime) 

- - - - - - - - - - 
Visits the surgery a 
because of their back 
pain? 

- - - 
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Table 10: Action Planning / Coping Planning Questionnaire Item Comparison Across Studies 

 IQuaD  CANADA PRIME  UK PRIME 

Predictive Constructs 
Common root phrase for 
item 

Diabetic foot exam 
Providing advice 
about weight 
mgmt. 

Prescribing 
for mgmt. of 
HbA1c 

Prescribing 
additional anti-
hypertensive 
drugs 

Providing advice 
on self-
management 

Providing general 
education 

Prescribing 
beta blockers 

Prescribing 
benzodiazepines 

Ordering 
lumbar spine 
X-rays 

Ordering 
lumbar 
spine X-
rays 

Prescribing 
antibiotics 
for URTI 

Using dental 
radiographs 

Using 
dental 

sealants 

 Circulation Sensation                         
Action Planning                I have a clear plan of 

how I will do ‘x’. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Currently my standard method of managing patients does not 
include doing ‘x’. 

I have a clear plan of 
under what 

circumstances I will do 
‘x’. 

- - ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - 

I have a clear plan of 
when I will do ‘x’. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ - - - - 

Coping Planning Circulation Sensation                         
I have made a clear plan 

of how to do ‘x’ if… The clinic is busy and I am running 20 minutes late.  Something interferes with my plan to do ‘x’. - - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… 

The patient has poor 
hygiene. The patient is depressed. The patient is 

elderly.  
The patient has low 
educational 
attainment. 

The patient is 
depressed. I am faced with possible challenges to do ‘x’. - - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… 

The patient is wearing 
tights and needs 
additional time to 

undress. 

The patient’s BMI 
has been decreasing 
since you advised 
them to lose weight. 

The patient has 
had laser 
treated 
maculopathy. 

The patient is 
already on 
maximum dosages 
of three 
hypertensive drugs. 

The patient expects 
their doctor to manage 
their diabetes for 
them. 

I have run out of 
printed leaflets. 

Beta blockers 
are 
contraindicated 
in my elderly 
patient. 

A patient requests 
regular, rather than 
intermittent, 
prescription for 
benzodiazepines. 

Patients insist 
on having 
diagnostic 
image tests that 
I think are 
unnecessary. 

- - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… 

The patient has poor 
mobility. 

The patient’s BMI 
has been stable for 
5 years. 

The patient is 
on seven other 
drugs. 

There are three 
minutes of the 
consultation 
remaining. 

The patient has been 
given conflicting 
advice about self- 
monitoring from other 
influential sources. 

The patient is 
registered as partially 
sighted. 

There is a case 
of co-
morbidities. 

Patients insist on 
having 
benzodiazepines that I 
think are 
unnecessary.  

Insurance 
companies 
want diagnostic 
image tests that 
I think are 
unnecessary. 

- - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… - - 

The patient’s values 
relating to body size 
differ from medical 
values. 

There are three 
minutes of the 
consultation 
remaining. 

The patient has a 
past history of falls. 

The patient’s diabetes 
is managed by diet 
alone. 

The patient’s 
attendance on 
structured education 
programs is sporadic. 

- 
Patients want a repeat 
prescription for 
benzodiazepines. 

- - - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… - - 

Previous attempts 
by the patient to lose 
weight have been 
unsuccessful. 

The patient is 
having mild side 
effects form 
their current 
hypoglycaemic 
medications. 

The patient is 
having side effect 
from their current 
antihypertensive 
medications. 

The patient has their 
won monitor and 
expects you to 
prescribe specific 
lancets or strips. 

There are three 
minutes of the 
consultation 
remaining. 

- - - - - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… - - 

The patient is 
unwilling to discuss 
their weight. 

The patient has 
a BMI greater 
than 35 kg/m^2. 

The patient has 
COPD. 

There are three 
minutes of the 
consultation 
remaining. 

The patient is 
unenthusiastic about 
attending a structured 
education program. 

- - - - - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… - - 

The patient has 
osteoarthritis in their 
knees. 

The patient is 
unhappy with 
the idea of 
taking more 
drugs. 

The patient has a 
past history of falls. 

The patient has low 
household income. 

The patient has a low 
educational attainment - - - - - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… - - 

The patient has a 
low household 
income. 

- The patient is on 
seven other drugs. 

The patient is worried 
about becoming 
hypoglycaemic and is 
diet controlled. 

My practice doesn’t 
support structured 
education. 

- - - - - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… - - 

The patient’s BMI 
has been increasing 
for 5 years. 

- - - The patient is hearing 
impaired. - - - - - - - 

I have made a clear plan 
of how to do ‘x’ if… - - - - - - The patient has 

recently had an MI. - - - - - - - 
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3.2.1.1 Comparison	of	theories	across	behaviour	questionnaires	

Based on the criteria described for comparison of the prediction of theories, items for TPB 

and Learning Theories across all 13 behaviours permitted comparison of effectiveness. 

Specifically, most of the questions were worded identically or very similarly. However, 

comparisons of SCT and Action Planning/Coping Planning were limited to fewer than 13 

studies because of the absence of constructs within the representation of the theories. 

Within the SCT comparison, behaviour questionnaires included were from CanPrime and 

UKPrime (n = 7). For the Action Planning/Coping Planning comparison studies included 

were from IQuaD and CanPrime (n = 9).  

 

3.2.2 Stage	2:	Prediction	of	behaviour	
Examination across all 13 behaviour questionnaires of the effectiveness of the theories to 

predict behaviour revealed a wide range of effect sizes (standardised beta coefficients; 

presented in Table 11). Because there was wide variability in the observed effect size 

(standardised beta coefficients) by behaviour for implementation versus de-

implementation, no theory was better at predicting behaviours for implementation versus 

de-implementation. 

 

Effect size weights for the TPB construct Intention ranged from 0.011 to 0.36 for 

behaviours HCPs for de-implementation (smallest ordering Lumbar spine X-ray - 

CanPrime; largest Prescribing antibiotics for URTIs - UKPrime). For the studies 

investigation behaviours for implementation, effect size weights for intention ranged from 

0.103 to 0.65 (smallest Prescribing beta blockers - CanPrime; largest Diabetic foot exam - 

IQuaDS). PBC also varied in the prediction of both type of behaviours. Effect size 

weights of PBC for studies investigating behaviours for de-implementation ranged from -
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0.292 to 0.101 (smallest Prescribing antibiotics for URTIs - UKPrime; largest Prescribing 

benzodiazepines - CanPrime). Standardised beta coefficients of PBC for studies 

investigating behaviours for implementation ranged from 0.04 to 0.19 (smallest 

Prescribing additional antihypertensive drugs - IQuaDS; largest Using Dental 

Radiographs - UKPrime). 

 

Neither way of operationalizing Operant Learning Theory (L1 and L2) proved more 

effective in predicting behaviours for implementation or de-implementation. Effect sizes 

weights for Anticipated Consequences in L1 ranged from -0.048 to 0.253 (smallest: 

Prescribing benzodiazepines - CanPrime; largest: Ordering lumbar spine X-ray - 

CanPrime) for studies investigating behaviours HCPs for de-implementation.  For studies 

investigating behaviours for implementation Anticipated Consequences beta weights as 

modelled in L1 ranged from -0.02 to 0.32 (smallest: Diabetic foot exam - IQuaD; largest: 

Using dental sealants - UKPrime).  Evidence of Habit beta weights ranged from 0.056 to 

0.374 (smallest: Ordering lumber spine X-ray - CanPrime; largest: Prescribing antibiotics 

for URTIs - UKPrime) in studies investigating behaviours for de-implementation. In 

studies investigating behaviour HCP for implementation, effect size weights of Evidence 

of Habit ranged from 0.08 to 0.67 (smallest: Using dental radiographs - UKPrime; largest: 

Diabetic foot exam - IQuaD). 

 

In Operant Learning Theory (L2), for studies investigating behaviours for de-

implementation effect size weights for Anticipated Consequences ranged from 0.017 to 

0.048 (smallest: Ordering lumbar spine X-ray - CanPrime; largest: Prescribing 

benzodiazepines - CanPrime). For studies investigating behaviours for implementation, 

beta weights for Anticipated Consequences as modelled in L2 ranged from -0.02 to 0.14 
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(smallest: Diabetic foot exam - IQuaDS; largest: Providing advice on self-management - 

IQuaDS). Predictive validity of the SRHI ranged from 0.076 to 0.361 (smallest: Ordering 

lumber spine X-ray - CanPrime; largest: Prescribing benzodiazepines - CanPrime) in 

behaviours for de-implementation. In studies investigating behaviours for implementation, 

SRHI beta weights ranged from 0.27 to 0.68 (smallest: Prescribing beta blockers - 

CanPrime; largest: Diabetic foot exam - IQuaDS). 

 

Similar to TPB and both learning theories, effect sizes for SCT had considerable variation 

in predicting behaviours for implementation versus de-implementation. Beta weights for 

Risk Perception included in the SCT models from UKPrime and CanPrime ranged from 

0.141 to 0.204 (smallest: Prescribing benzodiazepines - CanPrime; largest: Ordering 

lumbar spine X-rays - UKPrime) for studies investigating behaviours for de-

implementation. In the studies investigating behaviours for implementation Risk 

Perception, beta weights ranged from 0.038 to 0.27 (smallest: Prescribing beta blockers - 

CanPrime; largest: Using dental sealants - UKPrime).  Self-efficacy beta weights ranged 

from -0.011 to 0.355 (smallest: Prescribing benzodiazepines - CanPrime; largest: 

Prescribing antibiotics for URTIs - UKPrime) in studies investigating behaviours for de-

implementation. In the studies investigating behaviours for implementation, Self-efficacy 

beta weights ranged from -0.073 to 0.245 (smallest: Prescribing beta blockers - CanPrime; 

largest: Using dental radiographs - UKPrime and Providing advice on self-management - 

IQuaDS).  Outcome Expectancies beta weights ranged from -0.046 to 0.14 (smallest: 

Ordering lumbar spine X-rays - CanPrime; largest: Prescribing antibiotics for URTIs - 

UKPrime) in studies investigating behaviours for de-implementation. In the studies 

investigating behaviours for implementation, Outcome Expectancies beta weights ranged 
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from -0.07 to 0.21 (smallest: Using dental radiographs - UKPrime; largest: Using dental 

sealants - UKPrime).  

 

Similar variations in effect sizes weights were reported for Action Planning/Coping 

Planning items. Effect size weights for the Action Planning construct ranged from 0.016 

to 0.272 for the behaviours for de-implementation (smallest: Prescribing additional 

antihypertensive drugs - IQuaD; largest: Prescribing benzodiazepines - CanPrime). For 

the studies investigating behaviours for implementation, Action Planning effect size 

weights ranged from 0.04 to 0.36 (smallest: Providing advice about weight management - 

IQuaDS; largest: Providing general education - IQuaD). For studies investigating 

behaviours for de-implementation, effect size weights of Coping Planning ranged from -

0.01 to -0.11 (smallest: Ordering lumbar spine X-rays - CanPrime; largest: Prescribing 

benzodiazepines - CanPrime). Effect size weights of Coping Planning for predicting 

behaviours for implementation ranged from -0.097 to 0.44 (smallest: Prescribing beta 

blockers - CanPrime; largest: Diabetic foot exam - IQuaD).
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Table 11: Effect Size (Standardised Beta) Predicting Behaviour by Psychology Theory: Regression Analysis 

a: behaviour measure (Dependent variable) was assessed through data retrieved from routine administrative database; b: behaviour measure (dependent variable) was assessed through behavioural simulation; 
‘circ’ & ‘sens’ – questions in social cognitive theory separated assessing circulation and sensation of feet of patients with diabetes. 
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001

Theory 
(Predictive 
Constructs)  

Diabetic foot 
exam 

 

Providing 
advice 
about 
weight 
mgmt. 

 

Prescribing 
for mgmt. of 
HbA1c 

 

Prescribing 
additional anti-
hypertensive 
drugs 

 

Providing 
advice on 
self-
management 

 

Providing 
general 
education 

 

Prescribing 
beta 

blockers 

 

Ordering 
lumbar 
spine X-
rays 

 

Prescribing 
benzodiazepines 

 

Ordering 
lumbar 
spine X-
rays 

 

Prescribing 
antibiotics for 

URTI 

 

Using 
dental 
radiographs  

Using 
dental 
sealants 

Direction  Increase 
 

Increase 
 

Increase 
 

Increase 
 

Increase 
 

Increase 
 

Increase 
 

Decrease 
 

Decrease 
 

Decrease 
 

Decrease 
 

Increase  Increase 
Theory of 
Planned 
Behaviour      

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

   
a b 

 
  

 
  

Intention 
(Intention 
Strength)  0.65** 

 

0.20** 

 

0.24** 

 

0.31** 

 

0.33** 

 

0.32** 

 

0.10 

 

0.01 

 

0.42** 

 

0.18** 

 

0.15* 0.36*** 

 

0.16*  0.48*** 

Perceived 
Behavioural 

Control  0.08 

 

0.15** 

 

0.11 

 

0.04 

 

0.12 

 

0.17** 

 

0.13 

 

0.10 

 

-0.19 

 

0.02 

 

-0.01*** -0.29*** 

 

0.19**  0.08 

Action 
Planning/ 
Coping 
Planning 

     

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

    

 

  

 

    

 

  

 

  

 

     

Action 
Planning  0.18* 

 

0.04 

 

0.16* 

 

0.19** 

 

0.11 

 

0.36** 

 

0.29** 

 

0.16* 

 

0.27** 

 

0.14* 

 

0.02* 0.26*** 

 

0.34***  0.28*** 

Coping 
Planning  0.44** 

 
0.26** 

 
0.16* 

 
0.1 

 
0.3** 

 
0.12* 

 
-0.10 

 
-0.10 

 
-0.01 

 
-- 

 
-- -- 

 
--  -- 

Operant 
Learning 
Theory (L1)      

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

     

Anticipated 
Consequences  -0.02 

 

0.07 

 

0.08 

 

0.1 

 

0.11* 

 

0.03 

 

0.05 

 

-0.01 

 

-0.05 

 

0.25*** 

 

0.09 0.20** 

 

0.21*  0.31*** 

Evidence of 
Habit  0.67** 

 

0.31** 

 

0.31** 

 

0.24* 

 

0.41** 

 

0.47** 

 

0.24** 

 

0.06 

 

0.35** 

 

0.08 

 

0.22** 0.37*** 

 

0.08  0.39*** 

Operant 
Learning 
Theory (L2)    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

   

Anticipated 
Consequences  0.02 

 

0.09 

 

0.09 

 

0.08 

 

0.14* 

 

0.08 

 

0.04 

 

-0.02 

 

-0.05 

 

-- 

 

-- -- 

 

--  -- 

SRHI  0.68** 
 

0.36** 
 

0.32** 
 

0.35** 
 

0.39** 
 

0.36** 
 

0.27** 
 

0.08 
 

0.36** 
 

-- 
 

-- -- 
 

--  -- 
Social 
Cognitive 
Theory  circ sens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

   

Risk 
Perceptions - 

Individual  -- -- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

0.04 

 

0.16 

 

0.14 

 

0.20** 

 

0.18* 0.16* 

 

0.21*  0.27** 

Risk 
Perceptions - 

Patient  -- -- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

0.05 

 

-- 

 

-0.07 

 

-- 

 

-- -- 

 

--  -- 

Self-Efficacy  0.2** 0.21** 
 

0.17** 
 

0.17** 
 

0.16** 
 

0.18** 
 

0.13* 
 

-0.07 
 

-0.004 
 

-0.01 
 

0.25*** 
 

0.16 0.36*** 
 

0.18*  0.06 
Outcome 

Expectancies 
(attitudes)  -0.15* -0.14* 

 

0.01 

 

-0.02 

 

0.01 

 

-0.03 

 

-0.02 

 

0.22** 

 

-0.05 

 

0.06 

 

-0.02 

 

-0.13 0.14* 

 

-0.07  0.30** 

Proximal 
Goals  0.68** 0.67** 

 

0.18** 

 

0.23* 

 

0.24* 

 

0.32** 

 

0.38** 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- 

 

-- -- 

 

--  -- 

  
IQuaD 

 
Canada Prime 

 
UK Prime 
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3.2.3 Stage	3:	Supplemental	studies	investigating	predicting	behaviour	
Sixteen studies included in the initial systematic review [46] reported to predict health 

professional behaviour. One study from the systematic review was already included in 

Stage 1, and therefore was removed from Stage 3 [235]. Five articles were excluded in 

this stage for one of the following reasons: 1) unclear if the predicted behaviour change 

was a change in frequency or 2) the direction of change was unclear (see Table 12).  

 

Table 12: Excluded Studies with Reason 
Study Participants No of 

Participants Behaviour Measured Reason excluded  

Bernix 2000 
Maternal 
Newborn 
Nurses 

49 
Providing 

breastfeeding 
support 

Perception of support 
by mother (subjective 

from mother) 

Quality of support 
provided 

Farris & 
Schopflocher 
1999 

Pharmacists 182 
Providing 

pharmaceutical 
care activities (20 

behaviours) 

Self-reported 
Not enough 

information provided 
to determine types 

of behaviour 

Renfoe 1990 Nurses 108 
Improving the 

quality of 
documentation 

Analysis of patient 
chart (scoring of the 

quality of the charting) 

Quality of 
documentation  

Sauls 2007 Intrapartum 
Nurses 39 

Providing 
professional 
support 

Length of labour Not a HCP 
behaviour 

Wilson 1998 School 
Psychologists 284 

Using a 
consultation model 

in practice 

Self-reported score of 
use of consultation 
model contingent of 
presence of other 

colleagues 

Not enough 
information provided 
to determine types 

of behaviour 

Eccles 2007 Primary Care 
Physicians 230 

Prescribing 
antibiotics for 

patients with upper 
respiratory tract 

infections 

Rate of prescribing 
antibiotics 

UKPrime included in 
Stage 1  

 

In the remaining 10 studies, a variety of health care professionals were represented 

(nurses, pharmacists, primary care physicians, pharmacists). The sample sizes ranged 

from 19 to 765 and the targeted behaviour was measured either from self-report or 

routinely recorded. The theories applied were the TPB (number of studies, n = 5), Theory 

of Reasoned Action (n = 5) and SCT (n = 1). One study tested both TPB and Theory of 

Reasoned Action. Twenty-four behaviours were targeted to test the prediction of theories. 
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Only one of the 10 articles reported behaviours HCPs avoid doing (seven antibiotic 

prescribing behaviours; prescribing a specific drug). The nine other studies targeted 17 

behaviours for implementation (Table 13).  

 

Three studies [48, 242, 243] in the review reported effect size (standardised Beta 

coefficients) and theories were applied to predict behaviours for implementation only. The 

theories evaluated in these three studies were the TPB and Theory of Reasoned Action. 

Effect size weights for Intention in TPB were 0.37 and 0.45 and for PBC were 0.23 and 

0.36. Effect size weights for Attitude on Theory of Reasoned Action ranged from 0.15 to 

0.54 and for Social Norm ranged from 0.2 to 0.46. Because no study examined the 

predictive validity of behaviours for de-implementation using Theory of Reasoned Action, 

comparisons of beta coefficients in behaviours for implementation versus de-

implementation were not possible. 

 

3.2.1 Summary	of	findings	
In summary, no theory or construct consistently predicted behaviours for implementation 

or de-implementation effectively (i.e. larger variability in prediction). Table 14 presents 

the range of effect size beta weight for each theoretical construct in the 13 studies. As a 

result of the variability in prediction, it is unclear whether certain theories were more 

effective at predicting behaviours for implementation versus de-implementation (see 

Table 15 for median and range of variance in theoretical prediction of behaviours).  
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Table 13: Summary Descriptions of Studies Included from Systematic Review 
Study Participants Behaviour Behaviour measured Behaviour type Theory (constructs) Beta r^2 

Godin 
2000 

Nurses  
(n = 105) 

Adherence to 
universal 

precautions for 
venipuncture 

Self-reported number of 
time nurses adhered to 
universal precautions for 
venipuncture (last ten 
patients) 

For 
Implementation 

Theory of Planned Behaviour 0.25 
Intention 0.37  

Perceived Behavioural 
Control 0.23  

   
Observational data: Verbal 
Instruction 

 Theory of Reasoned Action  

Mason 
1983 

Pharmacists  
(n = 40) 

Five 
medication 
counselling 

activities 

For 
Implementation 

Attitude 0.54 0.331 
Subjective Norm 0.44  

Observational data: Written 
Instruction 

Attitude 0.37 0.093 
Subjective Norm 0.2  

Observational data: 
Interviewing 

Attitude 0.29 0.074 
Subjective Norm 0.28  

Observational data: 
Approachability 

Attitude 0.28 0.182 
Subjective Norm 0.46  

Observational data: 
Interaction time 

Attitude 0.44 0.216 
Subjective Norm 0.34  

Millstein 
1996 

Primary Care 
Physicians  
(n = 765) 

Provide 
education 

about STD - 
HIV 

Self-reported percentage of 
adolescences being 
educated 

For 
Implementation 

Theory of Reasoned Action 0.3721 
Attitude 0.15  

Social Norms 0.26  
Intention 0.56  

Theory of Planned Behaviour 0.3969 
Perceived Behavioural 

Control 0.36  
Intention 0.49  

Gilomen-
Study 
1998 

Physicians 
(n = 45) 

Prescribing 
from a 
preferred list of 
medications 

Rate of prescribing drug 
from list versus other drugs 
in same family 

For 
Implementation 

Theory of Planned Behaviour 0.15 
Attitude 

NR 

 
Subjective norm  

Perceived Behavioural 
Control  

Harrell & 
Bennett 
1974 

Physicians  
(n = 93) 

Prescribing of 
five diabetes 
medications  

Physician panel data of 
Prescribing rates… 
Brand A 

For 
Implementation 

Theory of Reasoned 
Action (intention) 

NR 
 

0.52 
Brand B 0.47 

Brand C 0.27 

Brand D 0.27 

Brand E 0.34 

Hoppe 
1999  

Nurses  
(n = 132)  

Advise about 
weight 
management 

Chart audit of number of 
times weight management 
was raised  

For 
Implementation 

Social Cognitive 
Theory  0.46 

Intention NR  
Self-efficacy  

Lambert 
1997 

Physicians  
(n = 19) 

Antibiotic 
Prescribing 

Number of prescriptions per 
physician of … 
Augmentin 

For De-
implementation 

Theory of Reasoned 
Action NR 

0.0036 
Sulfa 0.0001 

Ceftin 0.0049 

Amoxicillin 0.1764 

Biaxin 0.0196 
Ceclor 0.0529 
Erythromycin 0.1089 

Maue 
2004 

Health 
Professionals 

(n = 33) 

Compliance 
with guidelines Chart audit of compliance For 

Implementation 
Theory of Planned 

Behaviour (intention) NR 0.0076 

O'Boyle 
2001 

Nurses  
(n = 120) 

Adherence to 
hand hygiene 

Observed hand hygiene 
(Objective) 

For 
Implementation 

TPB + Intensity of 
activity NR 0.12 

Quinn 
1996 

Nurses  
(n = 50) 

Better 
documentation 

Rate of teaching 
opportunities documented 

For 
Implementation 

Theory of Reasoned 
Action NR 0.01 

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 
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Table 14: Range of Effect Sizes (Beta Coefficients) for Theories Predicting 
Behaviours for Implementation and De-implementation 
Theory 

Behaviour for 

 B coefficient 

Construct 
< 0.05 0.05 < 

B < 0.1 
0.1 < B < 

0.15 
0.15 < 
B < 0.2 

0.20 < 
B < 
0.25 

0.25 < 
B < 0.3 

0.3 < B 
< 0.35 > 0.35 

Theory of Planned Behaviour          

Intention 
Implementation    G L B, C  D, E, F A, M 

De-implementation  H  K J    I 

PBC 
Implementation  D A, M C, E, G B, F, L     

De-implementation  I, J, K  H      
Action Planning/Coping Planning        

Action 
Planning 

Implementation  B  E A, C, 
D 

M G L F 

De-implementation  K  J H  I   

Coping 
Planning 

Implementation  G  D, F C  B E A 

De-implementation  H, I        
Operant Learning Theory (L1)          

Anticipated 
Consequences 

Implementation  A, F C, G B, D, E  L  M  

De-implementation  H, I K   J    

Evidence of 
Habit 

Implementation   L   D, G  B, C, 
M 

A, E, F 

De-implementation   H, J   K   I 
Operant Learning Theory (L2)          

Anticipated 
Consequences 

Implementation  A, G C, D, F B, E      

De-implementation  H, I        

Self-report 
Habit Index 

Implementation       G C A, B, 
D, E, F 

De-implementation   H      I 
Social Cognitive Theory          

Risk 
perceptions 

Implementation  G    L M   

De-implementation    H, I K J    

Self-efficacy 

Implementation  G M F B, C, 
D, E, L 

A    

De-implementation  H, I   K  J 
  

Outcome 
expectancies 

Implementation  A, B, C, 
D, E, F, 
L 

   G  M 
 

De-implementation  H, J, K I       

Note: A - Diabetic foot exam; B – Providing advice about weight management; C – Prescribing for management of HbA1c; D – 
Prescribing additional anti-hypertensive drugs; E – Providing advice about self-management; F – Providing general education; 
G – Prescribing beta blockers; H – Ordering lumbar spine X-rays; I – Prescribing benzodiazepines; J – Ordering lumbar spine 
X-rays; K – Prescribing antibiotics for URTI; L – Using dental radiographs; M – Using dental sealants.   
 
Blue are IQuaD studies, Green are CanPrime Studies and Purple are UKPrime Studies 
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Table 15: Variance (Median and Range) in Behaviour Scores Explained by Theories 
(adjusted R2) by Framing of Behaviour 

* Across IQuaD, CanPrime, UKPrime, and Systematic Review Studies 

 

3.3 Discussion	

The findings from this exploratory study suggest that no construct or theory investigated 

was more effective at predicting behaviours for implementation compared to behaviours 

for de-implementation. In addition, no theory or construct effectively predicted either 

frequency of behaviour with any level of consistency.  A number of possible reasons for 

these findings may explain the variable findings reported across all 13 questionnaires.   

 

3.3.1 Challenges	of	outcome	measures	of	behaviour		
One possible explanation for some of the variation reported in prediction may be with the 

behavioural outcome measure collected. The behavioural measures of the four UKPrime 

studies varied. Two studies from UKPrime used behavioural simulations as a proxy 

measure of behaviour for the analysis, whereby participants were provided with clinical 

vignettes to simulate clinical decision making in specific situations [40, 41, 235]. 

Vignettes presented patient characteristics specific to the clinic scenario under 

investigation and respondents were asked to indicate whether or not they would perform 

the targeted behaviour.  Two studies from UKPrime and the three studies from CanPrime 

used routinely recorded administrative data [42, 235]. Rates of behaviour were calculated 

Theory 

 Framing of Behaviour  
 Behaviours for Implementation  Behaviours for De-implementation 
 Median  Range  Median  Range 
  Min Max   Min Max 

Theory of Planned Behaviour  0.14  0.008 0.397  0.052  0.071 0.116 
Operant Learning Theory (L1)  0.08  0.058 0.300  0.072  -0.007 0.102 
Operant Learning Theory (L2)  0.07  -- --  0.052  -0.04 0.108 
Social Cognitive Theory  0.175  0.049 0.46  0.028  0.006 0.121 
Action Planning/Coping Planning  0.070  0.047 0.11  0.020  0.013 0.057 
Theory of Reasoned Action  0.27  0.0001 0.52  --  -- -- 
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by identifying patients who received the care (behaviour under investigation) relative to 

all eligible patients in the clinic. The behavioural measures in IQuaDS were self-reported, 

assessed 12 months after the initial questionnaire investigating the theoretical predictors 

related to behaviours. Participants were asked ‘over the past 12 months given 10 patients 

… for how many did you do “x”?’ for the six behaviours related to diabetes care [237]. 

No single measure is an ideal measure for the behaviour under investigation [244]. These 

three outcome measures of behaviour all have inherent problems, making one of the 

measures no more accurate over the others.  

 

Behavioural simulations address the clinicians’ appropriateness of hypothetical decision-

making [245], as a proxy measure of behaviour. Eccles et al. reported a moderate 

correlation of intention measures and the behavioural simulation scores, but a weak 

correlation between both these measures and the behaviour measure from routinely 

recorded administrative data [39]. This may suggest that behaviour simulation may be 

more akin to a measure of intention and decision-making processes rather a ‘true’ measure 

of behaviour. There is no ‘action’ involved; rather it is a ‘what would you do?’ situation. 

However, the behaviour simulation vignettes provide greater details about the clinical 

situation, arguably leading to a real-world decision-making situation. 

 

Self-reported behaviour is often used as a proxy measure of health behaviour and health 

professional behaviour [46]. It is likely that individuals are not accurate when they report 

their own behaviour. It may be difficult for respondents to reflect on past behaviour and 

may incorrectly estimate, in an attempt to report what the respondents believe is a 

desirable response [244].  Recall bias has been acknowledged as a limitation of using self-
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report as a measure of behaviour [246-248]. However, when routinely collected data is not 

possible, self-report may be the only option available.   

 

With recent advancements in technology and electronic medical records, hospitals and 

health services now have digital records for many services provided in healthcare 

facilities. Access to these routinely collected administrative databases has allowed for the 

collection of specific clinical behaviours such as prescribing practice rates and test 

ordering practice rates. These databases were utilized in the CanPrime and two of the 

UKPrime studies [41, 235]. However, like the previously mentioned measures of 

behaviour, there are also potential challenges in using this measure. There was likely 

excess observational noise from errors in assigning behaviours (e.g. ordering tests, 

prescribing) to physicians. For example, in the CanPrime study, because of the database 

system, patients were linked to physicians, and the prescribing or test-ordering behaviours 

were identified through the patients. The physician may not have performed the behaviour 

under investigation. The patient may have received the service elsewhere, for example 

through a walk-in clinic. However, using routinely administrative databases to measure 

behaviours do provide the opportunity to obtain objective data providing noise is minimal 

and the data collected for administrative purposes best reflects behaviours of interest.  

 

At the time the studies were conducted, all three measures of behaviour were deemed the 

most appropriate measure to use. However, because of the noise and biases associated 

with them, the measures of behaviour might influence how well theoretical constructs 

predict behaviour in different ways without the researcher being aware. A detailed 

modelling and statistical examination into how the different measurement approaches 

could influence prediction may be of benefit to better determine the best measure of 
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behaviour. Alternatively, although somewhat labour intensive, future studies may attempt 

to collect behavioural data directly through observation of the HCP in the clinical 

environment in order to eliminate the challenges encountered by using the other 

behavioural measures.  

 

3.3.2 ‘Managing	without	doing’	versus	‘not	doing’	–	is	it	the	same	thing?	
A possible explanation for the variability in the prediction of the theoretical constructs of 

behaviour HCPS avoid doing may lie in the wording of the questionnaire items. When 

measuring the prediction of behavioural theories, the change is typically described as the 

facilitation of an action. Rarely is behaviour change described as inaction. The UKPrime 

study investigating ‘use of X-ray for low back pain’ (decreasing behaviour) framed 

questions around ‘ordering’ and ‘not ordering’ and found low correspondence between the 

behaviour specified and the behaviour simulation measure of behaviour [40]. Reflecting 

upon inaction is difficult, as it requires awareness about behaviour individuals may not 

necessarily do.  However, clinicians are often required to stop doing certain behaviours 

based on new evidence to better care for their patients.    

 

To overcome the challenge of asking respondents about ‘not doing’ researchers in the 

CanPrime studies and the UK Prime investigating ‘prescribing antibiotics for URTIs’ 

framed the behaviour as ‘managing [clinical patient] without doing “x”’. Whilst 

permitting the respondents to reflect on the management of the patient rather than the 

specific behaviour under investigation, the framing of the question implies that the 

respondents could be doing something else. Health professional behaviours are unique in 

that, with the ever-changing evidence base, stopping a behaviour may not necessarily 

involve doing something else in its place (e.g. stop prescribing antibiotics for URTIs). 
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When designing de-implementation interventions, researchers investigating theoretical 

predictors of behaviour could likely improve the prediction of the behaviour HCPs avoid 

doing if the framing of behaviour of avoiding is better addressed. Framing the behaviour 

as ‘managing [clinical patient] without doing “x”’ is one way of addressing this concern.  

 

3.3.3 Strengths	and	limitations	
This exploratory study investigated whether theories differed in the prediction of 

behaviour based on whether behaviours were framed as behaviours HCPs do (increase in 

frequency) versus behaviour HCPs avoid doing (decrease in frequency). This was an 

exploratory investigation, partially to determine if this type of detailed investigation was 

logical and practical. The studies included in this chapter investigated the same behaviour 

theories across two countries in primary care practices involving a number of different 

health professions (family physicians, nurses, general practitioners, dentists). In addition, 

the same theories and constructs were tested across the behaviour regardless the direction 

of change. This study’s strength is in the detail and depth of investigation down to the 

comparisons of questionnaire items across 13 different questionnaires and databases.  

However there were some limitations, which are discussed below.  

 

Whilst measures for OLT were included in this study, they were not necessarily reflective 

of OLT described in Chapter 2 [38, 114]. Due to the nature of questionnaires the measures 

from learning theory were reflective of respondent’s behaviour and not observable, the 

foundation of evaluating behaviours using OLT [249]. The ways in which OLT (L1 and 

L2) were operationalized appeared to only explore the principles that focussed on 

increasing frequency of behaviour. Specifically, the principle that repeated exposure to the 

consequences would lead to habit formation rather than decreasing behaviour [114, 250]. 
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Exploration of a more accurate representation of OLT including the principles around 

behaviour for de-implementation, particularly about punishment, would prove more 

informative in determining OLT prediction of behaviour frequency. 

 

In Chapter 2, 11 theories that had been used to target both increasing and decreasing 

behaviour change were identified. However, only five of those theories were investigated 

in this chapter (TPB [51], SCT [52], Planning Theory [37, 251], OLT [114, 250], and 

Theory of Reasoned Action [252]). Furthermore, the systematic review used to 

supplement this study focused primarily on theories represented in the IQuaD, CanPrime 

and UKPrime studies (Theory of Reasoned Action [252], TPB [51], SCT [52]). A number 

of theories identified in Chapter 2 were not investigated (IMB-Skills Model [121], Health 

Action Process Approach [111], Disconnected Value Model [130], Self-Affirmation 

Theory [116], Self Determination Theory [117], Temporal Self-Regulation Theory [118], 

and Protection Motivation Theory [115]).  However, due to the breadth of behaviours and 

detailed investigation of the four theories in this study, investigation of all the theories 

identified in Chapter 3 was beyond the scope of this chapter. A large-scale systematic 

review, including different theories and larger sample of studies may further contribute to 

the knowledge about predicting behaviour frequency beyond the theories examined in this 

chapter.  

 

The measures used to operationalize the theories reported in the 13 studies whilst very 

similar, had a number of variations which could account for the variation in predicting 

behaviours HCPs do versus behaviours HCPs avoid doing. In particular, the 

operationalization of both Social Cognitive Theory and the Planning Model were different 

in the three groups of studies. Questionnaire items for Risk Perception in SCT from the 
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CanPrime and UKPrime studies more likely reflect measure of outcome expectancies. In 

addition the Action Planning item in the UKPrime studies was more reflective of 

Gollwitzer’s Implementation Intentions [251] rather that Action Planning/Coping 

Planning [37]. The absence of Coping Planning items from UKPrime, further suggests 

that the Planning Model in UKPrime was more akin to Implementation Intentions. The 

discrepancies in the measures used to operationalize the theories may partially explain the 

lack of consistent prediction of behaviour across any of the behaviours. In addition, effect 

size weights (beta coefficients) will change depending on the other predictors in the 

model, so there is likely noise in the comparison of the effect sizes across the datasets if 

the models were operationalized differently. 

 

It is important to note that despite the discrepancies in the questions per construct the 

authors of the original IQuaD, CanPrime, UKPrime report consistent and high intraclass 

correlation for the construct questionnaire items [39-42, 241], which reflect how strongly 

the measures resemble each other [253, 254]. Because of the similarities in the majority of 

the questions and the high ICCs for the construct items reported, comparisons seemed 

permissible and plausible across the behaviours. It is likely that whilst explaining some of 

the lack of consistent prediction of behaviour across any of the behaviours, the lack of 

consistency is not completely explained by the differences in type of questions.  

 

3.4 Conclusion	

This exploratory study using existing datasets for synthesis found that the theories were 

no more effective at predicting behaviour HCPs do (implement) versus behaviour HCPs 

avoid doing (de-implement). In addition, no theory or construct effectively predicted 

either type of behaviour (i.e. ‘do’ versus ‘avoid doing’) with any level of consistency. 
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This suggests that the predictor of behaviour to target in implementation and de-

implementation may not differ empirically. Whilst this study was a preliminary 

investigation, applying novel methods, it does provide new knowledge about predicting 

behaviours. These findings also challenge researchers to explore the prediction of 

behaviours differently when designing theory-based inventions for implementation and 

de-implementation. Whilst limited in its scope, this study presented a novel comparison of 

the predictive validity of theories: comparison of increasing (behaviours HCPs do) versus 

decreasing (behaviour HCPs avoid doing) behaviours. Further investigation into 

theoretical predictors of behaviour frequencies may prove advantageous in designing 

theory-based implementation and de-implementation interventions. It may be of benefit to 

conduct a large-scale systematic review, including theories present in Chapter 2 but not 

investigated in this chapter, which may identify theories that are better at predicting 

behaviours for implementation or de-implementation. 
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4.0 Introduction	

Interventions to change health professional behaviour are designed to improve the 

delivery of care to patients. Research has demonstrated that complex interventions can 

work to improve the uptake of evidence-based guidelines into practice [12, 13, 15]. 

However, changes in HCPs’ behaviours targeted by these interventions are variable in 

effectiveness and there is a poor understanding of the reasons for this variability [14-16].  

One possible reason for the variability in effectiveness may be because interventions to 

change HCPs’ behaviour are typically designed in the same way. Explanation for this 

observed variability may relate to the direction of the desired change (i.e. whether clinical 

evidence suggests that the behaviour needs to be increased or decreased/stopped). 

 

It has been recently suggested that to improve the effectiveness of the behaviour change 

interventions, de-implementation interventions may require different approaches than 

those used in implementation interventions [17-19]. For example, the BMJ’s Too Much 

Medicine campaign noted that identifying strategies to reduce unnecessary tests, 

diagnoses and treatments (i.e. de-implementation) will benefit patients who directly avoid 

harm and also help create a more sustainable healthcare system [21]. Projects such as 

Choosing Wisely have noted the importance of addressing de-implementation strategies to 

improve the care patients receive whilst eliminating wasteful spending [22-24]. Policy 

interest in de-implementation with programmes such as Choosing Wisely and Too Much 

Medicine campaigns advocate for better de-implementation interventions.  

 

The process of decreasing ineffective or harmful healthcare (de-implementation) may 

require different approaches than those used to promote uptake of new procedures 

(implementation). However, it has not been determined if implementation and de-
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implementation interventions already use different approaches. Investigating whether the 

same or different approaches are used in implementation and de-implementation 

interventions may indicate whether or not intervention developers have implicitly 

considered implementation and de-implementation differently. In order to identify what 

these approaches may be, taxonomies of behaviour change provide standard definitions 

and labels for intervention components that allow for comparisons of common 

components in intervention descriptions from a variety of clinical settings, behaviours and 

professional groups.  

 

4.0.1 The	Behaviour	Change	Techniques	Taxonomy	(version	1)	
Implementation and de-implementation interventions can involve a single component or 

multiple components delivered a number of ways in different clinical settings [64]. In 

order to permit the replication and evidence synthesis of behaviour change interventions, 

it is important to identify the active components to better understand the effects and 

mechanism of change [58, 64]. Standard definitions and labels for intervention 

components can eliminate ambiguity and confusion in interpreting findings.  

 

Taxonomies of behaviour change have been developed for specific behavioural areas such 

as supporting smoking cessation, alcohol consumption, and improving physical activity 

and healthy eating [255-257]. These taxonomies list, define and group behaviour change 

techniques (BCTs). BCTs are defined as ‘observable, replicable and irreducible 

components of an intervention designed to alter or redirect causal processes that regulate 

behaviour; that is, a technique is proposed to be an “active ingredient”’ (pg. 82)[58]. The 

smoking cessation taxonomy contains 43 distinct techniques or ‘active ingredients’ [258]. 

The ‘Coventry, Aberdeen & London – Refined’ (CALO-RE) taxonomy contains 40 
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distinct techniques for physical activity and healthy eating behaviours and has been tested 

in evaluating programmes for both parents and children [65, 66]. 

 

Perhaps the most comprehensive taxonomy is the BCT Taxonomy (version 1), which 

consists of 93 techniques [58]. The 93 BCTs are hierarchically organised into 16 clusters 

used to specify the detailed contents of behaviour change interventions. Each technique 

has a corresponding definition, as well as an example to aid in designing interventions or 

coding of pre-existing intervention descriptions.  For example, within the cluster “1. Goals 

and Planning” is the BCT 1.1 Goal Setting (behaviour). The authors of the taxonomy 

provide a definition for 1.1 Goal Setting (behaviour); ‘set or agree to a goal defined in 

terms of the behaviour to achieve’ and examples of how this technique may be used in a 

behaviour change intervention (see Box 2).  

 

An advantage of the BCT Taxonomy (v1) is that it does not specifically focus on one 

health behaviour such as the smoking cessation or CALO-RE taxonomies. In addition, the 

examples provide the BCT Taxonomy (v1) users with details to operationalize the 

techniques. These techniques have been positively used in the evaluation of health 

behaviour change interventions [34, 61, 62, 64, 258]. However, the majority of the 

examples provided within the taxonomy are directed at changing health behaviours of 

patients and members of the public rather than of healthcare professionals. This study 

focused specifically on interventions for health professional behaviour and reports on the 

usefulness for identifying BCTs in HCP behaviour change interventions [64, 259, 260]. 
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Box 2: Sample of information provided in the BCT Taxonomy (v1) for the BCT  
'Goal Setting (behaviour)'. Screen shot from the Taxonomy documents [58] 

 

 

4.0.2 BCTs	reported	in	Implementation	and	De-implementation	
Interventions	

The term de-implementation is a relatively new term in the field of implementation 

research, having only been discussed for the last six years or so [17-19, 92-94]. Therefore, 

the field of implementation research has always designed implementation and de-

implementation interventions but rarely explicitly distinguished between them, identifying 

them both as interventions to improve health care delivery. Investigating whether the 

BCTs used in implementation or de-implementation interventions are the same or 

different may help in determining if intervention developers think of these interventions as 

being different. No difference in the way implementation and de-implementation 

interventions are designed (i.e. the BCTs that are used), would suggest that intervention 

developers may not consider implementation and de-implementation differently. 

 

The current study used the BCT Taxonomy (v1) [58] to investigate whether 

implementation and de-implementation interventions for health professional behaviour 

change contain different BCTs. Interventions were selected from Cochrane Effective 

Practice and Organisation of Care (EPOC) systematic reviews, which focus on 

interventions that specifically target health professional behaviour change to improve 

1"

"

BCT%Taxonomy%(v1):%%93%hierarchicallyOclustered%techniques%

Note%for%Users%

The%definitions%of%Behavior%Change%Techniques%(BCTs):%
%

i) """""""contain"verbs"(e.g.,"provide,"advise,"arrange,"prompt)"that"refer"to"the"action(s)"%
taken"by"the"person/s"delivering"the"technique."BCTs"can"be"delivered"by"an"‘interventionist’"or"selfN
delivered%%

ii) contain"the"term"“behavior”"referring"to"a"single"action"or"sequence"of"actions""that"includes"the"
performance"of""wanted"behavior(s)"and/or"inhibition"(nonNperformance)"of"unwanted%behavior(s)%

iii) note"alternative"or"additional"coding"where"relevant%
iv) note"the"technical"terms"associated"with"particular"theoretical"frameworks"where"relevant"(e.g."

‘including"implementation"intentions)%

No.% Label% Definition% Examples%
1.%Goals%and%planning%
1.1% Goal%setting%(behavior)% Set"or"agree"on"a"goal"defined"in"terms"of"

the"behavior"to"be"achieved"
Note:&only&code&goal.setting&if&there&is&
sufficient&evidence&that&goal&set&as&part&of&
intervention;"if&goal&unspecified&or&a&
behavioral&outcome,&code&1.3,%Goal%
setting%(outcome);&if&the&goal&defines&a&
specific&context,&frequency,&duration&or&
intensity&for&the&behavior,&also&code&1.4,%
Action%planning%
"

Agree"on"a"daily"walking"goal"
(e.g."3"miles)"with"the"person"and"
reach"agreement"about"the"goal"
"
Set"the"goal"of"eating"5"pieces"of"
fruit"per"day"as"specified"in"public"
health"guidelines"

1.2%
%

Problem%solving% Analyse","or"prompt"the"person"to"analyse,"
factors"influencing"the"behavior"and"
generate"or"select"strategies"that"include"
overcoming"barriers"and/or"increasing"
facilitators"(includes"‘Relapse%Prevention’&
and&‘Coping%Planning’)%
Note:&barrier&identification&without&
solutions&is&not&sufficient.&If&the&BCT&does&
not&include&analysing&the&behavioral&
problem,&consider&12.3,&
Avoidance/changing%exposure%to%cues%for%
the%behavior,%12.1,%Restructuring%the%
physical%environment,&12.2,"Restructuring%
the%social%environment,%or&11.2,%Reduce%
negative%emotions%
&

Identify"specific"triggers"(e.g."
being"in"a"pub,"feeling"anxious)"
that"generate"the"
urge/want/need"to"drink"and"
develop"strategies"for"avoiding"
environmental"triggers"or"for"
managing"negative"emotions,"
such"as"anxiety,"that"motivate"
drinking"
"
Prompt"the"patient"to"identify"
barriers"preventing"them"from"
starting"a"new"exercise"regime"
e.g.,"lack"of"motivation,"and"
discuss"ways"in"which"they"could"
help"overcome"them"e.g.,"going"
to"the"gym"with"a"buddy"
"
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patient care and, consequently, patient outcomes. The Cochrane Library is a collection of 

high-quality, independent evidence to inform healthcare decision-making [261]. EPOC 

reviews focus on interventions to improve healthcare delivery and healthcare systems, 

including various forms of continuing education, quality assurance, informatics, financial, 

organisational and regulatory interventions. 

 

4.0.3 Research	aims	
In summary, the specific objectives of this chapter were 1) to identify the frequency of 

BCTs in implementation and de-implementation interventions and 2) determine whether 

different BCTs are used in implementation and de-implementation interventions (i.e. to 

increase versus decrease behavioural frequency).  

 

4.1 Methods	

This study was a secondary analysis of a subset of interventions within a subset of 

systematic reviews undertaken by the EPOC group. This study was conducted in three 

stages: Stage 1 involved the purposive selection of systematic reviews; Stage 2 involved 

the screening of intervention studies from the selected reviews to identify interventions 

that targeted changes in frequencies of behaviour; and Stage 3 involved the coding of 

identified interventions for BCTs. Frequency of BCTs coded were calculated and reported 

and BCTs were ranked according to frequency to determine if certain BCTs were used 

more frequently for de-implementation compared with implementation interventions and 

vice versa.  

 

4.1.1 Purposive	selection	of	systematic	reviews	
EPOC systematic reviews were retrieved from the Cochrane Library on November 2, 

2012.  
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Titles, abstracts and plain language summaries were retrieved and screened for inclusion. 

The preliminary inclusion criterion was that the reviews described the behaviour change 

as a change in frequency. Initial data extracted from the plain language summaries 

included title, number of studies included, targeted participants (e.g. health professionals, 

patients), outcome measures (e.g. whether majority patient directed and/or health 

professional directed), and initial review objective. For reviews where this information 

could not be identified from the abstract or summary, item was marked as ‘unclear’.  

 

The purposive selection criteria aimed to maximize the diversity in the health profession 

groups, the clinical settings, types of interventions and included both directions of 

behaviour change, whilst permitting a sufficient yet reasonable and feasible number of 

articles for coding.  Sampling occurred in conjunction with the EPOC Coordinating Editor 

(JMG), to identify reviews that met the inclusion criteria. Purposive sampling of reviews 

was based on three criteria. First, the reviews selected should contain interventions that 

may target changing both implementation and de-implementation. Information regarding 

this criterion had to be explicitly reported in the plain language summaries and/or 

abstracts of the EPOC reviews.  For example, a review that reports interventions which 

target imaging practices may contain interventions to reduce X-ray imaging for acute low 

back pain as well as interventions to increase bone mineral density screening for women 

over the age of 65 for osteoporosis prevention. Second, the reviews selected should not be 

limited to one professional group, but include various clinical settings and healthcare 

professions (e.g. primary care physicians, nurses, internists and other healthcare 

professionals in secondary and tertiary care facilities) to diversify the population of 

healthcare professional groups. Third, reviews that report a specific type of intervention 

(e.g. reminders, educational outreach, audit and feedback), and could contain both 
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implementation and de-implementation interventions, but do not necessarily focus on a 

specific clinical context, could be selected. 

 

4.1.2 Selection	of	articles	
Titles and abstracts of the articles from the purposively selected systematic reviews were 

screened for inclusion/exclusion. Specifically, articles were excluded because either the 

behaviour change was not described as a change in frequency or the direction of the 

change was unclear.  In instances where inclusion criteria were unclear, the articles were 

retained for full-text screening. 

 

4.1.2.1 	Inter-rater	reliability		

To check reliability of screening decisions made by the first researcher (AMP), two 

members of the research team (CSH, JJF) independently applied the inclusion criteria to 

10% of articles randomly selected from the included systematic reviews. Agreement 

(Cohen’s Kappa; κ) [104, 105] was calculated for the articles independently screened by 

the second and third reviewers. Any discrepancies were discussed with the first researcher 

to clarify the coding of behaviour frequency, the inclusion or exclusion of the articles and 

to better inform the remaining screening. 

 

4.1.2.2 Full	text	screening	and	data	extraction	

A data extraction form was created within Microsoft Excel and piloted on a number of 

articles (see Appendix E). Revisions to the extraction form were made to ensure the 

pertinent data were extracted (version 2). Data extracted from the articles included: 1) 

author and year of publication; 2) title; 3) description of behaviour on which judgement is 

made about whether the intervention aims to change frequency; 4) direction of frequency 
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change; 5) behaviour outcome; 6) how behaviour outcome was measured; 7) study design; 

8) health professional group – research participants; 9) sample size; 10) number of 

intervention group arms; 11) presence of control group  (y/n) 12); and intervention details 

as published.  

 

4.1.3 Coding	of	intervention	descriptions	into	BCTs	
Using the BCT Taxonomy (v1) definitions and examples from the coding manual (see 

Appendix F for Taxonomy manual), one researcher (AMP) coded intervention 

descriptions as published in all the included studies. Two independent researchers with 

expertise in health psychology and training in the BCT Taxonomy (v1) (Drs. Hayley 

McBain and Kathleen Mulligan) coded the intervention descriptions of a subset of the 

included articles (20% each).  Inter-rater reliability for identifying the same BCTs from 

intervention descriptions was assessed using percentage agreement; agreement above 80% 

was considered to be ‘satisfactory’ [262, 263]. All three coders had undergone an eight-

session BCT Taxonomy Tutorial training [264] and were familiar with the Taxonomy.  

Content was coded for the active intervention, as well as the control condition. Coding 

was conducted by assigning a BCT label from the taxonomy to passages of text of the 

intervention description from the article. All 93 techniques were considered for each of 

the intervention descriptions.  Discrepancies between raters were resolved through 

discussion or through consultation with a member of the BCT Taxonomy research team 

(JJF).  

 

Five coding assumptions were made to ensure consistency throughout the coding. The 

coding assumptions and corresponding definitions provided from the BCT Taxonomy (v1) 

[58] were as follows: 
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1) Changes to hospital policies were coded as Instruction on how to perform the 

behaviour (definition: advise or agree on how to perform the behaviour) whether it 

was clear or not that HCPs were instructed on the new policy.  

2) If distribution of guidelines related to the behaviour were part of, or occurred 

during, the intervention both Instruction on how to perform the behaviour and 

Information about health consequences (definition: provide information (e.g. 

written, verbal, visual) about health consequences of performing the behaviour,) 

were coded.  

3) Removal of drugs from a pharmacy list was coded as Restructuring physical 

environment despite the physical location of the drug removal was away from the 

HCP performing the behaviour. Definition of Restructuring physical environment: 

change or advise to change the physical environment in order to facilitate the 

performance of a wanted behaviour or create barriers to the unwanted behaviours 

other than prompts/cues, rewards, and punishments. There was no BCT to reflect 

the removal of object similar to the BCT for Adding object to the environment.   

4) Interventions in which HCPs were required to discuss care with other colleagues 

or obtain signing authority for a test or treatment were coded as both Social 

support (practical) (definition: advise or arrange or provide practical help (e.g. 

from friends, relatives, colleagues, buddies or staff for performance of behaviour) 

and Restructuring social environment (definition: change, or advise to change the 

social environment in order to facilitate the performance of the wanted behaviour 

or create barriers to the unwanted behaviour) were coded. 

5) Any changes to electronic medical records (EMR) were coded as Restructuring 

physical environment. However if forms were added to the EMR that was coded as 
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Adding objects to the environment (definition: add object to the environment in 

order to facilitate the performance of the wanted behaviour). 

 

4.1.3.1 Data	analysis		

The numbers of identified BCTs for both implementation and de-implementation 

interventions were calculated. Frequencies of BCTs in the interventions were calculated 

and BCTs were ranked according to frequency. 

 

Pearson’s Chi-squared (χ2) for comparisons of the frequency of a BCT between 

implementation and de-implementation interventions were calculated in circumstances 

where the assumptions of Chi-squared (χ2) were met (i.e. adequate expected cell counts) 

[265, 266]. That is, the BCT being compared had to be coded at least a total of 10 times 

across both implementation and de-implementation interventions and coded at least once 

in each type of intervention (i.e. implementation and de-implementation).  

 

Because the BCT Taxonomy is a hierarchical structure involving clusters of BCTs [58], 

comparison of BCTs of implementation and de-implementation intervention at the cluster 

level was conducted as an additional approach to investigating potentially different 

strategies for de-implementation and implementation. 

 

4.2 Results	

4.2.1 Purposive	selection	of	systematic	reviews		
There were 142 Systematic Review (SR) titles in the EPOC Group Database, on the date 

of extraction, November 2, 2012.  Of those 142 titles, 48 were protocols and 4 were 

withdrawn. Three reviews contained no studies. 
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Of the 87 remaining reviews, 31 were excluded because the abstract or summary did not 

clearly indicate that health professionals were participants or report health professional 

behaviour as a study outcome. Appendix G provides a list of the reviews excluded as well 

as the reasons for exclusion. For example, in the EPOC review, ‘Effectiveness of 

intermediate care in nursing-led in-patients units’ [267] the intervention focussed on 

having nurses, rather than physicians, manage inpatient units; the behaviour was not a 

change in frequency. Similarly, in the review titled ‘Dietary advice given by a dietician 

versus other health professionals or self-help to reduce blood cholesterol’ [268] the 

outcomes were reported as patient blood cholesterol, body weight, and high density 

lipoprotein cholesterol levels, which were not measures of  health professional 

behaviours.  

 

Through the purposive selection process, reviews selected for inclusion in this study were 

Audit and feedback: effects on professional practice and healthcare outcomes [215], 

Interventions for improving antibiotic prescribing practices for hospital inpatients [269], 

Interventions for improving the appropriate use of imaging in people with musculoskeletal 

conditions [270], and Interventions to improve hygiene compliance in patient care [271]. 

Table 16 presents descriptions of the reviews selected for inclusion in this study. 
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Table 16: Characteristics of systematic reviews selected for identification of BCTs 

* Although ‘Audit and Feedback’ are components of BCTs within the BCT Taxonomy (v1) [58], the 
interventions described in articles were coded for all BCTs present in intervention description. 
 

Authors Title 
Number of 

studies 
included 

Outcome 
measured as 
reported by 

review authors 

Direction Target 
Profession Review objective 

Ivers et al. 
(2012) 

Audit and 
Feedback: 
effect on 
professional 
practice and 
healthcare 
outcomes 

140 

Performance in 
different areas: 
proper use of 
treatments or 
laboratory tests or 
overall 
management of 
patients with 
chronic disease 
such as heart 
disease or 
diabetes 

Increasing 
Decreasing 

Doctors, 
nurses and 
pharmacists  

Encourage 
clinicians to follow 
professional 
standards 

Gould et 
al. (2011) 

Interventions to 
improve hand 
hygiene 
compliance in 
patient care 

4 

Compliance with 
hand hygiene 
guidance, by 
direct observation; 
proxy measure of 
hand hygiene 
compliance 
(Product use); 
microbiological 
data (MRSA) 

Increasing Health 
professionals  

To assess the short 
and longer-term 
success of 
strategies to 
improve hand 
hygiene compliance  

French et 
al. (2010) 

Interventions for 
improving the 
appropriate use 
of imaging in 
people with 
musculoskeletal 
conditions 

28 

Absolute 
improvement in 
BMD test 
ordering; imaging 
use in 
osteoporosis; 
imaging ordering 
behaviour  

Increasing 
Decreasing 

Health 
professionals  

To determine the 
effects of 
interventions that 
aim to improve the 
appropriate use of 
imaging for people 
with 
musculoskeletal 
conditions 

Davey et 
al. (2013) 

Interventions to 
improve 
antibiotic 
prescribing 
practice for 
hospital 
inpatients 

89 

Drug outcome; 
clinical outcome; 
treatment 
(increase/decreas
e); presence of C. 
Diff.  

Increasing 
Decreasing 

Health 
professionals  

To estimate the 
effectiveness of 
professional 
interventions that 
alone, or in 
combination, are 
effective in 
promoting prudent 
antibiotic 
prescribing to 
hospital inpatients. 
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4.2.2 Stage	2	-	Selection	of	intervention	articles	
The four reviews included 259 articles describing interventions to change health 

professionals’ behaviour (see Table 16). Screening of titles, abstract and summaries 

resulted in the exclusion of 63 articles (See Appendix H for list of excluded articles). 

Articles were excluded because either the behaviour change was not described as a change 

in frequency or the direction of the change was unclear. 

 

4.2.2.1 Inter-rater	reliability		

To test reliability of lead researcher’s (AMP) screening, two members of the research 

team (CSH, JJF) double screened 26 articles randomly selected from the selected 

systematic reviews (13 each). Inter-rater reliability for the coders had ‘substantial’ or 

‘very good’ agreement [262, 263](κ = 0.839; 95% CI 0.626 to 1.000). Discrepancies were 

discussed until consensus was reached, informing further coding. Figure 6 presents the 

flowchart for the identification of articles to be coded for BCTs. 

 

4.2.2.1 Full	text	screening	and	data	extraction	

Full text screening and data extraction of the remaining 196 articles resulted in the 

exclusion of seven articles. These articles reported interventions designed to change 

multiple behaviours and from the published intervention descriptions, it was unclear 

which behaviour change techniques were targeting which behaviours (see Appendix I for 

list of articles coding multiple behaviours in both directions of change in frequency).  
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Summaries of data extracted from the articles are presented in Table 17. Briefly, of 189 

remaining articles from the four reviews, 88 described interventions to target increasing 

the frequency of health professionals’ behaviours (implementation interventions) and 101 

described interventions to target decreasing the frequency of health professionals’ 

behaviours (de-implementation interventions).  

 

 

Screening of title and abstract  
63 Excluded because direction of 
behaviour change unclear  

• 47 A+F 
• 14 AP 
• 0 HH 
• 2 IM 

189 articles included for 
coding of BCTs 
• 86 A+F 
• 73 AP 
• 4 HH 
• 26 IM 

196 remaining 

Multiple behaviours with both 
directions excluded because unable to 
determine which BCTs targeted which 
direction of change 
• 7 A+F 

259 studies from 4 Cochrane Systematic Reviews 
• 140 Audit & Feedback (A+F) 
• 87 Antibiotic Prescribing (AP) 
• 4 Hand Hygiene (HH) 
• 28 Imaging Practice (IM) 
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Figure 6: Flow Diagram adapted from PRISMA to Identify Articles from 
Four EPOC Systematic Reviews for BCT Coding 
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Table 17: Descriptive Characteristics for Articles included for BCT Coding 
Characteristics Implementation 

Interventions (n = 88) 
De-implementation 
Interventions (n = 101) 

Systematic Review 
Audit and Feedback 

Antibiotic Prescribing 
Hand Hygiene 

Imaging 

 
60 
10 
4 

14 

 
26 
63 
0 

12 
Target Professionals 

Single Physician Group 
Single Nurse Group 

Mixed professional Group 
Hospital Population 

 
56 
2 

30 
8 

 
55 
0 

22 
24 

Health Professionals Sample Size 
<100 

101-200 
>200 

Not reported/unclear 

 
24 
16 
14 
34 

 
10 
12 
9 

70 
Study Design 

Randomised Controlled Trial 
cluster Randomised Controlled Trial 

Interrupted Time Series 
Controlled Before and After 

cluster Controlled Trial 

 
17 
59 
7 
3 
1 

 
16 
31 
52 
1 
1 

Control Group 
 # of BCTs coded  

 
20 

 
8 

 

There were large discrepancies between the number of interventions targeting 

implementation and de-implementation in both the Audit and Feedback and Antibiotic 

Prescribing reviews. Specifically, in the Audit and Feedback review, of the 86 

intervention descriptions included only 26 (30%) described de-implementation 

interventions. Conversely, in the Antibiotic Prescribing Review 63 (86%) of the 73 

interventions described de-implementation interventions. The majority of studies for both 

implementation and de-implementation targeted a single physician group (e.g. primary 

care physicians, internists, dentists) whilst only two studies targeted single nursing groups 

(e.g. nurses on a ward). The remaining interventions targeted multiple professional groups 

(e.g. physicians and nurses in a practice, physicians in various hospital departments) or 

included the entire hospital population in the intervention. For the most part, the designs 

of the interventions were either randomised controlled trials or cluster randomised control 
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trials.  However, interrupted time series, controlled before and after, and clustered 

controlled trials were also used. In study descriptions in which a control group was 

identified (n = 123), only 20 implementation interventions and eight de-implementation 

interventions reported BCTs within the control groups. The remaining studies with control 

groups reported that the control group ‘did not receive an intervention’ or did not provide 

sufficient information to code. 

 

4.2.3 Stage	3:	Coding	of	Behaviour	Change	Techniques	
Seven articles were reported in both the Imaging and the Audit and Feedback reviews, 

because the intervention designed to improve imaging was an Audit and Feedback 

intervention. Similarly, one article was reported in the both Antibiotic Prescribing and 

Audit and Feedback reviews. Therefore, 181 articles were eligible for coding of BCTs in 

the intervention descriptions (Appendix J provides the characteristics of included studies). 

Agreement for coding of BCTs between the coders was 85% (AMP and HM) and 91% 

(AMP and KM). Sample BCT coding of an intervention description is provided in 

Appendix K. Six intervention descriptions did not contain any BCTs, either because the 

description provided did not contain enough information to code, or the intervention, 

whilst targeting health professional behaviour, was delivered to the patients (Appendix L 

provides description of the seven article with no identifiable BCTs).  

 

In the remaining 175 articles, 24 of 93 possible BCTs (26%) were identified in de-

implementation interventions and 30 of 93 BCTs (32%) were identified in implementation 

interventions. Appendices M and N provide lists of BCTs coded in implementation 

intervention descriptions and de-implementation intervention descriptions, respectively. 
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Comparisons were made between implementation and de-implementation interventions 

within each review. Therefore Hand Hygiene intervention descriptions were not included 

in this analysis because they targeted increasing behaviours only. However the BCTs 

identified in the Hand Hygiene interventions were Instruction on how to perform the 

behaviour, Information about health consequences, Information about social and 

environmental consequences, Demonstration of the behaviour, Prompts and cues, 

Behavioural practice, Credible source and Adding objects to the environment. Figures 7, 

8, and 9 present the percentage frequencies of BCTs coded in the descriptions of 

implementation and de-implementation intervention for Audit and Feedback, Antibiotic 

Prescribing and Image Ordering respectively.  

 

Only a small number of the BCTs were reported in a large enough sample of interventions 

to meet the assumptions for a Chi-squared test to permit statistical comparisons. For 

example, in the Audit and Feedback review only nine BCTs, out of the 28 reported, were 

identified 10 or more times in articles for frequencies comparisons; four out of 24 BCTs 

were identified in a sufficient number of the Antibiotic Prescribing articles for 

comparison; and only one out of 17 BCT was identified in the Imaging articles.  
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Figure 7: Audit and Feedback SR - Percentage Frequency of BCTs Reported in the 
Implementation (n = 59) and De-implementation (n = 26) Interventions  
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Figure 8: Antibiotic Prescribing SR - Percentage Frequency of BCTs Reported in 
Implementation (n = 8) and De-implementation (n = 60) Interventions  
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Figure 9: Image Ordering SR - Percentage Frequency of BCTs reported in 
Implementation (n=14) and De-implementation (n = 12) Interventions
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4.2.3.1 Frequency	of	BCTs	in	implementation	and	de-implementation	interventions	

Chi-squared analyses of frequency comparisons showed that in the Audit and Feedback 

interventions Feedback on behaviour was reported more frequently in de-implementation 

interventions (χ2 = 9.800, p< 0.01) as were Instruction on how to perform the behaviour 

(χ2 = 10.667, p< 0.005) and Prompts and cues (χ2 = 4.455, p< 0.05). Goal setting 

(behaviour) was reported more frequently in implementation interventions in the Audit 

and Feedback review (χ2 = 8.067, p< 0.01). Table 18 presents Chi-squared (χ2) analyses 

for comparisons of BCTs present in implementation and de-implementation interventions. 

 

 Table 18: Chi-squared (χ2) analyses for comparisons of frequencies of BCTs (coded 
in sufficient numbers to meet statistical assumptions) in Implementation and De-
implementation interventions 

 

In Antibiotic Prescribing interventions, Instruction on how to perform the behaviour (χ2 = 

35.280, p< 0.001), Behaviour substitution (χ2 = 9.800, p< 0.01) and Restructuring 

physical environment (χ2 = 10.889, p< 0.01) were more frequently reported in de-

implementation interventions whilst Feedback on behaviour (χ2 = 5.400, p< 0.05) was 

more frequently reported in implementation interventions. In the imaging interventions no 

Intervention SR BCT Χ2 P value Intervention 

Audit and 
Feedback (Ivers 
2012) 

Goal setting (behaviour) 8.067 p < 0.01 Implementation 
Feedback on behaviour 9.800 p < 0.01 De-implementation 
Feedback on outcome of behaviour .529 p = .467 -- 
Social support (unspecified) 3.769 p = .052 -- 
Instruction on how to perform the 
behaviour 10.667 p < 0.005 De-implementation 

Information about health consequences .333 p = 0.564 -- 
Social comparison 2.500 p = 0.114 -- 
Prompts and cues  4.455 p < 0.05 De-implementation 
Credible source 2.909 p = 0.088 -- 

Antibiotic 
Prescribing (Davy 
2013) 

Feedback on behaviour 5.400 p < 0.05 Implementation 
Instruction on how to perform the 
behaviour 35.280 p < 0.001 De-implementation 

Behaviour substitution 20.167 p < 0.001 De-implementation 
Restructuring physical environment 10.889 p < 0.01 De-implementation 

Image Ordering 
(French 2012) Instruction on how to perform the behaviour 0.053 p = .819 -- 
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BCTs were reported significantly more frequent in implementation or de-implementation 

intervention descriptions. 

 

Overall, no BCT or group of BCTs appeared to be used consistently by researchers to 

target increasing or decreasing behaviour frequencies across all three reviews. 

 

4.2.3.2 Ranking	of	BCTs	by	frequency	

Whilst there was considerable variation in the frequency of the BCTs reported in the 

intervention descriptions across reviews, three BCTs consistently ranked in the top five 

most frequent BCTs: Instruction on how to perform the behaviour (reported in all 

interventions); Feedback on behaviour (reported in all interventions); and Credible source 

(reported in all but Antibiotic Prescribing de-implementation).  

 

Audit and Feedback interventions: Twenty-seven BCTs were identified in implementation 

interventions but only 19 were identified in de-implementation interventions (See Figure 

10 for frequency ranking of BCTs). The most frequent BCTs in the implementation 

interventions were: Feedback on behaviour (1st), Instruction on (how) to perform the 

behaviour (2nd), Social comparison (3th), Credible source (4th), and Goal setting 

(behaviour) (5th). In the de-implementation interventions the most frequent BCTs 

identified were: Feedback on behaviour (1st), Instruction on (how) to perform the 

behaviour (2nd), Social comparison (3th), Feedback on outcomes of behaviour (4th) and 

Information about social and environmental consequences (5th). 
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Figure 10: BCTs Identified in Implementation and De-implementation Interventions 
from Audit and Feedback Review - Ranked by Frequency  
 

Antibiotic prescribing interventions: Thirteen BCTs were identified in implementation 

interventions whilst 21 were identified in de-implementation interventions (See Figure 11 

for frequency ranking of BCTs). The most frequent BCTs identified in implementation 

interventions were: Instruction on (how) to perform the behaviour (1st), Feedback on 

behaviour (2nd), Goal Setting (behaviour) (2nd), Restructuring physical environment (3rd), 

Credible Source (3rd), and Pros and Cons (3rd). In the de-implementation interventions the 

most frequent BCTs identified were: Instruction on (how) to perform the behaviour (1st), 

Behaviour Substitution (2nd), Monitoring of behaviour by others without feedback (3rd), 

Restructuring Physical Environment (4th) and Feedback on Behaviour (5th).  

 

# of 
Articles 

Implementation Interventions 
(n = 59)  De-implementation Interventions 

(n =26) 
# of 

Articles 
54 2.2 Feedback on behaviour  2.2 Feedback on behaviour 26 

39 4.1 Instruction on how to perform the 
behaviour  4.1 Instruction on how to perform the 

behaviour 15 

25 6.2 Social comparison  6.2 Social comparison 15 
     

15 9.1 Credible source  2.7 Feedback on outcomes of behaviour 7 

13 1.1 Goal setting (behaviour)  5.3 Information about social and 
environmental consequences 7 

10 2.7 Feedback on outcomes of behaviour  9.1 Credible source 7 
10 3.1 Social support (unspecified)  5.1 Information about health consequences 5 
9 7.1 Prompts / cues  1.2 Problem solving 3 
8 1.5 Review of behaviour goals  3.1 Social support (unspecified) 3 
7 5.1 Information about health consequences  1.1 Goal setting (behaviour) 2 

6 3.2 Social support (practical)  2.1 Monitoring of behaviour by others 
without feedback 2 

5 1.6 Discrepancy between current behaviour 
and goal  7.1 Prompts / cues 2 

4 1.2 Problem solving  9.2 Pros and cons 2 
4 9.2 Pros and cons  1.5 Review of behaviour goals 1 

4 12.5 Adding objects to the environment  1.6 Discrepancy between current behaviour 
and goal 1 

4 1.3 Goal setting (outcome)  3.2 Social support (practical) 1 
4 10.2 Material reward (behaviour)  10.1 Material incentive (behaviour) 1 
3 1.8 Behavioural contract  12.2 Restructuring the social environment 1 
3 2.3 Self-monitoring of behaviour  12.5 Adding objects to the environment 1 

2 5.3 Information about social and 
environmental consequences    

2 10.1 Material incentive (behaviour)    
     

2 8.2 Behaviour substitution    
2 10.6 Non-specific incentive    

1 2.1 Monitoring of behaviour by others without 
feedback    

1 1.4 Action planning    
1 1.9 Commitment    
1 12.1 Restructuring physical environment    

Note: Arrows link ranking of BCTs in lists of 
implementation and de-implementation interventions 
 
Red indicates ranking in same location 
Green indicates ranking higher in implementation than 
de-implementation 
Blue indicates ranking higher in de-implementation than 
implementation 
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Figure 11: BCTs Identified in Implementation and De-implementation Interventions 
from Antibiotic Prescribing Review - Ranked by Frequency 
 

Image ordering interventions: Fifteen BCTs were identified in implementation 

interventions and 11 BCTs were identified in de-implementation interventions (See Figure 

12 for frequency ranking of BCTs). The most frequent BCTs identified in implementation 

interventions were: Instruction on (how) to perform the behaviour (1st), Prompts and Cues 

(2nd), Information about Health Consequences (3rd), and Credible Source (4th). In the de-

implementation interventions the most frequent BCTs identified were:  Instruction on 

(how) to perform the behaviour (1st), Feedback on behaviour (2nd), Social Support 

(unspecified) (3rd), Credible Source (3rd). 

 

#  of 
articles 

Implementation Interventions  
(n = 8)  De-implementation Interventions 

(n = 60) 
#  of 

articles 

4 4.1 Instruction on how to perform the 
behaviour  4.1 Instruction on how to perform 

the behaviour 46 

3 2.2 Feedback on behaviour  8.2 Behaviour substitution 23 

3 1.1 Goal setting (behaviour)  2.1 Monitoring of behaviour by 
others without feedback 20 

2 12.1 Restructuring physical 
environment  12.1 Restructuring physical 

Environment 16 

2 9.1 Credible source  2.2 Feedback on behaviour 12 

2 9.2 Pros and cons  12.2 Restructuring the social 
Environment 12 

1 8.2 Behaviour substitution  12.5 Adding object to the 
environment 10 

1 3.1 Social support (unspecified)  3.2 Social support (practical) 5 
1 7.1 Prompts / cues  9.1 Credible source 5 

1 6.2 Social comparison  2.7 Feedback on outcomes of 
behaviour 4 

1 1.2 Problem solving  3.1 Social support (unspecified) 4 

1 1.4 Action planning  5.1 Information about health 
consequences 4 

1 1.6 Discrepancy between current 
behaviour and goal  5.3 Information about social and 

environmental consequences 4 

   7.1 Prompts / cues 3 

   2.5 Monitoring of outcomes of 
behaviour without feedback 2 

   6.2 Social comparison 2 
   9.2 Pros and cons 2 
   1.1 Goal setting (behaviour) 1 
   1.5 Review of behaviour goals 1 
   2.3 Self-monitoring of behaviour 1 

   6.1 Demonstration of the 
behaviour 1 

Note: Arrows link ranking of BCTs in lists of 
implementation and de-implementation interventions 
 
Red indicates ranking in same location 
Green indicates ranking higher in implementation than 
de-implementation 
Blue indicates ranking higher in de-implementation 
than implementation 
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Figure 12: BCTs Identified in Implementation and De-implementation Interventions 
from the Imaging Ordering Review - Ranked by Frequency 
 

4.2.3.3 Frequency	of	BCTs	at	the	cluster	level	

Comparison BCTs of implementation and de-implementation intervention at the cluster 

level showed similar results to those at the individual BCT level (See Figure 13). That is, 

no cluster of BCTs was consistently reported more frequently in implementation or de-

implementation interventions. In addition, no interventions descriptions contained BCTs 

within the clusters: Regulation, Identity, Scheduled consequences, Self-belief and Covert 

learning.   

 
# of 

Articles 
Implementation Interventions   

(n = 14)  De-implementation Interventions  
 (n = 12) 

# of 
Articles 

10 
 

4.1 Instruction on (how) to perform 
the behaviour  4.1 Instruction on (how) to perform 

the behaviour 9 

7 7.1 Prompts and cues  2.2 Feedback on behaviour 5 

5 5.1 Information about health 
consequences  3.1 Social support (unspecified) 3 

3 9.1 Credible source  9.1 Credible source 3 

2 2.2 Feedback on behaviour  6.2 Social comparison 2 

2 12.1 Restructuring physical 
environment  7.1 Prompts and cues 2 

2 12.5 Adding objects to the 
environment  12.5 Adding objects to the 

environment 2 

     

1 1.3 Goal setting (outcome)  1.1 Goal setting (behaviour) 1 

1 2.7 Feedback on outcomes of 
behaviour  1.2 Problem solving 1 

1 3.1 Social support (unspecified)  5.1 Information about health 
consequences 1 

1 5.3 Information about social and 
environmental consequences  5.3 Information about social and 

environmental consequences 1 

1 6.2 Social comparison    

1 9.2 Pros and cons    

1 9.3 Comparative imagining of 
future outcomes    

1 10.1 Material incentive (behaviour)    

Note: Arrows link ranking of BCTs in lists of implementation and de-
implementation interventions 
 
Red indicates ranking in same location 
Green indicates ranking higher in implementation than de-implementation 
Blue indicates ranking higher in de-implementation than implementation 
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Figure 13: Comparison of BCTs in Implementation and De-implementation 
Interventions at the Cluster Level  
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4.3 Discussion	

This study investigated whether implementation and de-implementation interventions as 

described in purposively sampled EPOC reviews contain different BCTs. It has identified 

that there were six BCTs coded significantly more frequently in implementation and de-

implementation interventions. BCTs more commonly reported in de-implementation 

interventions were Feedback on behaviour (Audit and Feedback review only), Instruction 

on how to perform the behaviour (Audit and Feedback and Antibiotic Prescribing 

reviews), Prompts and cues (Audit and Feedback review only), Behaviour substitution 

(Antibiotic Prescribing review only) and Restructuring physical environment (Antibiotic 

Prescribing review only). BCTs more commonly reported in implementation interventions 

were Feedback on behaviour (Antibiotic Prescribing review only) and Goal setting 

(behaviour) (Audit and Feedback review only). However, significantly different BCTs 

were reported in the intervention description of one review and not across all 

implementation interventions or all de-implementation interventions in the three reviews. 

It is important to note that these findings should be treated with some caution, as there are 

a number of issues that should be considered when interpreting the results.  

 

4.3.1 Small	percentage	of	BCTs	from	BCT	Taxonomy	(v1)	reported	in	
implementation	and	de-implementation	interventions	

Less than 30% of all possible BCTs were identified in the intervention descriptions 

(ranging from 12% in image ordering de-implementation interventions to 29% in audit 

and feedback implementation interventions). This finding is consistent with other studies 

[264], including interventions for diabetes care [64], electronic activity monitors [272], 

improving medication adherence [273] and managing chronic low back pain and arthritis 

[274].  Limited use of the 93 BCT taxonomy may be due to two factors: 1) poor reporting 

of intervention descriptions and/or 2) a large proportion of BCTs are not being utilised.  
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Poor reporting of BCTs in intervention descriptions is not a new challenge facing 

researchers and has been highlighted in other BCT publications [258, 264]. Advances 

have been made with the development of the TIDieR checklist [275]. The TIDieR 

(Template for Intervention Description and Replication) checklist improved the 

completeness of reporting, and ultimately, the replicability of interventions [275]. The 

BCT taxonomies [58, 255, 276] further aid in the reporting of behaviour change 

interventions by specifying the individual techniques used in the interventions. However, 

retrospective coding of published interventions is limited by the information provided in 

the publication. Evaluation of protocols or manuals for delivering interventions using the 

BCT Taxonomy (v1) in conjunction with published intervention descriptions often 

provide more information for identifying the active ingredients than published reports 

[277]. The availability of audio recordings and transcripts of real-time intervention 

delivery could further improve coding of interventions and the identification of BCTs 

[259, 278]. The taxonomies, whether the comprehensive BCT Taxonomy (v1) or specific 

to a health behaviour, such as smoking cessation or physical activity, could also be used in 

the beginning of intervention design as a tool to clearly describe the active ingredients of 

the behaviour change interventions.  

 

The limited number of techniques reported from the BCT Taxonomy (v1) is consistent 

with other studies examining health behaviours and health professional behaviours [64, 

272-274]. It is possible that these BCTs may have been appropriate for the interventions 

because the majority of BCTs originated in context of clinical psychology, whereby one-

on–one interventions are delivered to people who have already acknowledged a need to 
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change. Delivering the same BCTs in HCP behaviour change interventions may not be 

appropriate because of the different contexts and populations.  

 

There is, however, opportunity to develop novel interventions that contain BCTs for the 

underused clusters. For example, none of the BCTs in the cluster Scheduled 

Consequences were identified in the 187 intervention descriptions (see Box 3). The BCTs 

in the clusters Scheduled Consequences, Associations, and Reward and threat are closely 

linked to principles of OLT [114], the only theory reported in Chapter 2 that proposed 

different techniques for increasing and decreasing behaviour change interventions. BCTs 

in these groups were rarely reported and those that were reported were typically used to 

increase a behaviour (e.g. Material reward and Material incentive). Interventions that 

include BCTs related to the principles of OLT that focus on decreasing the frequency of 

behaviour could be developed and tested to determine if these BCTs are feasible and 

effective in de-implementation. Opportunities to investigate the usefulness of less utilised 

BCTs, particularly those related to principles of OLT, may prove more beneficial in 

interventions for de-implementation compared to implementation or vice versa.  
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Box 3: Clustering of BCTs in the BCT Taxonomy (v1). Clusters highlighted contain 
BCT linked to OLT principles.  Image from BCT Training Documents[58] 
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4.3.2 Coding	assumptions	of	Behaviour	Change	Techniques		
The BCT Taxonomy (v1) provides users with a common language with which to report 

the techniques or active ingredients of interventions to improve reporting, reproducibility 

and synthesis of interventions [58]. They are considered irreducible components, which 

change specific processes that regulate behaviour. However, during the coding procedure 

described in the methods, assumptions were made to acknowledge what coders deemed 

significant components of the intervention might not exactly fit the description provided 

in the taxonomy. Intervention descriptions from different articles were coded into a single 

BCT even when coders were not entirely convinced that the descriptions represent the 

exact same technique. The problem was that there was no BCT that accurately represented 

the coded text, so coders defaulted to the closest BCT that they deemed fit the description. 

For example, assumptions made within the BCTs, Restructuring physical environment, 

and Information on how to perform the behaviour may have masked possible differences 

in implementation and de-implementation interventions as discussed below.   

 

Restructuring physical environment is defined as “change or advise to change the physical 

environment in order to facilitate the performance of a wanted behaviour or create barriers 

to the unwanted behaviours other than prompts/cues, rewards, and punishments” (pg. 16, 

BCT Taxonomy (v1) documents from supplemental material [264]). This BCT was 

reported in the top 10 BCTs identified in the majority of implementation and de-

implementation interventions. However, despite BCTs being defined as irreducible 

components, two potentially distinct descriptions were coded in Restructuring physical 

environment. Intervention descriptions that described the removal of items from the 

environment, as well as those intervention descriptions in which the physical environment 
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was altered to act as a barrier to stop the behaviour, were included in Restructuring 

physical environment. For example, in many of the interventions for de-implementing 

antibiotic prescribing, antibiotics were removed from the hospital pharmacy list such that 

physicians could not request them. The assumption was based on the definition provided 

in the taxonomy in which Restructuring physical environment identifies the use of a 

barrier to stop an unwanted behaviour. Whilst Adding objects to the environment is a 

technique in the taxonomy, the converse of removing objects from the environment is not 

in the current version of the taxonomy. Consequently, intervention descriptions in which 

removing of objects was reported were coded in Restructuring physical environment, 

partially because there was no other appropriate BCT in which to code.  

 

Instruction on how to perform the behaviour - The definition for the technique Instruction 

on how to perform the behaviour, states ‘advise or agree on how to perform the 

behaviour’ (pg 6, Taxonomy documents from supplemental material [264]). However, this 

technique may also be coded in intervention descriptions that included when and where to 

perform a desired behaviour, not just how. It was not included in the definition of when 

and where not to perform an undesired behaviour. In the case of this study, an assumption 

was made to also include instructions that the behaviour should no longer be performed 

such as change in hospital policy. The current taxonomy definition is thus limited in the 

details of intervention descriptions that could be coded.  

 

It may be helpful to revise the taxonomy to reflect the discrepancies in description such 

that adding and restructuring can be used to both increase and decrease a behaviour. 

Alternatively, including removing objects from the environment as an additional technique 

to reflect the how to change behaviour may be better and would permit the investigation 
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into whether adding or removal of objects is more effective in implementation or de-

implementation interventions. Either the definitions for these techniques should be 

consistent to reflect both increasing and decreasing, or provide technique whereby the 

opposite direction (i.e. adding versus removal) are proposed, permitting investigation of 

all three strategies (e.g. adding, removing, and restructuring physical environment) in 

future implementation and de-implementation interventions. With respect to the BCT 

Instruction on how to perform the behaviour, it may be important to include the variations 

related to the type of instruction in revised versions of the BCT taxonomy. 

 

4.3.3 Interventions	designed	to	‘improve	patient	outcomes’	versus	‘change	
provider	behaviour’		

It is noteworthy that for the majority of interventions included in this study the primary 

outcome was not health professional behaviour change. The interventions were primarily 

targeting an improvement in patient health outcomes and one of the mechanisms of 

improving patient outcomes was through changing health professional behaviours (i.e. 

having them do something differently). Investigation of outcomes related to the health 

professional behaviours were either secondary outcomes or not investigated at all. 

Understanding and changing health professional behaviour was acknowledged as a means 

to close the gap between evidence-based guidelines and clinical practice [12, 14, 16, 279], 

but not necessarily the primary target of the intervention or not measured at all. This 

acknowledgement is promising since some of the interventions were published decades 

ago, illustrating that HCP behaviour change was an important component of healthcare 

delivery but not the primary goal. It is important that health professional behaviour 

change interventions be designed and evaluated as systematically and rigorously as 

healthcare interventions that target patient outcomes.  
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Interventions that specifically examine changing HCP behaviour are becoming more 

common, in which patient outcome measures are secondary or not measured at all.  

However, there remains the challenge of accurately measuring HCP behaviour. This may 

be more of a challenge in the case of de-implementation studies in which there may not be 

a behaviour outcome to measure. In situations where the types of behaviour outcomes 

targeted in de-implementation interventions are collected in electronic medical records 

(EMRs), or administrative databases, changes in frequencies of certain HCP behaviours 

(i.e. decreases in rates) targeted in de-implementation interventions can measured. 

However, if administrative databases or EMRs are not available or the HCP behaviour is 

not recorded, observational studies may provide insight into whether the HCP did or did 

not perform the behaviour under investigation in a given situation. 

 

4.3.4 Strengths	and	limitations	
This study was the first to apply the BCT Taxonomy (v1) to identify the components or 

active ingredients comparing implementation and de-implementation interventions to 

support HCP behaviour change. Specifically, using the BCT Taxonomy (v1) to code the 

descriptions of interventions, six BCTs were reported more frequently in one type of 

intervention than another. Using the taxonomy allowed for the provision of a common 

language to evaluate the design of a diverse range of implementation and de-

implementation interventions. Previous studies examined single health behaviours using 

taxonomies specifically designed for the behaviour [65, 272-274, 277, 278] or 

investigated interventions in a single clinical context [64]. Consistent with these studies 

was the reporting of a small number of BCTs (< 30%) compared to complete BCT 

taxonomy. However, there were limitations. 
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Because of the diverse study designs (randomised controlled trials, interrupted time series, 

control before and after), types of outcome behaviours (prescribing, test ordering, medical 

procedures etc.), measurement scales (dichotomous and continuous), as well as the 

different clinical settings and health professional groups, investigating the effectiveness of 

the BCTs was not in the scope of this programme of work. By limiting some of these 

variables to try to investigate which BCTs were more effective in implementation and de-

implementation interventions, the results would not necessarily be generalizable to the 

larger set of interventions. Further, authors of three selected systematic reviews noted the 

challenges of evaluating effect sizes within trials of the interventions. Specifically, the 

authors of the hand hygiene review [271] did not report a statistical analysis of  

effectiveness of the interventions, but reported descriptive statistics. The other three 

reviews [215, 269, 270] reported effectiveness of interventions separately, by type of 

behaviour outcome and measurement scale. Integrating the measures of effectiveness of 

BCTs in interventions across the reviews to determine those most effective in 

implementation and de-implementation would likely lead to results that would not be 

interpretable. In order to identify the BCTs that are most useful in implementation and de-

implementation interventions, future research should examine the effectiveness of BCTs 

identified in interventions, but only if the included studies are sufficiently similar (e.g. 

similar design and measurement scales) for an analysis to make sense. 

 

Despite the number of significant differences in the BCTs reported in implementation and 

de-implementation interventions, the article sample sizes in each of the comparisons were 

not the same. In particular, in the Audit and Feedback review, the number of 

implementation studies compared to de-implementation studies differed (n = 59, n = 26 

respectively). In the Antibiotic Prescribing review, the implementation studies also 
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differed from the de-implementation studies (n = 8, n = 60 respectively). This variation in 

sample sizes limited the number of Chi-squared tests that could be calculated. In addition, 

sample sizes were skewed toward one type of intervention (e.g. greater number of de-

implementation than implementation interventions in the Antibiotic Prescribing review) 

and may result in a Type 1 error, whereby significant differences in the frequency of 

BCTs were reported when they should not have been reported. In an attempt to reduce the 

effect of heterogeneity in article numbers and be transparent, percentage frequencies were 

calculated and both comparisons of BCTs used in implementation and de-implementation 

interventions were reported (see Figures 7-9). Nevertheless, further investigation into the 

rarely used BCTs is required to determine their usefulness in implementation or de-

implementation interventions. 

 

In addition, multiple comparisons of goodness of fit (Pearson’s chi-squares) reduce power 

and therefore require that the significance criterion be adjusted to control for Type 1 error.  

For this study, it could be argued that the significance criterion should have been set lower 

(e.g. p < 0.005 for the Audit and Feedback systematic review, p < 0.01 for the Antibiotic 

Prescribing). A number of comparisons that were reported as statistically significant (p< 

0.05) would not be significant with an adjusted significance criterion. As this study 

adopted an exploratory approach, attempting to identify a signal that might indicate 

differences in BCTs used for implementation versus de-implementation, the more relaxed 

criterion of 0.05 was used. This limits the confidence with which inferences can be made 

about the BCTs that distinguish between increasing and decreasing behaviour frequency. 

However, even if the more conservative criterion had been applied, there were still BCTs 

that were significantly different (e.g. Instruction on how to perform the behaviour and 
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Behaviour substitution), indicating a robust level of evidence that interventions contain 

different techniques for implementation and de-implementation. 

 

4.4 Conclusion	

This study examined the frequencies of the active ingredients in implementation and de-

implementation interventions based on BCT coding of published intervention 

descriptions. The BCT Taxonomy (v1) was used to search for similarities or differences in 

the techniques used in implementation compared with de-implementation interventions. In 

summary, the BCTs more commonly reported in de-implementation interventions were: 

Feedback on behaviour (in the context of Audit and Feedback); Instruction on how to 

perform the behaviour; Prompts and cues; Behaviour substitution; and Restructuring 

physical environment. BCTs more commonly reported in implementation interventions 

were Feedback on behaviour (in the context of Antibiotic Prescribing) and Goal setting 

(behaviour). These significantly different BCTs reported within the systematic reviews 

were not consistently reported in all interventions. To assist in identifying other possible 

differences in implementation and de-implementation interventions not identified using 

the current BCT taxonomy, possible modifications to subsequent versions of the 

taxonomy were proposed. However, investigating the effectiveness of the identified BCTs 

in implementation and de-implementation interventions should be addressed since it 

would guide future intervention designs. Application of the BCT Taxonomy to identify 

techniques in other implementation and de-implementation interventions may add to the 

body of knowledge to determine if implementation and de-implementation interventions 

use different behaviour change techniques.  
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5.0 	Summary	of	Thesis	

To improve the effectiveness of the behaviour change interventions, some researchers 

suggest that de-implementation interventions may require different approaches than those 

used in implementation interventions [17-19]. Policy interest in de-implementation with 

programmes such as Choosing Wisely [22-24] and the BMJ’s Too Much Medicine 

campaigns [21] has occurred, but there has been relatively little work to understand and 

address what it means to de-implement. It raises the question of whether the approaches to 

implement and de-implement are similar or distinct. Currently, the literature appears to 

lack clear guidance about what those approaches should be [17, 18]. 

 

The primary aim of this thesis was to identify whether implementation and de-

implementation interventions should be designed differently from theoretical and 

empirical perspectives. A mixed methods approach using a concurrent triangulation 

design [83], described in Chapter 1, addressed this aim through theoretical review and 

synthesis, analysis of predictive studies, and analysis of intervention descriptions (see 

Figure 14). Implementation was defined as an increase in the frequency of an appropriate 

(evidence-based) behaviour and de-implementation as a decrease in the frequency of 

inappropriate (non evidence-based) behaviour.  The research questions (RQs), objectives 

(Obj.) and brief methods were: 

 

RQ1: Do behavioural theories reported in published literature propose different 

mechanisms of change for increasing and decreasing behavioural frequency?  

Obj. 1: To systematically review published literature to investigate whether there 

is a theoretical basis for identifying different mechanisms of change by which 

behaviour might increase versus decrease, using Critical Interpretive Synthesis 

(reported in Chapter 2).  
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RQ2: Are the theoretical predictors of health professional behaviour different for 

implementation or de-implementation?   

Obj. 2: To assess whether theoretical predictors of health professional behaviour 

from questionnaire datasets differ, depending on whether the behaviour is targeted 

for implementation or de-implementation, using an exploratory study of secondary 

data analysis of predictive studies (reported in Chapter 3). 

 

RQ3: Is there a difference in the Behaviour Change Techniques (BCTs) used in 

implementation and de-implementation interventions or is there a difference in the 

frequency of use of BCTs?  

Obj. 3: To identify the BCTs in published implementation and de-implementation 

interventions and determine if BCTs identified differ in implementation versus de-

RQ3: Do 
predictors of 

behaviour differ 
with frequency of 

behaviour?  

RQ3: What 
techniques are 

used in 
published 

interventions? 

 
 

Obj. 2: Assess 
Predictors of 
Behaviour 

Aim:  To investigate whether there is a theory- and evidence-based rationale for designing 
interventions to support health professional behaviour change, that are tailored to the direction of 

behaviour change 

 
 
Obj. 3: Review 

Current 
Interventions 

RQ1: Is there a 
theoretical basis 
for proposing 

different 
mechanisms of 

change? 

 
 

Obj. 1: Identify 
Relevant Theory 

STUDY 1 STUDY 2 STUDY 3 

Contribute to the science of implementation research by providing evidence to determine if 
interventions for implementation and de-implementation should be designed differently based on 

direction of behaviour change 

Methods: Critical 
Interpretive Synthesis of 
published literature 

Methods: Secondary data 
analysis of predictive 
questionnaires 

Methods: Secondary data 
analysis of interventions 
descriptions  

Figure 14: Flow Chart illustrating the proposed research questions, 
objectives and methods of thesis 
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implementation interventions, using descriptions of published interventions and 

the BCT Taxonomy (v1) (reported in Chapter 4). 

 

5.0.1 Study	1:	Do	behavioural	theories	differentiate	between	behaviours	for	
implementation	or	de-implementation?	A	Critical	Interpretive	
Synthesis	

The Critical Interpretive Synthesis reported in Chapter 2 identified a wide range of 

behaviour change literature that proposed to utilise theory to change behaviour. The first 

key finding suggests that existing theory does differentiate in the theoretical principles for 

implementation and de-implementation. For example, Operant Learning Theory proposed 

different mechanisms of change for implementation and de-implementation. The second 

key finding was that there were 10 theories that do not propose different approaches for 

implementation and de-implementation. However, authors who applied these theories to 

de-implement undesired behaviours proposed replacing the undesired behaviour with a 

new behaviour and focusing the theoretical principles to increasing the frequency of the 

new behaviour. 

 

5.0.1 Study	2:	Do	theoretical	predictors	of	behaviour	differ	for	increasing	
versus	decreasing	frequency	of	behaviour?	An	exploratory	study	

The exploratory study reported in Chapter 3 investigated whether constructs from 

behaviour theories differ in prediction of behaviour for implementation versus de-

implementation. The findings from this study suggest that no construct or theory 

investigated was more effective at predicting behaviours HCPs implement or behaviours 

HCPs de-implement. In addition, no theory or construct effectively predicted either 

direction of behaviour change with any level of consistency. Whilst limited in its scope 

and the number of theories included, this study presented a novel comparison of the 

predictive utility of theoretical constructs in terms of desired direction of behaviour 
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change: implementation versus de-implementation. Because of the limited scope of this 

study, further replication may be necessary to confirm the findings reported in this 

chapter.  

 

5.0.1 Study	3:	Are	the	contents	of	implementation	and	de-implementation	
interventions	different?	An	investigation	into	the	frequency	of	
Behaviour	Change	Techniques	(BCTs)	in	reported	interventions	

The study reported in Chapter 4 examined the frequency of Behaviour Change 

Techniques in the published intervention descriptions of implementation and de-

implementation interventions. Study 3 showed that there were a number of BCTs included 

significantly more often in implementation and de-implementation interventions and vice 

versa (as measured by Chi-squares). BCTs more commonly reported in de-

implementation interventions were Feedback on behaviour (in Audit and Feedback 

reviews), Instruction on how to perform the behaviour, Prompts and cues, Behaviour 

substitution and Restructuring physical environment. BCTs more commonly reported in 

implementation interventions were Feedback on behaviour (in Antibiotic Prescribing 

reviews) and Goal setting (behaviour). However, differences in the frequencies of these 

BCTs were not consistent across the three systematic reviews (Audit and Feedback, 

Antibiotic Prescribing and Imaging reviews). For example, the BCT Behavioural 

substitution, was identified more frequently in de-implementation inventions versus 

implementation interventions of antibiotic prescribing behaviours, but was not identified 

in either type of Audit and Feedback interventions or the de-implementation of image 

ordering behaviours.  
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5.1 Is	there	theoretical	and	empirical	evidence	to	inform	whether	
implementation	and	de-implementation	interventions	should	be	
designed	differently?	

This thesis does provide some evidence to suggest that principles of OLT may be 

promising in informing methods for implementation and de-implementation interventions 

(Studies 1 & 3). Additionally, whilst the range of BCTs used in interventions to change 

health professional behaviour was limited, the technique Behaviour Substitution was 

frequently used to decrease health professionals’ behaviours (Study 3) and was also 

identified as a strategy commonly used to decrease behaviour in general (Study 1).  Table 

19 presents a summary of the mixed methods design and the integrated triangulation of 

the results from the three studies.   

 

The novel findings from this thesis do suggest potential difference between 

implementation and de-implementation but are not conclusive and require further 

investigation. The following sections present discussion points, interpretations from the 

three studies and implications for future research to investigate possible differences in 

implementation and de-implementation interventions. 
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Table 19: Summary of results and integrated triangulation of findings 

 

5.1.1 Can	we	think	outside	the	‘Skinner	Box’?	
The first key discussion point that can be drawn from this programme of work is that OLT 

may be useful in guiding a theoretical distinction between implementation and de-

implementation. Findings from Study 1 showed that OLT proposes different strategies for 

increasing and decreasing the frequency of behaviour, but explicit and direct application 

Study 
identification 

Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 

Research 
Question 

Do behavioural 
theories reported in 
published literature 
propose different 
mechanisms of 
implementing or de-
implementing 
behaviour  

Are the theoretical 
predictors of health 
professional 
behaviour different 
for implementation 
or de-
implementation?   

Is there a difference in the Behaviour Change 
Techniques (BCTs) used in implementation and de-
implementation interventions or is there a difference in 
the frequency of use of BCTs? 

Methods Critical Interpretive 
Synthesis 
(Qualitative) 

Secondary 
analysis of 
predictive data 
 

Descriptive analysis of published Interventions  

Type of Data  Qualitative  Qualitative and 
Quantitative 

Qualitative and Quantitative 

Findings 

- Operant Learning 
Theory does 
differentiate between 
implementation and 
de-implementation 
 
 -  Theories that do 
not differentiate were 
used to increase a 
new behaviour that 
replaced undesired 
behaviour. 

Theories as 
operationalized in 
datasets do not 
differentiate in 
predictive validity 
between 
behaviours for 
implementation or 
de-implementation. 

Common BCTs in both implementation and de-
implementation: 
- Instruction on how to perform the behaviour  
- Credible Source (reported in all but Antibiotic 

Prescribing de-implementation) 
 
BCTs reported more frequently in de-implementation: 
- Feedback on behaviour (in Audit and Feedback 

reviews) 
- Instruction on how to perform the behaviour 
- Prompts and cues 
- Behaviour substitution  
- Restructuring physical environment  
 
BCTs more commonly reported in implementation 
interventions: 
- Feedback on behaviour (in Antibiotic Prescribing 

reviews)   
- Goal setting (behaviour) 

Answer to 
Research 
Question 

Yes, but further study 
needed Not clear Yes, but further study needed 

Integration of 
Findings 

• Principles of Operant Learning Theory may inform methods for implementation and de-
implementation interventions (Studies 1 & 3) since theory does distinguish between behaviour to 
implement and de-implement. The BCTs, Material reward, used to implement behaviours, and 
Behaviour substitution, used to de-implement undesired behaviour, were two BCTs identified that 
likely apply principles of OLT.  

• However, no other techniques that may focus on principles of OLT were identified, particularly 
those that may be used to directly de-implement such as Punishment. 

• The technique Behaviour Substitution was frequently used to decrease health professionals’ 
behaviours (Study 3) and also identified as a strategy commonly used to decrease behaviour in 
general but not reported as behaviour Substitution (Study 1). 
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of OLT was not evident in the other two studies. Study 2 reported on the level of 

prediction of two different measurements of learning theory (m1 and m2) but, arguably, 

the questionnaire items did not measures OLT constructs (refer to chapter section 3.3.3 

Strengths and Limitations).  Therefore, it cannot be conclusively reported that the 

prediction of OLT was investigated. Similarly in Study 3, Material reward, used to 

increase behaviour, and Behaviour substitution, used to decrease an undesired behaviour, 

were two BCTs identified in the 187 intervention descriptions that likely applied the 

principles of OLT. However, no other techniques that may focus on principles to OLT 

were identified, particularly those that may be used in de-implementation interventions 

such as Punishment (see Box 4.2 in Chapter 4 for list of BCTs likely linked to OLT). Part 

of the challenge associated with OLT, and its application to changing health professional 

behaviour lies, in the history of psychology in the mid-20th century and scepticism of its 

practical application in real world settings, as described below.  

 

5.1.1.1 Challenges	with	applying	OLT	to	HCP	behaviour	change	

The settings for the many of the original OLT studies involved experiments with pigeons 

and rats in controlled conditions [38]. Transferring the principles and strategies of OLT 

observed in animals to humans in real world settings, in uncontrolled conditions, proved 

considerably more difficult [280]. Human contexts were many times more complex than a 

‘Skinner Box’ (description of Skinner Box can be found in Chapter 2) and individuals 

may struggle to see which of the hundreds of behaviours were being reinforced. There are 

certain attributes specific to the animal experiments that warrant caution when applying 

OLT to HCP behaviour change interventions. In particular, in the animal models, the level 

of deprivation in the research subjects can be manipulated to ensure the stimulus (e.g. 

food pellet) is experienced as a positive reinforcement. In addition, the environment in 
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which the experiments occurred allowed for the manipulation of the delivery of the 

conditional reinforcement or punishment stimulus to coincide with the appropriate 

behaviour, allowing for the link between behaviour and stimulus. Animal experiments 

also permitted the experimenter to limit the number of potential behaviours that could be 

performed. Finally and perhaps most importantly, research subjects in the animal studies 

are not sentient beings. HCPs are not passive recipients of reinforcement and punishment; 

they can object, go on strike or sue in the presence of unfair punishment. Together, these 

attributes make it much easier for the environment in the animal experiments to be 

controlled and for the recipient of the stimulus to link the target behaviour with the 

reinforcement or punishment.  

 

There were also limitations of OLT within the experiments examining animal behaviours.  

For example, a review of the effectiveness of punishment on reducing the frequency of 

behaviours in animal experiments (e.g. rodents, pigeons, dogs) in controlled environments 

reported that punishment produced complete decrease, partial decrease, temporary 

decrease and even increased the frequency of the undesired behaviour [280] and that the 

change in behaviour did not last. Animals eventually “reverted to type” even after 

extensive operant conditioning that worked for a long time [281, 282]. There was 

considerable variation in the effects of reinforcement and punishment to change behaviour 

and as a result further investigation using OLT were abandoned.  

 

There also remain potential ethical, moral and practical concerns associated with 

application of punishment to decrease behaviour in real world settings. The lack of the use 

of punishment as a behaviour change technique in intervention designs for healthcare 

professionals may be related to the ethical considerations associated with delivering a 
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negative consequence. In the original animal experiments [175], the application of a foot 

shock (i.e. punishment) had to be strong enough to result in learning (i.e. reduce the 

unwanted behaviour), without being so strong that the animal would be debilitated [114, 

173, 209]. In the context of work culture, punishment delivered by a superior to a 

subordinate can produce undesirable behavioural, attitudinal and affective side effects to 

both the superior and the subordinate that outweigh any benefits [283, 284]. As previously 

mentioned, humans are sentient beings and are not passive recipients of reinforcement and 

punishment; they can retaliate by various means. The challenge for researchers is to 

identify an appropriate punishment (e.g. financial penalty, social disapproval, demotion, 

extra unpaid working hours, extra duties, or removal of a positive stimulus) to decrease 

the undesired behaviour, without producing adverse effects.  

 

5.1.1.2 Opportunities	with	applying	OLT	to	HCP	behaviour	change		

Despite the challenges identified in the previous section, principles of OLT should not be 

discounted entirely and should be given a second look. It is important to note that the 

purpose of Learning Theories is to change behaviour rather than explain it [60], and 

principles of OLT specifically target increasing and decreasing the frequency of 

behaviour. There are other factors to consider when applying OLT, such as scheduling of 

stimuli (positive and negative) as discussed in Section 2.4.1.1 Principles of Operant 

Learning Theory. Since implementation and de-implementation interventions aim to 

change HCP behaviour, rather that explain it, application of OLT principles to the design 

of implementation and de-implementation interventions may be useful. In fact, some 

researchers continued to utilize OLT to change behaviour. For example, the fields of 

Applied Behaviour Analysis and Behaviour Modification are heavily based in OLT with 

promising results for both increasing and decreasing the frequencies of behaviours [285-
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289]. These points have been elaborated further in section 2.4.1.1 Principles of Operant 

Learning Theory.  

 

Whilst HCPs’ environments are considerably more complex than the context of the 

animal experiments of OLT, there are many aspects of HCPs’ environment that can be 

understood. Therefore, HCP behaviours may be controlled with manipulations of the 

environment. As discussed in Chapter 2, it is possible that the principles of OLT may be 

more fitting in changing HCP behaviour than other forms of human behaviour by the very 

nature of the environment in which HCPs work. Patient care is controlled by illness 

symptoms, guidelines and hospital policies. HCPs’ behaviour (i.e. delivery of care) is 

arguably partially controlled by these factors. For example, a HCP will perform a specific 

sequence of behaviours (i.e. test, diagnosis, treatment) when encountering a patient with a 

certain set of symptoms. Reinforcement and punishment of the HCP behaviour occurs, for 

example, when a patient leaves happy, is cured, becomes progressively ill or dies. These 

experiences (or stimuli) will operate on the HCP to determine whether the HCP will 

perform the behaviour in the same or similar circumstances. 

 

The complexity of the healthcare environment could also be used to aid in the 

manipulations of the delivery of the reinforcement or punishment, specifically around 

scheduling of the stimulus. As mentioned in the description of the OLT, the length of 

time, or interval between the behaviour and the delivery of the reinforcement or 

punishment can have varying effects on changing the frequency of behaviour. 

Reinforcements and punishments are most effective when they immediately follow the 

behaviour. It is on rare occasions that the reinforcing stimulus associated with HCP 

behaviour would occur directly following the behaviour. The results of most HCPs 
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behaviour may occur days, weeks or months after the behaviour has been performed. It 

may be difficult to maintain the association of behaviour and stimulus and as a result, the 

stimulus may lose its effect in changing the frequency of behaviour. The principles of 

OLT recommend that the reinforcing or punishing stimulus occur in relative close 

temporal proximity to the performance of the behaviour.  

 

In addition, some principles of OLT are already in use in some healthcare settings, 

whether reported as grounded in OLT principles or not. For example, current healthcare 

administrations or professional bodies use disciplinary actions or sanctioning of a HCP’s 

medical practice to reduce or stop unacceptable or unethical HCP behaviour. De-

accreditation is used in extreme cases of professional misconduct but not for day-to-day 

practice errors. Financial fines or penalties are forms of punishment that can be utilised in 

healthcare systems to decrease undesired HCP behaviours. Punishment does not have to 

necessarily involve a level of physical discomfort as used in the animal experiments.  

Punishment can also involve the removal of a positive stimulus (i.e. negative punishment) 

to decrease behaviour. Investigating appropriate reinforcements and punishments to 

improve increasing and decreasing frequencies of HCP behaviours in a systematic and 

explicit manner is needed.  

 

5.1.2 Behaviour	substitution:	a	technique	for	de-implementing	behaviour	
The second discussion point focuses on the use of behaviour substitution as a technique to 

de-implement behaviours. In all three studies in this thesis, the technique Behaviour 

substitution was applied to decrease the frequency of behaviours. The justification for the 

use of Behaviour substitution was either through application of theory (Study 1) or not 

clearly reported by researchers (Studies 2 and 3). Study 1 (Chapter 2) reported that in the 

10 theories in which approaches to increase and decrease behaviours were not different, 
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an alternative behaviour was introduced. The theories were then applied to increase the 

frequency of the alternative behaviour in order to decrease the undesired behaviour. This 

suggests that whilst these theories do not propose a theoretical basis for differences in 

implementation and de-implementation, there is a difference in the way theory is applied. 

The implication is that theory can be directly applied to increase frequency (implement 

behaviour) but to decrease frequency (de-implement behaviour) theory is indirectly 

applied to the undesired behaviour. In Study 2 (Chapter 3) questionnaire items in which 

the behaviour under investigation was a behaviour HCP should avoid doing were framed 

as “managing [clinical patient] without doing ‘x’” (see Section 3.3.2 ‘Managing without 

doing’ versus ‘not doing’ – is it the same thing?). Whilst permitting the respondents to 

reflect on the management of the patient rather than the specific behaviour under 

investigation, the framing of the question implies that the respondents could be doing 

something else. Study 3 (Chapter 4) reported the use of Behaviour Substitution in many of 

the de-implementation interventions for antibiotic prescribing. Table 20 presents the 

definition and example of Behaviour substitution provided in the BCT taxonomy tutorial 

documents [264]. 

Table 20: Definition and example of Behaviour Substitution from The BCT 
Taxonomy (v1) from the tutorial documents 

 

 

One of the main benefits of using Behaviour Substitution rather than punishment to de-

implement behaviour, is that there may be less concern with the ethical and social 

consequences of using punitive techniques such as punishment. However, there are also 

Behaviour Change 
Technique 

Definition Example  

Behaviour 
substitution 

Prompt substitution of the 
unwanted behaviour with a 
wanted or neutral behaviour. 
Note: if this occurs regularly 
also code Habit reversal 

Suggest that the person 
goes for a walk rather 
than watches television 
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potential challenges to using Behaviour substitution. Currently, there do not appear to be 

methods for selecting appropriate substitute behaviours. In the studies included in this 

programme of work, no rationales were given for the selection of the substitute 

behaviours. Researchers may have to resort to intuitive or pragmatic ideas within each 

context, resulting in no cumulative learning on how best to identify the behaviour to use 

in Behaviour substitution. There is also the challenge of what to do when performing an 

alternative behaviour is not a desirable option. This is probably less common in healthcare 

because in the absence of performing the undesired behaviour, HCPs will likely have to 

monitor the patient more closely or suggest strategies to address patient concerns. For 

example, in the case of reducing unnecessary blood transfusions, clinicians may have to 

keep monitoring the patient and order additional tests [69], activities that may take more 

time and use different resources. Similarly, a physician may have to discuss with a patient 

who had acute low back pain the reasons why an X-ray was not ordered [40, 68]. 

 

In order to better select substitute behaviours for de-implementation interventions, there 

are some initial principles researchers could consider to make the use of Behaviour 

substitution more systematic. Table 21 presents a list of suggestions that researcher should 

consider when selecting substitute behaviours. First, researchers should determine if there 

is an evidence base from which to identify appropriate alternative behaviour. This could 

also serve to encourage uptake of the alternative behaviour by health professionals 

because they are more likely to perform the alternative behaviour if there is sound 

evidence presented to support it.  
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Table 21: Proposed principles for selecting behaviour to use in Behavioural 
substitution for de-implementation interventions 

Principles for selecting a substitute behaviour 
1. There should be a clinical rationale for selecting substitute behaviour 

• Is there an evidence base that recommends a different behaviour to perform in 
place of the undesired behaviour? 
 

2. Compared with the undesired behaviour, the substitute behaviour should ideally be 
less time consuming 
• Will the substitute behaviour take up more time for the HCP; will they have to 

neglect other duties? 
 

3. The substitute behaviour should have good fit with existing skills 
• Will the HCPs have to learn a new skillset or do they already have the skills 

necessary to perform substitute behaviour? 
 

4. The substitute behaviour should be no more expensive to perform than the 
undesired behaviour 
• Will the organization accrue extra costs for the HCP to perform the substitute 

behaviour? 
 

5. The substitute behaviour should serve the clinical objective (patient outcome) and 
serve the practical objective (e.g. signal to the patient that the consultation has 
ended; satisfy the patient that they have been taken seriously; offer symptomatic 
relief) 
• Are expectations still being met by doing the substitute behaviour? 

 
6. The substitute behaviour should be easy to explain to the patient. 

• Is the HCP able to explain to the patient why they are doing ‘x’ instead of ‘y’? 
 

Second, it may be beneficial for the health professional to focus on the outcome goal 

[290] rather than the behaviour goal of decreasing the original behaviour, but this is likely 

to be context specific. For example, in the case of a patient with acute back pain, the 

HCP’s outcome goal may be to reduce the patient’s level of pain, whilst the behavioural 

goal may be to reduce the number of X-rays for acute low back pain. Instead of 

completing a requisition form for an X-ray, the physician may give the patient a piece of 

paper with behavioural instructions (exercise) or the name of a product that could provide 

symptom relief. HCPs may also have to consider that the patient’s goal may be different 

from their own goals. Specifically, the patient may be concerned that their problems and 

health concerns are being addressed appropriately and the physician may have to have a 
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discussion with the patient to alleviate concern and anxiety.  For example, in the case of 

prescribing unnecessary medications (e.g. prescribing antibiotics for sore throat), instead 

of not writing the prescription, the alternative behaviour may be to post-date the 

prescription by a number of days and instruct the patient to fill the prescription if the 

symptoms persist. Delaying the prescription addresses the immediate concern of the 

patient’s illness, whilst increasing the likelihood that the prescription will not be filled.  

 

5.1.3 Using	the	BCT	taxonomy	to	better	test	other	principles	of	OLT	
The third discussion point focuses on how other techniques in the BCT Taxonomy (v1) 

may be used to test principles of OLT to specifically target implementation and de-

implementation. Chapter 4 reported that less than 20% of all techniques were identified in 

the 187 intervention descriptions in Study 3. It has been reported that more than 25 of the 

93 techniques in the BCT Taxonomy (v1) directly relate to learning theories [60] (see 

section 4.3.3 Small percentage of BCTs from BCT Taxonomy (v1) reported in 

implementation and de-implementation interventions). Some BCTs do align with the 

principles of OLT particularly those BCTs found in the groupings, Reward and threat, 

Antecedents and Scheduled consequences. There is considerable opportunity to use 

different BCTs derived from OLT to design different interventions for implementation 

and de-implementation and test the effectiveness of these techniques. There is also 

opportunity to investigate published interventions that contain BCTs that may be related 

to OLT to determine if some principles of OLT are already being utilised in 

implementation and de-implementation interventions, but are just not explicitly identified 

as OLT derived. Two of these examples are discussed below: 1) financial incentive and 

disincentives and 2) audit and feedback. 
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There is interest in how well financial incentives influence the delivery of health care 

[291-293]. The difference between incentive and reinforcement is that incentives are 

delivered prior to behavioural performance and act as a motivator for the individual to 

perform the behaviour, whereas reinforcement is delivered after the behaviour has 

occurred and increases the likelihood that the behaviour will occur again. Financial 

incentives can act as reinforcements to a desired behaviour because they are delivered 

when an individual receives monetary transfer after the behaviour is performed. The 

individual is likely to perform the behaviour again if the financial incentive will be 

delivered. There are several reviews describing the effects of different types of financial 

incentives in the Cochrane EPOC reviews [291, 294, 295]. Fee for service, which can act 

as a reinforcer, is a common strategy in health care systems whereby HCPs are paid for 

the services they provide to patients [296, 297]. The concern with fee for service is that it 

may encourage physicians to provide more services because the focus is on quantity of 

care rather than quality of care [68, 296, 297]. However, the United States healthcare 

system, a for-profit-system, may financially penalise (punish) those physicians who over-

deliver services as a means to counter this concern [68]. 

 

In Study 3, the BCTs Material incentives and Material reward were identified but 

disincentives (Future punishment or Punishment) were not coded in any of the 

interventions descriptions. In the case of performing a novel behaviour, material 

incentives may work better than reinforcement alone because the use of incentives 

informs the HCP prior to the performance of the behaviour that they will be rewarded for 

performing the behaviour. If the clinician already has the appropriate knowledge and skill, 

incentives can trigger performance of behaviour that has not yet been performed in the 

given context. Subsequent performance of the behaviour may be reinforced by the 
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delivery of material incentive. There was no evidence in Study 3 to determine the use of 

disincentives on decreasing the frequency of behaviours, so it is unclear whether 

disincentives may work in the same manner to decrease the frequency of behaviour. 

 

In all three EPOC reviews investigating the effectiveness of financial incentives to change 

HCP behaviour it was noted that the evidence around the use of incentives was unclear 

and too weak to support any conclusions [291, 294, 295]. The authors noted that 

intervention studies should take into consideration the potential unintended consequences 

of incentives by having a stronger theoretical basis, including a broader range of outcomes 

and by conducting more extensive subgroup analyses [291].  There is a large volume of 

literature that can be used to inform a rationale for intervention design and the inclusion of 

incentives by providing lessons learned and suggestions for modifying the design of 

interventions that may use incentives and, possibly, disincentives [291, 294, 295].  

 

Audit and Feedback is another commonly used intervention design that may be utilised to 

test principles of OLT [215]. It is worthwhile to consider that the techniques, Feedback on 

behaviour and Feedback on outcomes of behaviour used in Audit and Feedback 

interventions may be used as both a reinforcer and punisher [217].  For example, feedback 

can act as a social reinforcer if delivering positive feedback, such as information about 

success relative to an agreed standard, and can increase frequency of performance.  

Conversely, negative feedback can be act as a punisher if information is provided on a 

failure relative to the standard, and the standard is the de-implementation of an ineffective 

clinical practice [19, 94, 298].  

 

It should be noted that as with some forms of punishment, negative feedback may also 

have negative effects [216] (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2 Can punishment be used as a 
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basis for De-implementation?). It has been proposed that negative feedback can also 

threaten one’s perception of self (e.g. self as a good clinician), leading to rejection of the 

feedback and thus having a debilitation effect on behaviour [298]. In Chapter 2, a number 

of uncertainties around punishment as an approach to decrease the frequency of HCP 

behaviours were presented. Specifically, it was noted that it was unclear how to apply an 

appropriate level of punishment to the ineffective or harmful healthcare behaviour so that 

its use remains ethical and most effective at decreasing or eliminating the behaviour. It 

was also unclear whether the intensity of the punishment might vary depending on the 

level of poor performance. It remains unknown whether the same or differing levels of 

punishment should be applied in circumstances in which a behaviour needs to be 

eliminated, versus a behaviour that only needs to decrease in frequency. Investigating 

these issues within a widely used intervention design may help determine the usefulness 

of punishment through feedback as a possible approach for de-implementation.  

 

5.2 Suggestions	and	considerations	for	implementation	and	de-
implementation	interventions	

As with all behaviour change interventions, there are likely to be barriers and enablers to 

change. It may be valuable to investigate whether the barriers and enablers to de-

implementation are similar or different to the barriers and facilitators to implementation, 

an area of research not addressed in this thesis. There may be specific challenges that arise 

from de-implementation interventions that are not evident in implementation 

interventions, and vice versa, that may require additional consideration when testing and 

evaluating de-implementation interventions.   

 

One tool for comprehensively investigating the barriers and facilitators to behaviour 

change (either increasing or decreasing in frequency) that may aid in the design of 
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implementation and de-implementation interventions is the Theoretical Domains 

Framework (TDF) [32, 299]. This framework, grounded in psychological theory, contains 

12 to14 theoretical domains and 112 to 128 constructs and attempts to simplify theories of 

behaviour and behaviour change. It has repeatedly been used to identify barriers and 

facilitators to changing a number of health professional behaviours in various clinical 

settings [33, 63, 68-70, 300-303], but has not been used to explicitly investigate whether 

the barriers and enablers differ for implementation and de-implementation interventions. 

The following paragraph provides some putative examples of possible differences for 

three of the 12-14 domains within the TDF (namely, Social, professional role and 

identity, Social influences and Skills; see Table 22 for the definitions and the theoretical 

construct included in each domain). These examples are not meant to be comprehensive, 

but reflect some of the potential differences between the barriers and enablers of 

implementation and de-implementation interventions. 

 

Possible barriers and enablers that may be unique in de-implementation interventions 

versus implementation intervention could include professional role beliefs and the 

assumption that ‘not doing’ means the absence of care (Social, professional role and 

identity). Typically, clinicians are trained to take action to care for a patient. However, 

when new evidence indicates that what is currently done now needs to be stopped, 

stopping the behaviour may seem counter-intuitive because the clinician has ‘always been 

doing it’ (Social, professional role and identity). This push-back could also come from the 

patient who may expect the clinician to do something, for example, to prescribe 

antibiotics for a upper respiratory tract infection (Social influences) [39]. In addition the 

Skills needed to implement a new, or increase the frequency of, a behaviour may be a 

greater challenge than developing the skills required to decrease the frequency of a 
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behaviour since the HCP may have to learn a new behaviour for the implementation 

intervention. 

 

Table 22: Sample of Theoretical Domains Framework [32] with included definition 
adopted from Francis et al. [304] and theoretical constructs within each domain 

 

 

These are just a few examples of the different barriers and enablers that may exist when 

designing these types of interventions. There are undoubtedly additional challenges for 

both implementation and de-implementation. Other domains may have barriers that are 

specific to implementation or de-implementation. A systematic investigation into the 

potential barriers and enablers of de-implementation and implementation may prove 

informative in discerning possible similarities and/or differences.  

 

Domain Definitions Construct from theories of Psychology 

Social, 
professional role 
and identity 

Is the behaviour something the 
participant is supposed to do or 
someone else’s?  
(When discussing ‘we’/ the collective) 
boundaries between professional 
groups 

Professional identity, Professional role, 
Social identity, Identity, Professional 
boundaries, Group identity, Social / group 
norms, Alienation / organizational 
commitment  

Social influences 

External influence from other people, 
views of other professions, patients 
and families, doing what you are told 
and how that influences what you do. 

Social Support, Social / group norms, 
Organizational development, Leadership, 
Team working, Group conformity, 
Organizational climate / culture, Social 
Pressure, Power / hierarchy, Professional 
boundaries / roles, Management 
commitment, Supervision, Intergroup 
conflict, Champions, Social Comparisons, 
Group / social identity, Organizational 
commitment, feedback, Conflict- competing 
demands, conflicting roles, Change 
management, Crew resource management, 
Negotiation, Social support (personal / 
professional, organizational, 
intra/interpersonal, society/ community), 
Social / group norms: subjective, 
descriptive, injunctive norms, Learning and 
modelling. 

Skills 
Competence and ability about the 
procedural techniques required to 
perform the behaviour 

Skills, Practice / Skills development, 
Competence, Ability, Interpersonal skills, 
Skill assessment 
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5.3 Strengths	and	Limitations	

One of the main strengths in this programme of work was the application of concurrent 

triangulation methods to address the research objective. The mixed methods approach is a 

common investigative approach in healthcare research [305]. Its strength is in providing a 

broad view of the subject under investigation by providing different perspectives. In turn, 

this may help gain a more complete and comprehensive evaluation than by an 

investigation from a single perspective. In mixed method approaches, the strategies for 

blending different types of data (quantitative and qualitative) allow for different 

methodologies, which may have particular strengths with respect to one of these types of 

data. The methods were: Critical Interpretive Synthesis using qualitative analysis; 

exploratory description of predictive studies using both qualitative and quantitative 

analyses; and BCT Taxonomy (v1) coding of interventions description using both 

qualitative and quantitative analyses. This integration and interpretation was presented in 

the General Discussion Chapter (Section 5.1 Is there theoretical and empirical evidence 

to determine whether implementation and de-implementation interventions should 

be designed differently?). 

 

Despite the strength in the mixed methods design and the scope of investigation in this 

thesis, there were some limitations. One of the challenges is the gap in some of the 

findings across the three studies in this thesis, particularly around the variations or 

absence of OLT and Behaviour substitution in Study 2. This may partially be due to the 

use of secondary datasets and published studies. Whilst there are some advantages to 

using existing data for analysis, as described in Chapter 3 (3.0.2 Rationale for Selection 

of Pre-existing Questionnaire Datasets), there can be disadvantages. Specifically, when 

using published literature for secondary analysis to inform the research questions, as in 
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the case of Studies 1 and 3, the analysis and results were limited to details published in the 

literature. The studies included for secondary investigation in Study 2 were not 

necessarily designed to address the current research question and were (from this point of 

view) prone to influences of confounding variables or inadequate operationalization of the 

theories as described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.3 Strength and Limitations).  

 

There are other methods and different perspectives not included in this thesis that could 

have been used to investigate whether implementation and de-implementation are 

different. Specifically, the scope of this thesis limited the theoretical investigation to 

psychological theories, looking at the individual behaviour. There may be theories of 

sociology, education, or organizational sciences that could provide a different theoretical 

perspective to the research questions. In addition, the number of psychological theories 

included in this thesis was also limited; Study 1 identified 16 psychology theories and 

Study 2 investigated four theories. Michie and colleagues identified 83 theories of 

behaviour change [306], suggesting there may be other theories that could be useful. 

However, because of the volume of data, the breadth of behaviours and detailed 

investigation in Studies 1 and 2, additional investigation was not in the scope of this 

program of research.  

 

Investigations in this body of work were from theoretical and empirical perspectives that 

used secondary data for analyses. It may have been useful to perform some primary 

investigation such as a qualitative interview study, asking HCPs whether they consider 

implementing and de-implementing differently. Qualitative investigation about the 

differences and similarities to implementation and de-implementation from the HCP 

perspective would have given a view from those people who actually have to change their 
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behaviour rather than from the secondary analyses lens used in this thesis. Intervention 

developers could also have been surveyed to elicit their thoughts and opinions about 

designing implementation and de-implementation interventions to identify possible 

similarities and differences. There are a variety of different ways in which the research 

questions could have been addressed, but the objectives and methods utilised have 

provided a depth and scope of investigation that was sufficiently thorough to draw some 

preliminary conclusions and propose implications for future work. 

 

5.4 Implications	for	Future	Work	

Policy interest in de-implementation has raised the question of whether the approaches to 

implement and de-implement are similar or distinct [17, 18]. The science of 

implementation research has not yet addressed whether implementation and de-

implementation are definitively different. This study has found that from a theoretical 

perspective, principles of OLT propose different approaches for implementing and de-

implementing behaviours. The BCT Behavioural Substitution is a common technique for 

de-implementing behaviour. However, to draw any definitive conclusions from what is 

currently known would be premature. The continued accumulation of additional 

knowledge and evidence into whether implementation and de-implementation are 

different will serve to better inform researchers and, subsequently, improve intervention 

design and are discussed below. 

 

There is considerable opportunity to utilise the BCT Taxonomy (v1) [58] in other 

systematic reviews within EPOC to determine if the findings from Study 3 are consistent 

with other comparisons of implementation and de-implementation interventions. 

Additionally, there was limited reporting of a number of BCTs (identified in one 
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intervention description) which prohibited statistical comparisons of frequency in 

implementation and de-implementation interventions. Applying the same methods to 

additional intervention descriptions from other EPOC reviews may identify whether these 

underreported BCTs were used more frequently or if they are consistently underreported 

or underused regardless of the behaviour change intervention.  

 

Because of the limited range of BCTs reported in the intervention descriptions of 187 

published articles, there is also the opportunity to develop novel interventions that contain 

BCTs for the groups not reported.  In addition, there is opportunity to test principles of 

OLT in intervention designs such as reinforcement and punishment using the wider range 

of BCTs (e.g. BCTs in the hierarchical groupings: Associations, Reward and threat and 

Schedule consequences; See Chapter 4 section 4.3.3). Opportunities to investigate the 

usefulness of the less utilised BCTs will further contribute to the knowledge- and 

evidence-base to determine how best to design de-implementation and implementation 

interventions. 

 

 As well, more evidence about whether implementation and de-implementation differ 

could include expanding on some of the studies conducted in this thesis. Specifically, 

Study 1 identified 16 theories, only one of which differentiated between increasing and 

decreasing behaviours. However, Study 2 only explored a limited number of theories. 

Many of the theories identified by Michie whilst applied to predicting health behaviours 

[306], have not been used to predict HCP behaviours. Primary studies, which 

operationalize and test the validity of the psychology theories in predicting health 

professional behaviour, may identify theories that are better at predicting implementing 

versus de-implementing behaviours. 
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With the advancements in implementation research and the growing body of evidence to 

support the use of theory to change health professional behaviour [12, 307], it is likely 

that more studies predicting behaviour have been published in recent years. It may be 

advantageous to conduct an updated review of psychological theories used to predict 

behaviour. In the systematic review used to supplement the theories reported in Study 3 

(see Chapter 4), Godin and colleagues identified limited studies that predicted behaviour 

and primarily focussed in social cognitive theories [46]. Broadening the scope to include 

more theories and not limited the review to social cognitive theories [46] may be useful. 

An updated review, inclusive of the theories identified in Study 1, may shed insight into 

whether certain theories are better predictors of implementing versus de-implementing 

behaviours or vice versa. 

 

5.5 Conclusion	

This thesis reported on two key findings; 1) principles of Operant Learning Theory may 

be promising in informing implementation and de-implementation interventions, and 2) 

Behaviour substitution may be a useful technique to use in de-implementation but it is 

unclear how best to identify the substitute behaviour. Some principles for selecting a 

substitute behaviour were proposed and their usefulness in assisting intervention 

developers should be evaluated. Future interventions should also empirically investigate 

how to apply OLT principles of and the related BCTs to implementing and de-

implementing behaviours. Whilst there are theoretical and empirical suggestions that 

implementation and de-implementation may be different, it is not conclusive. There is still 

much to learn, suggesting further investigation as identified above is required.  
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Appendix A: Conceptual Framework for Literature Search  
To help answer the question ‘is there a theoretical rationale to develop HP behaviour 
change interventions based in the direction of the targeted behaviour change?’ 

 

 

Business/Marketing  

- Organisational Unlearning 
- Consumer Purchasing 

behaviour 
- James Watson's work in 

business 

Education 

- Encouraging good 
behaviour 

- Discouraging bad 
behaviour 

- Classroom management 

Biology 

- Parasympathetic/ sympathetic systems 
-  Excitatory/inhibitory 

neurotransmitters 
-  Neurobiology of Extinction 

(unlearning or relearning) 
- Homeostasis/ self- regulation 

- Cognitive Neuroscience (Cognitive 
association, accessibility of cognitive 

schemes)   

Psychology 

- Operant Learning Theory 
- Classical Conditioning 
- Cognitive psychology 

(action/inaction; 
commission/omission) 

- Behaviour Modification 
(healthy habits, drug 

addiction, re-education of 
criminals) 

Dual Process models of 
Learning 

- Reflective/Associative 
- High cognitive load / low 

cognitive load 
- Regulatory Focus Theory (a 

dual process more focused 
on emotion - Higgins ET) 

Increasing / 
decreasing / replacing 

behaviour in Health 
Professionals 

(Processes, systems, 
constructs) 
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Appendix B: Search Terms used in CIS - Stage 1  
Note: terms listed do not include all MESH terms and synonyms used 

 

 

 
Theory / theoretical / model 
Operant learning theory 
Classical conditioning 
Action/inaction regret 
Commission / omission 
Stamping in / stamping out 
Learning / unlearning 
Reward/ punishment 
Habit / habit reversal 
Increasing/decreasing/ replacing 
behaviour 
Improving  
Promoting  
Enhancing  
Optimizing (direction?) 
Diminishing 
Reducing 
Conflicting behaviour/ reinforced 
behaviour 
Dual Process models of learning  
Reflective / associative learning 
High cognitive load / low cognitive load 
Regulatory Focus Theory 
Behaviour modification (healthy habits, 
drug addiction) 
Activate 
Inhibit 
Behaviour Change 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Positive/negative feedback 
Sympathetic /parasympathetic nervous 
system 
Excitatory / inhibitory response 
Neurobiology of extinction (unlearning 
versus new learning) 
Homeostasis/ self-regulation 
Cognitive neuroscience (cognitive 
associations) 
Cessation 
Dietary  
Exercise 
Prescribing  
Adherence  
Intervention  
Physical Activity 
Guideline Adherence 
Guideline compliance 
Quality improvement 
Encouraging good behaviour 
Discouraging bad behaviour 
Prompt 
Remind 
Behaviour modification 
Classroom management 
Increasing/decreasing/ replacing 
behaviour 
Consumer purchasing behaviour 
Choice concept 
James Watson’s work in marketing 
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Search Strategy used to identify articles likely to provide information about whether 
theory distinguishes between processes for increasing and decreasing frequency of 
behaviour. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Location of 
Terms in 
Article 

Search Terms 

In Text Theory or theory-based or model 
In Abstract Change N3 practice" or action or management or "behavio#r n1 

change" 
In Abstract Increas* OR Decreas* OR Improv* OR Promot* OR Enhanc* OR 

Optimi#* OR Diminish* OR Reduc* OR Activate OR Inhibit OR 
"Stamp* n1 in" OR "Stamp* n1 out" OR Learning OR Unlearning 
OR Reward OR Punishment OR Extinction OR "Encouraging n1 
good n1 behavio#r" OR "Discouraging n1 bad n1 behavio#r" OR 
Prompt OR Remind  

In Abstract "Sympathetic n1 nervous n1 system" OR  "Parasympathetic n1 
nervous n1 system" OR "Excitatory n1 response" OR  "Inhibitory 
n1 response" OR "Neurobiology n3 extinction" OR Homeostasis 
OR Self-regulation OR "Cognitive n1 associations" OR Cessation 
OR Dietary OR Exercise OR Prescrib* OR Adherence OR 
Intervention OR "Physical n1 Activity" OR "Guideline n1 
Adherence" OR "Guideline n1 compliance" OR "Quality n1 
improvement" OR "Classroom n1 management" OR "Marketing 
n1 behavio#r" OR "Consumer n1 behavio#r" OR "Choice n1 
concept" OR “Enterprise” 

In Abstract Behavio#r n1 modification OR "Conflicting n1 behavio#r" OR 
"Reinforced n1 behavio#r" OR Habit OR "Habit n1 reversal" OR 
"Operant N1 learning" OR "Classical N1 conditioning" OR 
"Action n1 regret" OR "Inaction n1 regret" OR Commission OR 
Omission OR Reward OR Punishment OR "Dual n1 Process n1 
model*" OR "Reflective n1 learning" OR "Associative n1 
learning" OR "High n1 cognitive n1 load" OR "low n1 cognitive 
n1 load" OR "Regulatory n1 Focus" OR "Positive n1 feedback" 
OR "Negative n1 feedback" 
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Appendix C: Data extraction for Articles from Stage 1 and Stage 2 – CIS Study 
 
Data extraction in articles that reported the application of theory to change behaviour or 
proposed theory explains changes in frequency of behavioural performance. 
 
NOTE:  A spreadsheet was used to collect the data extracted from the included articles. 
Below is the list of headings in which data were collected. 
 

1. Record ID: Reference Identification Number from Electronic search  
2. Author: Authors of Study Article  
3. Year: Publication Year 
4. Area:  Research Discipline from conceptual map in which the study was published 
5. Direction: Direction of Change in frequency of behaviour (increasing or 

decreasing) 
6. Theory: theory reported in the article 
7. Theory Reference: Cited Theory paper 
8. Behaviour: Description of behaviour that needs changing 
9. Findings: any findings of from the results of empirical studies 
10. Operationalized: how the authors proposed to use the theory to change behaviour 

under investigation or explained the finding of the study. 
11. Secondary papers:  Identification of any subsequent papers  
12. Key points and other thoughts: any points or thoughts, questions the researcher 

(AMP) noted whilst extracting the data. 
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Appendix D: Theory Descriptions reported to Theorise Strategies for Changing 
Frequency of Behaviour 
Theory Description of Theory Hypothesized impact on 

behaviour and behaviour change 
Theory of Planned 
Behaviour[51] 

Behaviour is determined by strength of intention to perform a 
behaviour, and Perceived Behavioural Control (the degree of 
perceived control over that behaviour)  
Intention is determined by three variables:  
Attitude towards the behaviour (a product of beliefs about its 
consequences and evaluations of those consequences),   
Subjective norm (a product of perceptions of the views of other 
individuals or groups about the behaviour, and the strength of the 
individual’s desire to gain approval of these groups) and  
Perceived Behavioural Control (a function of beliefs about factors 
likely to facilitate or inhibit the behaviour).   
 

Targeting an individual’s intention 
through increasing positive 
attitudinal beliefs and subjective 
norms about the desired 
behaviour as well as increasing 
perceived control may be 
effective ways to increase the 
behavioural frequency 
 

Social Cognitive 
Theory[52] 

Behaviour is determined by  
Self-efficacy (belief about one’s capability to perform an action to 
achieve a desired outcome (goal).  
Goals are defined as self-incentives one has that guide the individual 
to perform the behaviour.  
Outcome expectancies are the individual’s beliefs about possible 
consequence of their actions, conceptualised in two categories:  
Situational outcomes – beliefs about which consequences will occur 
without individual action; and  
Action-outcome – belief that a behaviour will or will not lead to a 
specific outcome.  

Increasing an individual’s self-
efficacy has the greatest impact 
on performance of the desired 
behaviour  

Health Belief 
Model[112] 

Behaviour is determined by individuals perceived health beliefs 
Constructs include  
Perceived illness threat (perceived susceptibility to the illness and 
perceived severity to, or consequences of, the illness), and  
Evaluations of behaviours to counteract the threat, comprising 
perceived benefits weighed against perceived costs or barriers of 
performing the behaviour.   
Internal and external triggers, or cues to action and health motivation 
(the value one places on one’s own health) can influence performance 
of an action.  

If the threat of illness is perceived 
strong and benefits of performing 
the behaviour are greater than 
the barriers, individuals will more 
likely perform the necessary 
action to reduce the illness 
threat. 
If health motivation is low, the 
behaviour may not be performed.    

Protection 
Motivation Theory 
[115, 308] 

Behaviour is determined by  
Protection intention (i.e. the intention to perform the recommended 
behaviour). Protection intention results from two appraisal processes:  
Threat appraisal, which focuses on the threat and factors that 
increase or decrease the likelihood of the maladaptive response; 
weighs the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards of performing the 
maladaptive behaviour with the severity and vulnerability of the threat 
of the maladaptive behaviour 
Coping appraisal, which reflects the coping responses of the individual 
in dealing with the threat and those factors that increase or decrease 
the probability of the adaptive response; reflects the belief that desired 
behaviour will be effective in reducing the threat (response efficacy) 
and the belief that the individual is capable of performing that 
behaviour (self-efficacy)[309]. 

Depending on the strength of 
threat appraisal versus Coping 
appraisal, individual’s protecting 
intention will determine whether 
to perform the recommended 
behaviour or not.  

Health Action 
Process 
Approach[111] 

Behaviour is determined by 
 1) Motivation phase (pre-intentional in which strength of intention 
(measured by risk perception, outcome expectancies, and self-
efficacy);  
2) Volition phase (self-regulatory or action phase focused on the 
cognitions involved in initiating and controlling the action  

Addressing increasing behaviour 
- motivation phase is considered 
to be a causal process (i.e. 
individuals who have a higher 
risk perception will develop 
favourable outcome 
expectancies, which will in turn 
result in a higher self-efficacy) 
that leads to the formation of 
action plans to turn intention into 
action (Action Phase).    
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Deterrent Theory 
[165] 

Behaviour can be changed through the use of punishment and 
consists of  
General deterrence, in which individuals receive punishment publically 
and are used as examples to deter others in the general population to 
act negatively in the future; 
Specific deterrence whereby the individual is the focus and 
punishment is used to discourage the individual for acting negatively 
again.  
 

Individuals will choose to commit 
or not commit crimes or 
undesired behaviour is based on 
the certainty, swiftness, and 
severity of the punishments. 

Operant Learning 
Theory [114] 

Behaviour can be changed through 
Reinforcements - positive consequences that results in repetition of 
behaviour 
Positive (addition of appetitive stimulus following correct behaviour) 
Negative (removal of noxious stimulus once behaviour is performed or 
behaviour avoids noxious stimulus). 
Punishment - unpleasant consequences that result in less frequent 
behaviour become less frequent 
Positive (addition of noxious stimuli following inappropriate behaviour)  
Negative (removal of appetitive stimuli following inappropriate 
behaviour)[114].  
 Factors to consider:  
Scheduling of the stimuli (either appetitive or noxious) refers to the 
rules of timing that controls when the stimulus is applied following 
behavioural response. They stimulus can be applied every time the 
behaviour is performed (continuous reinforcement), it can be applied 
after a period of time has passed (interval reinforcement), or after the 
behaviour has been performed number of times (ratio reinforcement). 
Environmental cues, - individuals recognise to perform (or not 
perform) the behaviour, may also influence how effective 
reinforcement and punishment are at changing the frequency of 
behaviour.    
 

Individuals will respond by 
increasing their behaviour to 
receive the reinforcement or will 
decrease the occurrence of the 
behaviour to avoid the 
punishment. 

Implementation 
Intentions[113, 
251] 

Behaviour can be changed through: 
 
- Explicit plans an individual makes about when and where a 
behaviour (goal intention) will be achieved  

By creating an implementation 
intention, individuals rely on 
external cues from the 
environment to trigger their 
behaviour. The more detailed the 
plan the more likely the 
behaviour will occur. 
 

Disconnected 
Values Model 
[127] 

Behaviours are determined by 
 
Positive habitual behaviours reflect the individual’s deepest values 
and will continue because the values support the behaviour.  
 
Continuation of negative habitual behaviours reflects a disconnect 
from, or lack of awareness, about the individual’s own deepest values.  

Identifying the ‘disconnect’ 
between the individual’s deepest 
values and beliefs and the 
negative behaviour is key to the 
model and the individual’s 
realization that the negative 
behaviour requires replacing with 
a positive ritual. 
 

Control Theory 
[107]  

Behaviours are determined by: 
 
A negative feedback loop whereby by individual’s perceptions of 
current behaviour/output are compared to a goal. Individual perceives 
their current behaviour/goal via an input function, and compares it to a 
comparator, which is a particular standard. If there is a difference 
between the comparator and the behaviour then the individual will 
attempt to reduce discrepancy by performing the behaviour (output 
function). The behaviour has an impact on the environment, which 
changes the individual’s perception and the loop continues.  

The goal is to change behaviour 
to reduce the perceived 
discrepancy between current 
state and the goal state. 

Goal Setting 
Theory [110] 

Behaviour is determined by the setting of goals (defined as the object 
or aim of action) or intentions that the individual aspires to achieve. 
These goals affect task performance and can be moderated by such 
factors as level of commitment, the importance of the goal, levels of 
self-efficacy, feedback, and complexity of task. 

Goals that the individual sees as 
high priority, easy to complete 
and in which the individual 
receive some satisfaction in 
completion will likely result in the 
individual performing the 
behaviour to attain that goal. 
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Self Affirmation 
Theory [116] 

Behaviour is change through the reflection upon an individuals values 
or strengths. Individuals are strongly motivated to maintain their sense 
of being a rounded, worthwhile person.  

At the core of the theory is the idea of self-integrity (sense of being 
‘‘competent, good, coherent, unitary, stable, capable of free choice, 
capable of controlling important outcomes’’), Individuals are highly 
vigilant to threats to their self-integrity and take steps to prevent it 
being damaged and to repair it when it is.  

Individuals resist relevant health-
risk information is because of the 
threat it presents to their self-
integrity - messages suggesting 
they may need to change 
behaviour challenge the core 
notion of being competent, able, 
worthy. Resisting the message 
means less readiness to accept 
the information and to change 
behavior to reduce risk. 
 

Self-
Determination 
Theory [310] 

Behaviour is determined by the fulfilment of three basic needs: 
1) Competence: the need to feel competent 
2) Autonomy: the universal urge to be causal agents of one's 

own life and have choice 
3) Relatedness: the want to interact, be connected to, and 

experience caring for others. 
 
The type of motivation that drives an individual’s behaviour is more 
important than the amount of motivation they have. Intrinsic motivation 
(motivation due to inherent interest or enjoyment that promote 
behaviour) versus extrinsic motivation (comes from external sources 
and is divided into 4 types: Externally regulated behaviour, Introjected 
regulation of behaviour, Regulation through identification, Integrated 
Regulation. Intrinsic motivation is perceived to be a better motivator 
than extrinsic and the two can often impede the other from changing 
behaviour.    

By focusing on the three 
psychological needs and 
improving intrinsic motivation 
behaviour can occur to achieve 
these needs.  

Temporal Self-
Regulation Theory 
hall fong 
[118] 

Maladaptive behaviours are determined by a complex interaction 
between cognitive, biological and social factors. Temporal proximity 
and value of anticipated benefits as well as the cost and outcomes of 
behaviour determine whether behaviour will be performed. 
Determinants of behaviour are grouped in two categories: Motivational 
sphere and Ambient temporal contingencies.   
 
Behaviours judged to be maladaptive in the long run, are driven by a 
strongly favourable balance of immediate costs and benefits. In 
contrast, many avoided behaviours that seem ‘‘adaptive’’ to the 
outside observer, are in fact associated with substantial costs (and 
few benefits) at the time of action. 

By focusing on the benefits of the 
long-term outcomes rather than 
the immediate outcomes, 
individuals are more likely to 
perform the adaptive behaviour. 
In addition, if the behaviour is 
deemed successful, feedback 
loops may alter the temporal 
valuation and intentions are 
strengthen in such a way that the 
individual will likely perform the 
behaviour in the future.  

Theory of 
Reasoned Action 

Behaviour is determined by the strength of intention to perform a 
behaviour. 
 
Intention is determined by three variables:  
Attitude towards the behaviour (a product of beliefs about its 
consequences and evaluations of those consequences),   
Subjective norm (a product of perceptions of the views of other 
individuals or groups about the behaviour, and the strength of the 
individual’s desire to gain approval of these groups) and  
 

Targeting an individual’s intention 
through increasing positive 
attitudinal beliefs and subjective 
norms about the desired 
behaviour may be effective ways 
to increase the behavioural 
frequency. 
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Appendix E: Data Extraction from Intervention Articles that reported 
Implementation and De-implementation Interventions 
 
NOTE:  A spreadsheet was used to collect the data extracted from the included articles. 
Below is the list of headings in which data were collected. 
 

1. Systematic review 
2. Article number 
3. Author and year of publication 
4. Title 
5. Evidence of behaviour frequency 
6. Direction of frequency change 
7. Behaviour change 
8. Study Design 
9. How was change measured 
10. Target Professionals 
11. Sample size 
12. Intervention or groups 
13. Intervention details 
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Appendix F: BCT Taxonomy Version 1 resource used to guide coding of 
Intervention description from Michie et al. [58] 
 
Electronic Supplementary Materials BCT Taxonomy (v1):  93 hierarchically 
clustered techniques 
Page Grouping and BCTs Page Grouping and BCTs Page Grouping and BCTs 

1 1. Goals and planning 8 6. Comparison of 
behaviour 

16 12. Antecedents 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 

1.1. Goal setting 
(behaviour) 

1.2. Problem solving 
1.3. Goal setting 

(outcome) 
1.4. Action planning 
1.5. Review behaviour 

goal(s) 
1.6. Discrepancy 

between current 
behaviour and goal 

1.7. Review outcome 
goal(s) 

1.8. Behavioural 
contract 

1.9. Commitment 
 
2. Feedback and 
monitoring 
2.1. Monitoring of 
behaviour  
        by others without       
        feedback 
2.2. Feedback on 
behaviour 
2.3. Self-monitoring of   
        behaviour 
2.4. Self-monitoring of  
        outcome(s) of 
behaviour 
2.5. Monitoring of 
outcome(s)  
        of behaviour 
without  
        feedback 
2.6. Biofeedback 
2.7. Feedback on 
outcome(s)   
        of behaviour 
 
3. Social support 
3.1. Social support 
(unspecified) 
3.2. Social support 
(practical) 
3.3. Social support 
(emotional) 
 
4. Shaping knowledge 
4.1. Instruction on how 

 
 
 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

15 
 

6.1. Demonstration of the     
        behaviour 
6.2. Social comparison 
6.3. Information about 
others’  
        approval 
 
7. Associations 
7.1. Prompts/cues 
7.2. Cue signalling reward 
7.3. Reduce prompts/cues 
7.4. Remove access to the  
       reward 
7.5. Remove aversive 
stimulus 
7.6. Satiation 
7.7. Exposure 
7.8. Associative learning 
 
8. Repetition and 
substitution    
8.1. Behavioural  
        practice/rehearsal 
8.2. Behaviour substitution 
8.3. Habit formation 
8.4. Habit reversal 
8.5. Overcorrection 
8.6. Generalisation of target  
        behaviour 
8.7. Graded tasks 
 
9. Comparison of 
outcomes 
9.1. Credible source 
9.2. Pros and cons 
9.3. Comparative 
imagining of     
        future outcomes 
 
10. Reward and threat 
10.1. Material incentive 
(behaviour) 
10.2. Material reward 
(behaviour) 
10.3. Non-specific reward 
10.4. Social reward 
10.5. Social incentive 
10.6. Non-specific 
incentive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

17 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

19 

12.1. Restructuring the 
physical  
          environment 
12.2. Restructuring the social  
          environment 
12.3. Avoidance/reducing 
exposure to  
          cues for the behaviour 
12.4. Distraction 
12.5. Adding objects to the  
          environment 
12.6. Body changes 
 
13. Identity 
13.1. Identification of self as 
role     
          model 
13.2. Framing/reframing 
13.3. Incompatible beliefs 
13.4. Valued self-identify 
13.5. Identity associated with 
changed  
          behaviour 
 
14. Scheduled consequences 
14.1. Behaviour cost 
14.2. Punishment 
14.3. Remove reward 
14.4. Reward approximation 
14.5. Rewarding completion 
14.6. Situation-specific 
reward 
14.7. Reward incompatible 
behaviour 
14.8. Reward alternative 
behaviour 
14.9. Reduce reward 
frequency 
14.10. Remove punishment 
 
15. Self-belief 
15.1. Verbal persuasion 
about  
          capability 
15.2. Mental rehearsal of 
successful  
          performance  
15.3. Focus on past success 
15.4. Self-talk 
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BCT Taxonomy (v1):  93 hierarchically-clustered techniques 
Note for Users 

The definitions of Behaviour Change Techniques (BCTs): 
 

i)        contain verbs (e.g., provide, advise, arrange, prompt) that refer to the action(s)  
taken by the person/s delivering the technique. BCTs can be delivered by an 
‘interventionist’ or self-delivered  

ii) contain the term “behaviour” referring to a single action or sequence of 
actions that includes the performance of wanted behaviour(s) and/or inhibition 
(non-performance) of unwanted behaviour(s) 

iii) note alternative or additional coding where relevant 
iv) note the technical terms associated with particular theoretical frameworks 

where relevant (e.g. ‘including implementation intentions) 

to      
        perform the 
behaviour 
4.2. Information about  
        Antecedents 
4.3. Re-attribution 
4.4. Behavioural 
experiments 
 
5. Natural 
consequences 
5.1. Information about 
health  
        consequences 
5.2. Salience of 
consequences 
5.3. Information about 
social and  
        environmental 
consequences 
5.4. Monitoring of 
emotional  
        consequences 
5.5. Anticipated regret 
5.6. Information about 
emotional  
        consequences 

 
 
 

10.7. Self-incentive 
10.8. Incentive (outcome) 
10.9. Self-reward 
10.10. Reward (outcome) 
10.11. Future punishment 
 
11. Regulation 
11.1. Pharmacological 
support 
11.2. Reduce negative 
emotions 
11.3. Conserving mental 
resources 
11.4. Paradoxical 
instructions 

16. Covert learning 
16.1. Imaginary punishment 
16.2. Imaginary reward 
16.3. Vicarious 
consequences 
 
 

No. Label Definition Examples 
1. Goals and planning 
1.1 Goal setting 

(behaviour) 
Set or agree on a goal defined in terms 
of the behaviour to be achieved 
Note: only code goal-setting if there is 
sufficient evidence that goal set as part 
of intervention; if goal unspecified or a 
behavioural outcome, code 1.3, Goal 
setting (outcome); if the goal defines a 
specific context, frequency, duration or 
intensity for the behaviour, also code 
1.4, Action planning 
 

Agree on a daily walking goal 
(e.g. 3 miles) with the person 
and reach agreement about the 
goal 
 
Set the goal of eating 5 pieces 
of fruit per day as specified in 
public health guidelines 
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1.2 
 

Problem solving Analyse, or prompt the person to 
analyse, factors influencing the 
behaviour and generate or select 
strategies that include overcoming 
barriers and/or increasing facilitators 
(includes ‘Relapse Prevention’ and 
‘Coping Planning’) 
Note: barrier identification without 
solutions is not sufficient. If the BCT 
does not include analysing the 
behavioural problem, consider 12.3, 
Avoidance/changing exposure to cues 
for the behaviour, 12.1, Restructuring 
the physical environment, 12.2, 
Restructuring the social environment, 
or 11.2, Reduce negative emotions 
 

Identify specific triggers (e.g. 
being in a pub, feeling 
anxious) that generate the 
urge/want/need to drink and 
develop strategies for avoiding 
environmental triggers or for 
managing negative emotions, 
such as anxiety, that motivate 
drinking 
 
Prompt the patient to identify 
barriers preventing them from 
starting a new exercise regime 
e.g., lack of motivation, and 
discuss ways in which they 
could help overcome them e.g., 
going to the gym with a buddy 
 

1.3 Goal setting (outcome) Set or agree on a goal defined in terms 
of a positive outcome of wanted 
behaviour 
Note: only code guidelines if set as a 
goal in an intervention context; if goal 
is a behaviour, code 1.1, Goal setting 
(behaviour); if goal unspecified code 
1.3, Goal setting (outcome) 
 

Set a weight loss goal (e.g. 0.5 
kilogram over one week) as an 
outcome of changed eating 
patterns 

1.4 Action planning Prompt detailed planning of 
performance of the behaviour (must 
include at least one of context, 
frequency, duration and intensity). 
Context may be environmental 
(physical or social) or internal 
(physical, emotional or cognitive) 
(includes ‘Implementation 
Intentions’) 
Note: evidence of action planning does 
not necessarily imply goal setting, only 
code latter if sufficient evidence 
 

Encourage a plan to carry 
condoms when going out 
socially at weekends 
 
Prompt planning the 
performance of a particular 
physical activity (e.g. running) 
at a particular time (e.g. before 
work) on certain days of the 
week 

1.5 Review behaviour 
goal(s) 

Review behaviour goal(s) jointly with 
the person and consider modifying 
goal(s) or behaviour change strategy in 
light of achievement. This may lead to 
re-setting the same goal, a small change 
in that goal or setting a new goal 
instead of (or in addition to) the first, or 
no change 
Note: if goal specified in terms of 
behaviour, code 1.5, Review behaviour 
goal(s), if goal unspecified, code 1.7, 
Review outcome goal(s); if 
discrepancy created consider also 1.6, 
Discrepancy between current 
behaviour and goal 
 

Examine how well a person’s 
performance corresponds to 
agreed goals e.g. whether they 
consumed less than one unit of 
alcohol per day, and consider 
modifying future behavioural 
goals accordingly e.g. by 
increasing or decreasing 
alcohol target or changing type 
of alcohol consumed 
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1.6 Discrepancy between 
current behaviour and 
goal 

Draw attention to discrepancies 
between a person’s current behaviour 
(in terms of the form, frequency, 
duration, or intensity of that behaviour) 
and the person’s previously set 
outcome goals, behavioural goals or 
action plans (goes beyond self-
monitoring of behaviour) 
Note: if discomfort is created only code 
13.3, Incompatible beliefs and not 1.6, 
Discrepancy between current 
behaviour and goal; if goals are 
modified, also code 1.5, Review 
behaviour goal(s) and/or 1.7, Review 
outcome goal(s); if feedback is 
provided, also code 2.2, Feedback on 
behaviour 
 

Point out that the recorded 
exercise fell short of the goal 
set 

 

1.7 Review outcome 
goal(s) 
 
 
 
 

Review outcome goal(s) jointly with 
the person and consider modifying 
goal(s) in light of achievement. This 
may lead to re-setting the same goal, a 
small change in that goal or setting a 
new goal instead of, or in addition to 
the first 
Note: if goal specified in terms of 
behaviour, code 1.5, Review behaviour 
goal(s), if goal unspecified, code 1.7, 
Review outcome goal(s); if 
discrepancy created consider also 1.6, 
Discrepancy between current 
behaviour and goal 
 

Examine how much weight has 
been lost and consider 
modifying outcome goal(s) 
accordingly e.g., by increasing 
or decreasing subsequent 
weight loss targets 

1.8 Behavioural contract Create a written specification of the 
behaviour to be performed, agreed on 
by the person, and witnessed by 
another 
Note: also code 1.1, Goal setting 
(behaviour) 
 

Sign a contract with the person 
e.g. specifying that they will 
not drink alcohol for one week 

1.9 Commitment Ask the person to affirm or reaffirm 
statements indicating commitment to 
change the behaviour 
Note: if defined in terms of the 
behaviour to be achieved also code 1.1, 
Goal setting (behaviour) 

Ask the person to use an “I 
will” statement to affirm or 
reaffirm a strong commitment 
(i.e. using the words 
“strongly”, “committed” or 
“high priority”) to start, 
continue or restart the attempt 
to take medication as 
prescribed 
 

2. Feedback and monitoring 
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2.1 Monitoring of 
behaviour by others 
without feedback 

Observe or record behaviour with the 
person’s knowledge as part of a 
behaviour change strategy 
Note: if monitoring is part of a data 
collection procedure rather than a 
strategy aimed at changing behaviour, 
do not code; if feedback given, code 
only 2.2, Feedback on behaviour, and 
not 2.1, Monitoring of behaviour by 
others without feedback; if monitoring 
outcome(s) code 2.5, Monitoring 
outcome(s) of behaviour by others 
without feedback; if self-monitoring 
behaviour, code 2.3, Self-monitoring 
of behaviour 
 

Watch hand washing 
behaviours among health care 
staff and make notes on 
context, frequency and 
technique used  
 
 

2.2 Feedback on 
behaviour 

Monitor and provide informative or 
evaluative feedback on performance of 
the behaviour  (e.g. form, frequency, 
duration, intensity) 
Note: if Biofeedback, code only 2.6, 
Biofeedback and not 2.2, Feedback on 
behaviour; if feedback is on 
outcome(s) of behaviour, code 2.7, 
Feedback on outcome(s) of behaviour; 
if there is no clear evidence that 
feedback was given, code 2.1, 
Monitoring of behaviour by others 
without feedback; if feedback on 
behaviour is evaluative e.g. praise, also 
code 10.4, Social reward 
 

Inform the person of how 
many steps they walked each 
day (as recorded on a 
pedometer) or how many 
calories they ate each day 
(based on a food consumption 
questionnaire). 
 

2.3 Self-monitoring of 
behaviour 

Establish a method for the person to 
monitor and record their behaviour(s) 
as part of a behaviour change strategy 
Note: if monitoring is part of a data 
collection procedure rather than a 
strategy aimed at changing behaviour, 
do not code; if monitoring of outcome 
of behaviour, code 2.4, Self-
monitoring of outcome(s) of 
behaviour; if monitoring is by someone 
else (without feedback), code 2.1, 
Monitoring of behaviour by others 
without feedback 
 

Ask the person to record daily, 
in a diary, whether they have 
brushed their teeth for at least 
two minutes before going to 
bed 
 
Give patient a pedometer and a 
form for recording daily total 
number of steps 

2.4 Self-monitoring of 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour 

Establish a method for the person to 
monitor and record the outcome(s) of 
their behaviour as part of a behaviour 
change strategy 
Note:  if monitoring is part of a data 
collection procedure rather than a 
strategy aimed at changing behaviour, 
do not code; if monitoring behaviour, 
code 2.3, Self-monitoring of 
behaviour; if monitoring is by someone 
else (without feedback), code 2.5, 
Monitoring outcome(s) of behaviour 
by others without feedback 
 

Ask the person to weigh 
themselves at the end of each 
day, over a two week period, 
and record their daily weight 
on a graph to increase exercise 
behaviours 
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2.5 Monitoring 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour by others 
without feedback 

Observe or record outcomes of 
behaviour with the person’s knowledge 
as part of a behaviour change strategy 
Note: if monitoring is part of a data 
collection procedure rather than a 
strategy aimed at changing behaviour, 
do not code; if feedback given, code 
only 2.7, Feedback on outcome(s) of 
behaviour; if monitoring behaviour 
code 2.1, Monitoring of behaviour by 
others without feedback; if self-
monitoring outcome(s), code 2.4, Self-
monitoring of outcome(s) of 
behaviour 
 

Record blood pressure, blood 
glucose, weight loss, or 
physical fitness  

2.6 Biofeedback Provide feedback about the body (e.g. 
physiological or biochemical state) 
using an external monitoring device as 
part of a behaviour change strategy 
Note: if Biofeedback, code only 2.6, 
Biofeedback and not 2.2, Feedback on 
behaviour or 2.7, Feedback on 
outcome(s) of behaviour 
 

Inform the person of their 
blood pressure reading to 
improve adoption of health 
behaviours 

2.7 Feedback on 
outcome(s) of 
behaviour 

Monitor and provide feedback on the 
outcome of performance of the 
behaviour 
Note: if Biofeedback, code only 2.6, 
Biofeedback and not 2.7, Feedback on 
outcome(s) of behaviour; if feedback is 
on behaviour code 2.2, Feedback on 
behaviour; if there is no clear evidence 
that feedback was given code 2.5, 
Monitoring outcome(s) of behaviour 
by others without feedback; if feedback 
on behaviour is evaluative e.g. praise, 
also code 10.4, Social reward 
 

Inform the person of how 
much weight they have lost 
following the implementation 
of a new exercise regime 

3. Social support 
3.1 Social support 

(unspecified) 
Advise on, arrange or provide social 
support (e.g. from friends, relatives, 
colleagues,’ buddies’ or staff) or non-
contingent praise or reward for 
performance of the behaviour. It 
includes encouragement and 
counselling, but only when it is 
directed at the behaviour 
Note: attending a group class and/or 
mention of ‘follow-up’ does not 
necessarily apply this BCT, support 
must be explicitly mentioned; if 
practical, code 3.2, Social support 
(practical); if emotional, code 3.3, 
Social support (emotional) (includes 
‘Motivational interviewing’ and 
‘Cognitive Behavioural Therapy’) 
 

Advise the person to call a 
‘buddy’ when they experience 
an urge to smoke 
 
Arrange for a housemate to 
encourage continuation with 
the behaviour change 
programme 
 
Give information about a self-
help group that offers support 
for the behaviour 
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3.2 Social support 
(practical) 

Advise on, arrange, or provide 
practical help (e.g. from friends, 
relatives, colleagues, ‘buddies’ or staff) 
for performance of the behaviour  
Note: if emotional, code 3.3, Social 
support (emotional); if general or 
unspecified, code 3.1, Social support 
(unspecified) If only restructuring the 
physical environment or adding objects 
to the environment, code 12.1, 
Restructuring the physical 
environment or 12.5, Adding objects to 
the environment; attending a group or 
class and/or mention of ‘follow-up’ 
does not necessarily apply this BCT, 
support must be explicitly mentioned. 
 

Ask the partner of the patient 
to put their tablet on the 
breakfast tray so that the 
patient remembers to take it 
 

3.3 Social support 
(emotional) 

Advise on, arrange, or provide 
emotional social support (e.g. from 
friends, relatives, colleagues, ‘buddies’ 
or staff) for performance of the 
behaviour 
Note: if practical, code 3.2, Social 
support (practical); if unspecified, code 
3.1, Social support (unspecified) 
 

Ask the patient to take a 
partner or friend with them to 
their colonoscopy appointment 
 

4. Shaping knowledge 
4.1 Instruction on how to 

perform a behaviour 
Advise or agree on how to perform the 
behaviour (includes ‘Skills training’) 
Note: when the person attends classes 
such as exercise or cookery, code 4.1, 
Instruction on how to perform the 
behaviour, 8.1, Behavioural 
practice/rehearsal and 6.1, 
Demonstration of the behaviour 
 

Advise the person how to put a 
condom on a model of a penis 
correctly 
 

4.2 Information about 
antecedents 

Provide information about antecedents 
(e.g. social and environmental 
situations and events, emotions, 
cognitions) that reliably predict 
performance of the behaviour 
 

Advise to keep a record of 
snacking and of situations or 
events occurring prior to 
snacking 

4.3 Re-attribution Elicit perceived causes of behaviour 
and suggest alternative explanations 
(e.g. external or internal and stable or 
unstable) 

If the person attributes their 
over-eating to the frequent 
presence of delicious food, 
suggest that the ‘real’ cause 
may be the person’s inattention 
to bodily signals of hunger and 
satiety 
 

4.4 Behavioural 
experiments 

Advise on how to identify and test 
hypotheses about the behaviour, its 
causes and consequences, by collecting 
and interpreting data 

Ask a family physician to give 
evidence-based advice rather 
than prescribe antibiotics and 
to note whether the patients are 
grateful or annoyed 
 

5. Natural consequences 
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5.1 Information about 
health consequences 

Provide information (e.g. written, 
verbal, visual) about health 
consequences of performing the 
behaviour 
Note: consequences can be for any 
target, not just the recipient(s) of the 
intervention; emphasising importance 
of consequences is not sufficient; if 
information about emotional 
consequences, code 5.6, Information 
about emotional consequences; if 
about social, environmental or 
unspecified consequences code 5.3, 
Information about social and 
environmental consequences 
 

Explain that not finishing a 
course of antibiotics can 
increase susceptibility to future 
infection 
 
Present the likelihood of 
contracting a sexually 
transmitted infection following 
unprotected sexual behaviour 

5.2 Salience of 
consequences 

Use methods specifically designed to 
emphasise the consequences of 
performing the behaviour with the aim 
of making them more memorable (goes 
beyond informing about consequences) 
Note: if information about 
consequences, also code 5.1, 
Information about health 
consequences, 5.6, Information about 
emotional consequences or 5.3, 
Information about social and 
environmental consequences 
 

Produce cigarette packets 
showing pictures of health 
consequences e.g. diseased 
lungs, to highlight the dangers 
of continuing to smoke 

5.3 Information about 
social and 
environmental 
consequences 

Provide information (e.g. written, 
verbal, visual) about social and 
environmental consequences of 
performing the behaviour 
Note: consequences can be for any 
target, not just the recipient(s) of the 
intervention; if information about 
health or consequences, code 5.1, 
Information about health 
consequences; if about emotional 
consequences, code 5.6, Information 
about emotional consequences; if 
unspecified, code 5.3, Information 
about social and environmental 
consequences 
 

Tell family physician about 
financial remuneration for 
conducting health screening 
 
Inform a smoker that the 
majority of people disapprove 
of smoking in public places  

5.4 Monitoring of 
emotional 
consequences 
 

Prompt assessment of feelings after 
attempts at performing the behaviour 
 
 

Agree that the person will 
record how they feel after 
taking their daily walk 

5.5 Anticipated regret Induce or raise awareness of 
expectations of future regret about 
performance of the unwanted behaviour 
Note: not including 5.6, Information 
about emotional consequences; if 
suggests adoption of a perspective or 
new perspective in order to change 
cognitions also code 13.2, 
Framing/reframing 
 

Ask the person to assess the 
degree of regret they will feel 
if they do not quit smoking  
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5.6 Information about 
emotional 
consequences 

Provide information (e.g. written, 
verbal, visual) about emotional 
consequences of performing the 
behaviour 
Note: consequences can be related to 
emotional health disorders (e.g. 
depression, anxiety) and/or states of 
mind (e.g. low mood, stress); not 
including 5.5, Anticipated regret; 
consequences can be for any target, not 
just the recipient(s) of the intervention; 
if information about health 
consequences code 5.1, Information 
about health consequences; if about 
social, environmental or unspecified 
code 5.3, Information about social and 
environmental consequences 
 

Explain that quitting smoking 
increases happiness and life 
satisfaction 

6. Comparison of behaviour 
6.1 Demonstration of the 

behaviour 
Provide an observable sample of the 
performance of the behaviour, directly 
in person or indirectly e.g. via film, 
pictures, for the person to aspire to or 
imitate (includes ‘Modelling’). Note: if 
advised to practice, also code, 8.1, 
Behavioural practice and rehearsal; If 
provided with instructions on how to 
perform, also code 4.1, Instruction on 
how to perform the behaviour  

Demonstrate to nurses how to 
raise the issue of excessive 
drinking with patients via a 
role-play exercise 

6.2 Social comparison Draw attention to others’ performance 
to allow comparison with the person’s 
own performance Note: being in a 
group setting does not necessarily 
mean that social comparison is actually 
taking place 
 

Show the doctor the proportion 
of patients who were 
prescribed antibiotics for a 
common cold by other doctors 
and compare with their own 
data 

6.3 Information about 
others’ approval 

Provide information about what other 
people think about the behaviour. The 
information clarifies whether others 
will like, approve or disapprove of 
what the person is doing or will do 
 

Tell the staff at the hospital 
ward that staff at all other 
wards approve of washing their 
hands according to the 
guidelines 

7. Associations 
7.1 Prompts/cues Introduce or define environmental or 

social stimulus with the purpose of 
prompting or cueing the behaviour. The 
prompt or cue would normally occur at 
the time or place of performance 
Note: when a stimulus is linked to a 
specific action in an if-then plan 
including one or more of frequency, 
duration or intensity also code 1.4, 
Action planning. 
 

Put a sticker on the bathroom 
mirror to remind people to 
brush their teeth 
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7.2 Cue signalling reward Identify an environmental stimulus that 
reliably predicts that reward will follow 
the behaviour (includes 
‘Discriminative cue’) 

Advise that a fee will be paid 
to dentists for a particular 
dental treatment of 6-8 year 
old, but not older, children to 
encourage delivery of that 
treatment (the 6-8 year old 
children are the environmental 
stimulus) 
 

7.3 Reduce prompts/cues Withdraw gradually prompts to 
perform the behaviour (includes 
‘Fading’) 

Reduce gradually the number 
of reminders used to take 
medication 

7.4 Remove access to the 
reward 

Advise or arrange for the person to be 
separated from situations in which 
unwanted behaviour can be rewarded in 
order to reduce the behaviour (includes 
‘Time out’) 

Arrange for cupboard 
containing high calorie snacks 
to be locked for a specified 
period to reduce the 
consumption of sugary foods 
in between meals 
 

7.5 Remove aversive 
stimulus 

Advise or arrange for the removal of an 
aversive stimulus to facilitate 
behaviour change (includes ‘Escape 
learning’) 

Arrange for a gym-buddy to 
stop nagging the person to do 
more exercise in order to 
increase the desired exercise 
behaviour 
 

7.6 Satiation Advise or arrange repeated exposure to 
a stimulus that reduces or extinguishes 
a drive for the unwanted behaviour 

Arrange for the person to eat 
large quantities of chocolate, in 
order to reduce the person’s 
appetite for sweet foods 
 

7.7 Exposure Provide systematic confrontation with a 
feared stimulus to reduce the response 
to a later encounter 

Agree a schedule by which the 
person who is frightened of 
surgery will visit the hospital 
where they are scheduled to 
have surgery 
 

7.8 Associative learning Present a neutral stimulus jointly with a 
stimulus that already elicits the 
behaviour repeatedly until the neutral 
stimulus elicits that behaviour (includes 
‘Classical/Pavlovian Conditioning’) 
Note: when a BCT involves reward or 
punishment, code one or more of: 10.2, 
Material reward (behaviour); 10.3, 
Non-specific reward; 10.4, Social 
reward, 10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, 
Reward (outcome) 
 

Present repeatedly fatty foods 
with a disliked sauce to 
discourage the consumption of 
fatty foods 

8. Repetition and substitution 
8.1 Behavioural practice/ 

rehearsal 
Prompt practice or rehearsal of the 
performance of the behaviour one or 
more times in a context or at a time 
when the performance may not be 
necessary, in order to increase habit 
and skill 
Note: if aiming to associate 
performance with the context, also 
code 8.3, Habit formation 
 

Prompt asthma patients to 
practice measuring their peak 
flow in the nurse’s consulting 
room 
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8.2 Behaviour substitution Prompt substitution of the unwanted 
behaviour with a wanted or neutral 
behaviour 
Note: if this occurs regularly, also code 
8.4, Habit reversal 
 

Suggest that the person goes 
for a walk rather than watches 
television 

8.3 Habit formation Prompt rehearsal and repetition of the 
behaviour in the same context 
repeatedly so that the context elicits the 
behaviour 
Note: also code 8.1, Behavioural 
practice/rehearsal 
 

Prompt patients to take their 
statin tablet before brushing 
their teeth every evening 

8.4 Habit reversal Prompt rehearsal and repetition of an 
alternative behaviour to replace an 
unwanted habitual behaviour 
Note: also code 8.2, Behaviour 
substitution 
 

Ask the person to walk up 
stairs at work where they 
previously always took the lift  

8.5 Overcorrection Ask to repeat the wanted behaviour in 
an exaggerated way following an 
unwanted behaviour 
 

Ask to eat only fruit and 
vegetables the day after a poor 
diet 

8.6 Generalisation of a 
target behaviour 

Advise to perform the wanted 
behaviour, which is already performed 
in a particular situation, in another 
situation 
 

Advise to repeat toning 
exercises learned in the gym 
when at home 

8.7 Graded tasks Set easy-to-perform tasks, making them 
increasingly difficult, but achievable, 
until behaviour is performed 

Ask the person to walk for 100 
yards a day for the first week, 
then half a mile a day after 
they have successfully 
achieved 100 yards, then two 
miles a day after they have 
successfully achieved one mile 
 

9. Comparison of outcomes 
9.1 Credible source Present verbal or visual communication 

from a credible source in favour of or 
against the behaviour 
Note: code this BCT if source generally 
agreed on as credible e.g., health 
professionals, celebrities or words used 
to indicate expertise or leader in field 
and if the communication has the aim 
of persuading; if information about 
health consequences, also code 5.1, 
Information about health 
consequences, if about emotional 
consequences, also code 5.6, 
Information about emotional 
consequences; if about social, 
environmental or unspecified 
consequences also code 5.3, 
Information about social and 
environmental consequences 
 

Present a speech given by a 
high status professional to 
emphasise the importance of 
not exposing patients to 
unnecessary radiation by 
ordering X-rays for back pain 
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9.2 Pros and cons Advise the person to identify and 
compare reasons for wanting (pros) and 
not wanting to (cons) change the 
behaviour (includes ‘Decisional 
balance’) 
Note: if providing information about 
health consequences, also code 5.1, 
Information about health 
consequences; if providing information 
about emotional consequences, also 
code 5.6, Information about emotional 
consequences; if providing information 
about social, environmental or 
unspecified consequences also code 
5.3, Information about social and 
environmental consequences 
 

Advise the person to list and 
compare the advantages and 
disadvantages of prescribing 
antibiotics for upper 
respiratory tract infections 

9.3 Comparative 
imagining of future 
outcomes 

Prompt or advise the imagining and 
comparing of future outcomes of 
changed versus unchanged behaviour 

Prompt the person to imagine 
and compare likely or possible 
outcomes following attending 
versus not attending a 
screening appointment 
 
 
 
 

10. Reward and threat 
10.1 Material incentive 

(behaviour) 
Inform that money, vouchers or other 
valued objects will be delivered if and 
only if there has been effort and/or 
progress in performing the behaviour 
(includes ‘Positive reinforcement’) 
Note: if incentive is social, code 10.5, 
Social incentive if unspecified code 
10.6, Non-specific incentive, and not 
10.1, Material incentive (behaviour); 
if incentive is for outcome, code 10.8, 
Incentive (outcome). If reward is 
delivered also code one of: 10.2, 
Material reward (behaviour); 10.3, 
Non-specific reward; 10.4, Social 
reward, 10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, 
Reward (outcome) 
 

Inform that a financial 
payment will be made each 
month in pregnancy that the 
woman has not smoked 
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10.2 Material reward 
(behaviour) 

Arrange for the delivery of money, 
vouchers or other valued objects if and 
only if there has been effort and/or 
progress in performing the behaviour 
(includes ‘Positive reinforcement’) 
Note: If reward is social, code 10.4, 
Social reward, if unspecified code 10.3, 
Non-specific reward, and not 10.1, 
Material reward (behaviour); if 
reward is for outcome, code 10.10, 
Reward (outcome). If informed of 
reward in advance of rewarded 
behaviour, also code one of: 10.1, 
Material incentive (behaviour); 10.5, 
Social incentive; 10.6, Non-specific 
incentive; 10.7, Self-incentive; 10.8, 
Incentive (outcome) 
  

Arrange for the person to 
receive money that would have 
been spent on cigarettes if and 
only if the smoker has not 
smoked for one month 
 

10.3 Non-specific reward Arrange delivery of a reward if and 
only if there has been effort and/or 
progress in performing the behaviour 
(includes ‘Positive reinforcement’) 
Note: if reward is material, code 10.2, 
Material reward (behaviour), if social, 
code 10.4, Social reward, and not 10.3, 
Non-specific reward; if reward is for 
outcome code 10.10, Reward 
(outcome). If informed of reward in 
advance of rewarded behaviour, also 
code one of: 10.1, Material incentive 
(behaviour); 10.5, Social incentive; 
10.6, Non-specific incentive; 10.7, 
Self-incentive; 10.8, Incentive 
(outcome) 
 

Identify something (e.g. an 
activity such as a visit to the 
cinema) that the person values 
and arrange for this to be 
delivered if and only if they 
attend for health screening 

10.4 Social reward Arrange verbal or non-verbal reward if 
and only if there has been effort and/or 
progress in performing the behaviour 
(includes ‘Positive reinforcement’) 
Note: if reward is material, code 10.2, 
Material reward (behaviour), if 
unspecified code 10.3, Non-specific 
reward, and not 10.4, Social reward; if 
reward is for outcome code 10.10, 
Reward (outcome). If informed of 
reward in advance of rewarded 
behaviour, also code one of: 10.1, 
Material incentive (behaviour); 10.5, 
Social incentive; 10.6, Non-specific 
incentive; 10.7, Self-incentive; 10.8, 
Incentive (outcome) 
 

Congratulate the person for 
each day they eat a reduced fat 
diet 
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10.5 Social incentive Inform that a verbal or non-verbal 
reward will be delivered if and only if 
there has been effort and/or progress in 
performing the behaviour (includes 
‘Positive reinforcement’) 
Note: if incentive is material, code 
10.1, Material incentive (behaviour), if 
unspecified code 10.6, Non-specific 
incentive, and not 10.5, Social 
incentive; if incentive is for outcome 
code 10.8, Incentive (outcome). If 
reward is delivered also code one of: 
10.2, Material reward (behaviour); 
10.3, Non-specific reward; 10.4, 
Social reward, 10.9, Self-reward; 
10.10, Reward (outcome) 
 

Inform that they will be 
congratulated for each day they 
eat a reduced fat diet 
 

10.6 Non-specific incentive Inform that a reward will be delivered  
if and only if there has been effort 
and/or progress in performing the 
behaviour (includes ‘Positive 
reinforcement’) 
Note: if incentive is material, code 
10.1, Material incentive (behaviour), if 
social, code 10.5, Social incentive and 
not 10.6, Non-specific incentive; if 
incentive is for outcome code 10.8, 
Incentive (outcome). If reward is 
delivered also code one of: 10.2, 
Material reward (behaviour); 10.3, 
Non-specific reward; 10.4, Social 
reward, 10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, 
Reward (outcome) 
 

Identify an activity  that the 
person values and inform them 
that this will happen if and 
only if they attend for health 
screening 

10.7 Self-incentive Plan to reward self in future if and only 
if there has been effort and/or progress 
in performing the behaviour 
Note: if self-reward is material, also 
code 10.1, Material incentive 
(behaviour), if social, also code 10.5, 
Social incentive, if unspecified, also 
code 10.6, Non-specific incentive; if 
incentive is for outcome code 10.8, 
Incentive (outcome). If reward is 
delivered also code one of: 10.2, 
Material reward (behaviour); 10.3, 
Non-specific reward; 10.4, Social 
reward, 10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, 
Reward (outcome) 
 

Encourage to provide self with 
material (e.g., new clothes) or 
other valued objects if and 
only if they have adhered to a 
healthy diet 
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10.8 Incentive (outcome) Inform that  a reward will be delivered 
if and only if there has been effort 
and/or progress in achieving the 
behavioural outcome (includes 
‘Positive reinforcement’) 
Note: this includes social, material, 
self- and non-specific incentives for 
outcome; if incentive is for the 
behaviour code 10.5, Social incentive, 
10.1, Material incentive (behaviour), 
10.6, Non-specific incentive or 10.7, 
Self-incentive and not 10.8, Incentive 
(outcome). If reward is delivered also 
code one of: 10.2, Material reward 
(behaviour); 10.3, Non-specific 
reward; 10.4, Social reward, 10.9, 
Self-reward; 10.10, Reward (outcome) 
 

Inform the person that they 
will receive money if and only 
if a certain amount of weight is 
lost 

10.9 Self-reward Prompt self-praise or self-reward if and 
only if there has been effort and/or 
progress in performing the behaviour 
Note: if self-reward is material, also 
code 10.2, Material reward 
(behaviour), if social, also code 10.4, 
Social reward, if unspecified, also code 
10.3, Non-specific reward; if reward is 
for outcome code 10.10, Reward 
(outcome). If informed of reward in 
advance of rewarded behaviour, also 
code one of: 10.1, Material incentive 
(behaviour); 10.5, Social incentive; 
10.6, Non-specific incentive; 10.7, 
Self-incentive; 10.8, Incentive 
(outcome) 
 

Encourage to reward self with 
material (e.g., new clothes) or 
other valued objects if and 
only if they have adhered to a 
healthy diet 

10.10 Reward (outcome) Arrange for the delivery of a reward if 
and only if there has been effort and/or 
progress in achieving the behavioural 
outcome (includes ‘Positive 
reinforcement’) 
Note: this includes social, material, 
self- and non-specific rewards for 
outcome; if reward is for the behaviour 
code 10.4, Social reward, 10.2, 
Material reward (behaviour), 10.3, 
Non-specific reward or 10.9, Self-
reward and not 10.10, Reward 
(outcome). If informed of reward in 
advance of rewarded behaviour, also 
code one of: 10.1, Material incentive 
(behaviour); 10.5, Social incentive; 
10.6, Non-specific incentive; 10.7, 
Self-incentive; 10.8, Incentive 
(outcome) 
 

Arrange for the person to 
receive money if and only if a 
certain amount of weight is 
lost 
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10.11 Future punishment Inform that future punishment or 
removal of reward will be a 
consequence of performance of an 
unwanted behaviour (may include fear 
arousal) (includes ‘Threat’) 

Inform that continuing to 
consume 30 units of alcohol 
per day is likely to result in 
loss of employment if the 
person continues 
 

11. Regulation 
11.1 Pharmacological 

support 
Provide, or encourage the use of or 
adherence to, drugs to facilitate 
behaviour change  
Note: if pharmacological support to 
reduce negative emotions (i.e. anxiety) 
then also code 11.2, Reduce negative 
emotions 
 

Suggest the patient asks the 
family physician for nicotine 
replacement therapy to 
facilitate smoking cessation 
 

11.2 Reduce negative 
emotions b 

Advise on ways of reducing negative 
emotions to facilitate performance of 
the behaviour (includes ‘Stress 
Management’) 
Note: if includes analysing the 
behavioural problem, also code 1.2, 
Problem solving 
 

Advise on the use of stress 
management skills, e.g. to 
reduce anxiety about joining 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
 

11.3 Conserving mental 
resources 

Advise on ways of minimising 
demands on mental resources to 
facilitate behaviour change 
 

Advise to carry food calorie 
content information to reduce 
the burden on memory in 
making food choices 

11.4 Paradoxical 
instructions 

Advise to engage in some form of the 
unwanted behaviour with the aim of 
reducing motivation to engage in that 
behaviour 

Advise a smoker to smoke 
twice as many cigarettes a day 
as they usually do 
 
Tell the person to stay awake 
as long as possible in order to 
reduce insomnia 
 
 
 

12. Antecedents 
12.1 Restructuring the 

physical environment 
Change, or advise to change the 
physical environment in order to 
facilitate performance of the wanted 
behaviour or create barriers to the 
unwanted behaviour (other than 
prompts/cues, rewards and 
punishments) 
Note: this may also involve 12.3, 
Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues 
for the behaviour; if restructuring of 
the social environment code 12.2, 
Restructuring the social environment; 
if only adding objects to the 
environment, code 12.5, Adding objects 
to the environment 
 

Advise to keep biscuits and 
snacks in a cupboard that is 
inconvenient to get to 
 
Arrange to move vending 
machine out of the school 
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12.2 Restructuring the 
social environment 

Change, or advise to change the social 
environment in order to facilitate 
performance of the wanted behaviour 
or create barriers to the unwanted 
behaviour (other than prompts/cues, 
rewards and punishments) 
Note: this may also involve 12.3, 
Avoidance/reducing exposure to cues 
for the behaviour; if also restructuring 
of the physical environment also code 
12.1, Restructuring the physical 
environment 
 

Advise to minimise time spent 
with friends who drink heavily 
to reduce alcohol consumption 

12.3 Avoidance/reducing  
exposure to cues for 
the behaviour 

Advise on how to avoid exposure to 
specific social and contextual/physical 
cues for the behaviour, including 
changing daily or weekly routines 
Note: this may also involve 12.1, 
Restructuring the physical 
environment and/or 12.2, 
Restructuring the social environment; 
if the BCT includes analysing the 
behavioural problem, only code 1.2, 
Problem solving 
 

Suggest to a person who wants 
to quit smoking that their 
social life focus on activities 
other than pubs and bars which 
have been associated with 
smoking 

12.4 Distraction Advise or arrange to use an alternative 
focus for attention to avoid triggers for 
unwanted behaviour 

Suggest to a person who is 
trying to avoid between-meal 
snacking to focus on a topic 
they enjoy (e.g. holiday plans) 
instead of focusing on food  
 

12.5 Adding objects to the 
environment 

Add objects to the environment in 
order to facilitate performance of the 
behaviour 
Note: Provision of information (e.g. 
written, verbal, visual) in a booklet or 
leaflet is insufficient. If this is 
accompanied by social support, also 
code 3.2, Social support (practical); if 
the environment is changed beyond the 
addition of objects, also code 12.1, 
Restructuring the physical 
environment 
 

Provide free condoms to 
facilitate safe sex 
 
Provide attractive toothbrush 
to improve tooth brushing 
technique 

12.6 Body changes Alter body structure, functioning or 
support directly to facilitate behaviour 
change 

Prompt strength training, 
relaxation training or provide 
assistive aids (e.g. a hearing 
aid) 
 

13. Identity 
13.1 Identification of self 

as role model 
Inform that one's own behaviour may 
be an example to others 

Inform the person that  if they 
eat healthily, that may be a 
good example for their 
children 
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13.2 Framing/reframing Suggest the deliberate adoption of a 
perspective or new perspective on 
behaviour (e.g. its purpose) in order to 
change cognitions or emotions about 
performing the behaviour (includes 
‘Cognitive structuring’); If 
information about consequences then 
code 5.1, Information about health 
consequences, 5.6, Information about 
emotional consequences or 5.3, 
Information about social and 
environmental consequences instead 
of 13.2, Framing/reframing 
 

Suggest that the person might 
think of the tasks as reducing 
sedentary behaviour (rather 
than increasing activity) 

13.3 Incompatible beliefs Draw attention to discrepancies 
between current or past behaviour and 
self-image, in order to create 
discomfort (includes ‘Cognitive 
dissonance’) 
 
 

Draw attention to a doctor’s 
liberal use of blood transfusion  
and their self-identification as 
a proponent of evidence-based 
medical practice 

13.4 Valued self-identity Advise the person to write or complete 
rating scales about a cherished value or 
personal strength as a means of 
affirming the person’s identity as part 
of a behaviour change strategy  
(includes ‘Self-affirmation’) 
 

Advise the person to write 
about their personal strengths 
before they receive a message 
advocating the behaviour 
change 

13.5 Identity associated 
with changed 
behaviour 

Advise the person to construct a new 
self-identity as someone who ‘used to 
engage with the unwanted behaviour’ 
 
 
 
 

Ask the person to articulate 
their new identity as an ‘ex-
smoker’ 
 
 

14. Scheduled consequences 
14.1 Behaviour cost Arrange for withdrawal of something 

valued if and only if an unwanted 
behaviour is performed (includes 
‘Response cost’). Note if withdrawal 
of contingent reward code, 14.3, 
Remove reward 
 

Subtract money from a prepaid 
refundable deposit when a 
cigarette is smoked 

14.2 Punishment Arrange for aversive consequence 
contingent on the performance of the 
unwanted behaviour 

Arrange for the person to wear 
unattractive clothes following 
consumption of fatty foods 
 

14.3 Remove reward Arrange for discontinuation of 
contingent reward following 
performance of the unwanted behaviour 
(includes ‘Extinction’) 

Arrange for the other people in 
the household to ignore the 
person every time they eat 
chocolate (rather than 
attending to them by criticising 
or persuading) 
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14.4 Reward 
approximation 

Arrange for reward following any 
approximation to the target behaviour, 
gradually rewarding only performance 
closer to the wanted behaviour 
(includes ‘Shaping’) 
Note: also code one of 59-63 
 

Arrange reward for any 
reduction in daily calories, 
gradually requiring the daily 
calorie count to become closer 
to the planned calorie intake 

14.5 Rewarding completion Build up behaviour by arranging 
reward following final component of 
the behaviour; gradually add the 
components of the behaviour that occur 
earlier in the behavioural sequence 
(includes ‘Backward chaining’) 
Note: also code one of 10.2, Material 
reward (behaviour); 10.3, Non-
specific reward; 10.4, Social reward, 
10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, Reward 
(outcome) 
 

Reward eating a supplied low 
calorie meal; then make reward 
contingent on cooking and 
eating the meal; then make 
reward contingent on 
purchasing, cooking and eating 
the meal 

14.6 Situation-specific 
reward 

Arrange for reward following the 
behaviour in one situation but not in 
another (includes ‘Discrimination 
training’)   
Note: also code one of 10.2, Material 
reward (behaviour); 10.3, Non-
specific reward; 10.4, Social reward, 
10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, Reward 
(outcome) 
 

Arrange reward for eating at 
mealtimes but not between 
meals 

14.7 Reward incompatible 
behaviour 

Arrange reward for responding in a 
manner that is incompatible with a 
previous response to that situation 
(includes ‘Counter-conditioning’) 
Note: also code one of 10.2, Material 
reward (behaviour); 10.3, Non-
specific reward; 10.4, Social reward, 
10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, Reward 
(outcome) 
 

Arrange reward  for ordering a 
soft drink at the bar rather than 
an alcoholic beverage 
 

14.8 Reward alternative 
behaviour 

Arrange reward for performance of an 
alternative to the unwanted behaviour 
(includes ‘Differential 
reinforcement’) 
Note: also code one of 10.2, Material 
reward (behaviour); 10.3, Non-
specific reward; 10.4, Social reward, 
10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, Reward 
(outcome); consider also coding 1.2, 
Problem solving 
 

Reward for consumption of 
low fat foods but not 
consumption of high fat foods 

14.9 Reduce reward 
frequency 

Arrange for rewards to be made 
contingent on increasing duration or 
frequency of the behaviour (includes 
‘Thinning’) 
Note: also code one of 10.2, Material 
reward (behaviour); 10.3, Non-
specific reward; 10.4, Social reward, 
10.9, Self-reward; 10.10, Reward 
(outcome) 
 

Arrange reward for each day 
without smoking, then each 
week, then each month, then 
every 2 months and so on 
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14.10 Remove punishment Arrange for removal of an unpleasant 
consequence contingent on 
performance of the wanted behaviour 
(includes ‘Negative reinforcement’) 

Arrange for someone else to do 
housecleaning only if the 
person has adhered to the 
medication regimen for a week 
 

15. Self-belief 
15.1 Verbal persuasion 

about capability 
Tell the person that they can 
successfully perform the wanted 
behaviour, arguing against self-doubts 
and asserting that they can and will 
succeed 
 

Tell the person that they can 
successfully increase their 
physical activity, despite their 
recent heart attack. 
 

15.2 Mental rehearsal of 
successful 
performance 

Advise to practise imagining 
performing the behaviour successfully 
in relevant contexts 
 

Advise to imagine eating and 
enjoying a salad in a work 
canteen 
 

15.3 Focus on past success Advise to think about or list previous 
successes in performing the behaviour 
(or parts of it) 

Advise to describe or list the 
occasions on which the person 
had ordered a non-alcoholic 
drink in a bar 
 

15.4 Self-talk Prompt positive self-talk (aloud or 
silently) before and during the 
behaviour 

Prompt the person to tell 
themselves that a walk will be 
energising 
 

16. Covert learning 
16.1 Imaginary 

punishment 
Advise to imagine performing the 
unwanted behaviour in a real-life 
situation followed by imagining an 
unpleasant consequence (includes 
‘Covert sensitisation’) 
 

Advise to imagine overeating 
and then vomiting 
 

16.2 Imaginary reward Advise to imagine performing the 
wanted behaviour in a real-life 
situation followed by imagining a 
pleasant consequence (includes 
‘Covert conditioning’) 
 
 

Advise the health professional 
to imagine giving dietary 
advice followed by the patient 
losing weight and no longer 
being diabetic 

16.3 Vicarious 
consequences 

Prompt observation of the 
consequences (including rewards and 
punishments) for others when they 
perform the  behaviour 
Note: if observation of health 
consequences, also code 5.1, 
Information about health 
consequences; if of emotional 
consequences, also code 5.6, 
Information about emotional 
consequences, if of  social, 
environmental or unspecified 
consequences, also code 5.3, 
Information about social and 
environmental consequences 
 

Draw attention to the positive 
comments other staff get when 
they disinfect their hands 
regularly  
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Appendix G: List of Excluded EPOC Systematic Reviews 

Authors Review objective 
Number of 
studies 
(type) 

Outcome measured 
Target 
sample 
(number of 
Participants) 

Reason for 
exclusion 

Akl et al. 
(2009) 

Assess the effect of educational 
games on health professionals' 
performance, knowledge, skills, 
attitude and satisfaction, and on 
patient outcomes 

1 (RCT) 
Did not assess any patient 
or process of care 
outcomes; knowledge test  

Qualified 
healthcare 
professionals 
or in 
postgraduate 
training 

Not a change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Blough et 
al. (2009) 

To assess the effect of organisational 
interventions for the mental and 
physical health problems of persons 
with intellectual disabilities 

8 (6 RCTs 
1CBA; 
1ITS) 

Measures of function, 
caregiver burden; quality 
of life 

Unclear 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency; 
unclear direction 
of change 

Bunn et al. 
(2009) 

To assess the effects of telephone 
consultation on safety, service usage 
and patient satisfaction and to 
compare telephone consultation by 
different health care professionals 

9 (5 RCTs; 
1 CCT; 3 
ITS) 

Visits to the GP; return 
consultation; patient in 
death 

Unclear 
Not a change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Butler et al. 
(2011) 

Was to explore the effect of hospital 
nurse staffing models on patient and 
staff-related outcomes 

15 

 Patient death rates, 
attendance at the 
emergency department, or 
readmission rates; patient 
hospital stays; pressure 
ulcers; patient outcomes; 
staff turnover 

Patients and 
nursing staff 
working in 
hospital 
settings 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Drahota et 
al. (2012) 

To assess the effects of hospital 
environments on adult patient health-
related outcomes 

102 
Patient anxiety; patient 
physiological outcomes; 
medication consumption 

Unclear 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency;  

Dudley & 
Garner 
(2011) 

To assess the effects of strategies to 
integrate primary health care services 
on healthcare delivery and health 
status in low- and middle-income 
countries. 

9 (5RCT; 
4CBA) 

Service utilization; patient 
knowledge; patient 
satisfaction with services; 
health outcomes; health 
seeking behaviour; 
disease incidence 

Unclear 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Ellis et al. 
(2011) 

The medical, psychological and 
functional capabilities of a frail elderly 
person in order to develop a co-
ordinated and integrated plan for 
treatment and long-term follow up. 

22 (trials) Patient mortality, living in 
home, cognitive function 

Multidisciplin
ary health 
professionals 
(10,315 pts.?) 

Outcomes are 
patient specific 

Flodgren et 
al. (2011) 

Improving health care organization 
behaviour, healthcare professional 
behaviour or patient outcomes  

1 (clustered 
RCT); 1 
(ITS) 

Unclear: accreditation 
status; hospital quality of 
care; nurse perceptions of 
clinical quality, 
participation, an teamwork; 
patient MRSA infection 
data 

Unclear 
(healthcare 
organization; 
nurses) 

Not a change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Flodgren et 
al. (2012) 

For patients at risk of developing 
healthcare-acquired pressure ulcers 
(HAPUs), as measured by the HAPU 
rate.  

1 (ITS) Unclear 

Nurses; 
patients 
(unknown 
number) 

Not a change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Forster et 
al. (2009) 

To examine the effectiveness of 
attendance at a medical day hospital 
for elderly people in preventing death, 
disability, and institutionalisation and 
improving subjective health status. 

13 (trials) 

Death; required 
institutional care; 
deterioration in ADL; 
hospital bed use 

Unclear 
(3007 
patients) 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency;  

Griffiths et 
al. (2009) 

Comparison of nursing-led inpatients 
units versus usual inpatients led by 
doctors 

10 (RCTs 
or quasi-
RCT) 

Inpatient mortality; 
discharge to institutional 
care; functional status at 
discharge; early 
readmission; length of 
inpatient stay; cost of care 

Not stated 
(nurses; 
doctors) 
(1896 
patients) 

Not a change in 
behaviour 
frequency 
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Grilli et al. 
(2009) 

To assess the effects of mass media 
on the utilisation of health services. 20 (ITS) Unclear 

Unclear 
(health 
professional 
and patients) 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency;  

Gruen et al. 
(2009) 

To explore the effectiveness of smart 
home technologies as an intervention 
for people with physical disability, 
cognitive impairment or learning 
disability, who are living at home, and 
to consider the impact on the 
individual's health status and on the 
financial resources of health care. 

73 

Improve access; patient 
health outcomes; efficient 
and guideline-consistent 
care; use of inpatient 
services 

Unclear 
 Not a change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Hodgkin 
son et al. 
(2011) 

To identify which staffing models are 
associated with the best patient and 
staff outcomes 

2 (ITS; 
Controlled 
B&A) 

Resident well being or 
behaviour; 'staff outcomes' 

Unclear: a 
primary-care 
model; team-
nursing 
model; usual-
care model 

Outcomes are 
patient specific 

Ketelaar et 
al. (2011) 

To determine the effectiveness of the 
public release of performance data in 
changing the behaviour of healthcare 
consumers, professionals, and 
organizations 

4 

Consumer behaviour; 
health plan choice in 
Medicaid population; 
patient volumes for 
coronary bypass surgery; 
patient volume of acute MI 

1560 
hospitals; 
35000 
consumers 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency;  

Lagarde & 
Palmer 
(2009) 

To assess the effectiveness of 
contracting out healthcare services in 
improving access to care in low and 
middle-income countries and, where 
possible, health outcomes. 

3 

Access of health service; 
utilization of health 
services; out-of-pocket 
expenditures; health 
outcomes 

Unclear 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency;  

Lagarde & 
Palmer 
(2011) 

The impact of user fees on access to 
health services in low- and middle-
income countries 

16 
Use of health services; 
health outcomes; health 
expenditures 

Unclear 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency;  

Lagarde et 
al. (2009) 

To assess the effectiveness of CCT 
in improving access to care and 
health outcomes, in particular for 
poorer populations in low and middle-
income countries. 

10 papers 
(6 studies) 

Use of health services; 
nutritional status and 
health outcomes 

Unclear 
(primary 
health care) 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency;  

Laurant et 
al. (2009) 

To evaluate the impact of doctor-
nurse substitution in primary care on 
patient outcomes, process of care, 
and resource utilisation including 
cost. 

25 articles 
(16 studies) 

Patient health outcomes, 
consultation length; 
amount information 
provided; patient recall 

Doctors and 
nurses 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Meng et al. 
(2012)  

To assess the effectiveness of 
outreach strategies for expanding 
insurance coverage who are eligible 
for health insurance scheme 

2 (1RCT; 
1quasiRCT
) 

Enrolment of children into 
health insurance Unclear 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Opiyo & 
English 
(2010) 

To investigate the effectiveness of in-
service training of health 
professionals on their management 
and care of the seriously ill newborn 
or child in low and middle-income 
settings. 

2 (RCTs) 

Performance of adequate 
initial resuscitation steps; 
frequency of inappropriate 
and potentially harmful 
practices; assessment of 
breathing and newborns 
care practices in the 
delivery room  

Unclear 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Pariyo et 
al. (2009) 

To assess the effect of changes in 
the pre-licensure education of health 
professionals on health-worker 
supply. 

2 Unclear Health 
professionals 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Rotter et al. 
(2010) 

Professional practice (e.g. quality of 
documentation), patient outcomes 
(e.g. mortality, complications), length 
of hospital stay and hospital costs. 
Complications assessed included 
wound infections, bleeding and 
pneumonia 

27  

In hospital complications; 
clinician documentation; 
readmission to hospital; in 
hospital mortality; length of 
stay; hospital 
costs/charges 

Health 
professionals 
(11,398 pts.?) 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 
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Sheppard 
et al (2012) 

To determine if providing home-
based end of life care reduces the 
likelihood of dying in hospital and 
what effect this has on patients' 
symptoms, quality of life, health 
service costs and care givers 
compared with inpatient hospital or 
hospice care. 

4 

More like to die; functional 
status (measured by the 
Barthel Index); 
psychological well being or 
cognitive status; 
admissions to hospital 
whilst receiving home-
based end of life care; 
patient satisfaction; impact 
on care givers. 

Unclear (652 
patients) 

Outcomes are 
patient specific 

Sheppard 
et al. 
(2009) 

Comparison of four 'distinct models of 
care': Multi-systemic therapy (MST) 
at home, Intensive home treatment, 
Intensive home-based crisis 
intervention, Specialist outpatient 
services 

7 (RCTs) 
Patient improvement in 
adaptability; cohesion; 
days out of school  

Unknown 
(799) 
(multiple 
groups within 
mental health 
services) 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Sheppard 
et al. 
(2010) 

The development of an individualised 
discharge plan for the patient prior to 
leaving hospital, with the aim of 
containing costs and improving 
patient outcomes 

21 (RCTs) 

Hospital length of stay; 
readmission to hospital; 
mortality; discharged from 
hospital to home; patient 
satisfaction; overall 
healthcare cost. 

Unclear 
(7234 
patients) 

Outcomes are 
patient specific, 
unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Sheppard 
et al. 
(2011) 

To determine, in the context of a 
systematic review and meta analysis, 
the effectiveness and cost of 
managing patients with admission 
avoidance hospital at home 
compared with in-patient hospital 
care. 

10 (RCTs) 

Patient mortality; 
admissions; functional 
ability; quality of life; 
cognitive ability; patient 
satisfaction; cost of care 

Unclear; 
health care 
professionals 
(1333 
patients) 

Outcomes are 
patient specific 

Sheppard 
et al. 
(2011) 

To determine, in the context of a 
systematic review and meta-analysis, 
the effectiveness and cost of 
managing patients with early 
discharge hospital at home compared 
with in-patient hospital care. 

26 (RCTs) 

Patient mortality; 
readmission rates; number 
in residential care at 
follow-up; patient 
satisfaction; cost savings 

Unclear 
(3967 
patients) 

Outcomes are 
patient specific 

Smith et al. 
(2009) 

Shared-care health service 
interventions designed to improve the 
management of chronic disease 
across the primary-specialty care 
interface 

20 (19 
RCTs) 

Physical or mental health 
outcomes, psychosocial 
outcomes, psychosocial 
measures  

Primary care 
physician; 
specialty care 
physicians 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency 

Tudor Car 
et al. 
(2011) 

To assess the effect of integration of 
perinatal prevention of mother-to-
child HIV transmission (PMTCT) 
measures with other health care 
services on coverage and service 
uptake compared to stand-alone 
PMTCT programmes and healthcare 
services or partially integrated 
PMTCT interventions. 

1 (RCT) Unclear Unclear 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency; 
unclear direction 
of change 

Witter et al. 
(2012) 

To assess the current evidence for 
the effects of paying for performance 
on the provision of health care and 
health outcomes in low- and middle-
income countries 

9 (1RCT; 6 
CBA; 2 
ITS) 

Cases of TB; wasting and 
self-reported health by 
parents of the under-fives; 
C-reactive protein (CRP)-
negative and not anaemic. 

Unclear 

Unclear change in 
behaviour 
frequency; 
unclear direction 
of change 
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Appendix H: List of Interventions Articles excluded from BCT Coding  
Authors Systematic 

review Design Behaviour change Reason for exclusion 

Bahrami et al., 
2004  A+F cRCT 

Adherence to the SIGN guideline for 
management of impacted and un-erupted 
third molars 

Direction unclear 

Baker et al, 
2003  A+F cRCT 

Improved test ordering (can be both 
increasing and Decreasing depending on 
the pt.) 

Direction unclear 

Baker et al., 
1997 A+F cRCT 

Improved management of patients taking 
benzodiazepines long term (guicdlien 
compliance) 

Behaviour change is not described as a 
frequency change 

Blais et al., 
2008 A+F RCT Improve use of medication to treat asthma Behaviour change is not described as a 

frequency change 
Boekeloo et al., 
1990 A+F cRCT Increased adherence to cholesterol 

management opportunities 
Changes in behaviours not described as 
change in frequency 

Borer et al., 
2004 AB RCT Unclear (providing appropriate therapy) Direction unclear 

Borgiel et al., 
1999  A+F RCT Improving quality of care by GP's Changes in behaviours not described as 

change in frequency 

Bouza et al., 
2004 AB RCT Unclear (providing adequate therapy) 

Change is not described as a change in 
frequency (change in adequate antibiotic 
treatment) 

Bregnhoj et al., 
2009 A+F cRCT  Improve prescribing in older adults 

Change in behaviour not describes as 
change in frequency (appropriateness 
based on the MAI incorporates explicit 
criteria and uses implicit instructions.  

Bruins et al., 
2005 AB RCT Improve clinical outcomes (undefined) Not a change in frequency (appropriate 

use) 
Buntinx et al., 
1993 A+F cRCT Improved quality of cervical smears 

(technique of smear) 
Change in behaviour was not about 
changing frequency (technique of smear) 

Burton et al., 
1991 AB RCT Use Bayesian  Not a change in frequency (dose 

adjustment) 

Charrier et al., 
2008 A+F RCT 

Adherence to protocols for preventing 
pressure lesions and managing peripheral 
and central venous catheters 

No clear direction  +30 checklist for 
number of behaviours 

Cheater et al., 
2006 A+F cRCT 

Compliance with review criteria for 
assessment and management of urinary 
incontinence and impact on psychological 
and social well-being and symptoms 

Change in behaviour was not a change In 
frequency (compliance to assessment 
and mgmt. of incontinence) 

Claes et al., 
2005 A+F cRCT Improve quality of oral anticoagulation 

therapy in GP's 

Change not a change in frequency (he 
quality of anticoagulation management, 
defined as the proportion of time that INR-
values were within target range) 

Curran et al., 
2008 A+F cRCT Decreasing MRSA infections Change in behaviour not a change in 

frequency  
De Almeida 
Neto et al., 
2000 

A+F cRCT 
 Improved pharmacist participation in 
counselling clients for pharmacist only (non-
prescription) prescriptions 

Change in behaviour not a change in 
frequency  

Dean et al., 
2001 AB cRCT 

Change antibiotic timing and selection 
(unclear in abstract) (compliance with 
guidelines to reduce community acquired 
pneumonia) 

Change not identified as change in 
Frequency (implement guidelines) 
measure patient related - length of stay. 
30 day mortality) 

Dempsey et al., 
1995 AB ITS Improvement in clinical management of 

patients 

Change is not described as a change in 
frequency (patient quality outcomes and 
change in dosage of antibiotic and 
selection) 

Eltayeb et al., 
2005 A+F RCT Improved prescribing for sexual transmitted 

diseases 
Change not described as change in 
frequency (unclear) 

Filardo et al., 
2009 A+F cRCT Congestive heart failure and pneumonia 

care mgmt. 
Direction of change unclear  - composite 
of quality improvement study - outcome 
measure composite score of management 

Gullion et al., 
1998 A+F cRCT Physician management of hypertension and 

blood pressure 
Change is described as unclear as a 
change in frequency 

Gums et al., AB cRCT Improve suboptimal intravenous antibiotics   Change is not described as a change in 
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1999 frequency (dosage and selection) -
"optimal antibiotic choices and dosages" 

Heller et al., 
2001 A+F RCT Management of unstable angina Change in behaviour is not clearly a 

change in frequency. 

Hemminiki et 
al., 1992 A+F RCT 

No specific behaviour was targeted but 
change in cesarean section rates was the 
outcome measure 

Unclear whether change in behaviour was 
a change in frequency.  Quality of care.  

Hendryx et al., 
1998 A+F cRCT Improve quality of care (processes, 

resources, outcomes) 
Unclear whether change in behaviour is 
chine in frequency (44 indicators0 

Herrin et al., 
2006 A+F cRCT Improved diabetes care Unclear change in behaviour is a change 

in frequency.  

Lagerlov et al., 
2000 A+F RCT 

Improved appropriate (direction unclear) 
prescribing for asthma and urinary tract 
infections 

direction of change unclear.  The 
difference in proportions of acceptably 
and unacceptably treated asthma patients 
before and after the intervention was 
calculated within the asthma and control 
(UTI) groups. 

Landgren et al., 
1988 AB CBA 

Appropriateness of Antibiotic prescribing 
based on duration and timing (no direction 
given) 

change is not described as a change in 
frequency (duration of prophylaxis) 

Linn et al., 1980 A+F cRCT Improved emergency room burn care Change unclear as a change in frequency 
and direction unclear. 

Marton et al., 
1985 A+F cRCT Modifying physician use of the laboratory Change unclear as a change in frequency 

and direction unclear. 

McAlister et al., 
1986 A+F cRCT Improved management of hypertension by 

GP's 

change in behaviour not a change in 
frequency. Not sure what they are 
measuring. 

McClellan et al., 
2004 A+F RCT Adherence to haemodialysis care guidelines Direction if change frequency unclear - 

improvement of adequacy of care 

Mol et al., 2005 AB ITS Improve suboptimal prescribing of 
ciprofloxacin and co-amoxiclav. 

change is not described as a change in 
frequency 

Norton et al., 
1985 A+F cRCT Recording of cystitis and vaginitis change is not described as a change in 

frequency 

Phillips et al., 
2005 A+F cRCT Management of diabetes 

Unclear as to the behaviour being 
targeted (improving HBA1c levels in 
patients but not sure what behaviour MDs 
performed) 

Raasch et al., 
2000 A+F cRCT Diagnosis and management of suspicious 

skin lesions 
Correct diagnosis behaviour not 
described as a frequency change 

Rantz et al., 
2001 A+F cRCT Improve clinical practice in nursing Change in direction not a change in 

frequency (behaviours unclear) 
Rask et al., 
2001 A+F cRCT Adherence to guidelines re preventative 

services for diabetes 
Change unclear as a change in frequency 
and direction unclear. 

Robling et al., 
2002  IM/ A+F RCT Improve imaging practice according to 

guidelines 
change is not a change in direction (don't 
know what the problem is) 

Ruangkanchan
asetr et al., 
1993 

A+F cRCT Utilization of laboratory investigations Change unclear as a change in frequency 
and direction unclear. 

Schectman et 
al., 2003  IM cRCT 

Improve guideline adherence for acute low 
back pain (guideline compliance- behaviour 
described as 'general management of a 
problem')  

change is not specific to one direction. 
Not a change in Frequency.  

Schneider et 
al., 2008 A+F cRCT Improved asthma care (multiple guidelines) direction of change unclear; not 

necessarily a change in frequency. 

Senn et al., 
2004 AB   Improving appropriate antibiotic use 

Change is not a change in frequency - it's 
a modification in  Duration at 
reassessment. 

Sinclair et al., 
1982 A+F cRCT Implementing a quality assurance model in 

children’s mental health 
Change is unclear whether it was a 
change in frequency 

Smith et al., 
1998 (1995) A+F cRCT Adherence to guidelines for sedative 

hypnotic medication 
Quality of information given to parents for 
genetic screening 

Socolar et al., 
1998 A+F cRCT 

Improved chart documentation and 
knowledge of physicians doing evaluations 
for child sexual abuse 

Quality of chart documentation/ not a 
change in frequency 

Stevenson et 
al., 1988 AB cRCT Improved antibiotic prescribing (decrease 

cost) 
Change is unclear whether it was a 
change in frequency 
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Svetkey et al., 
2009 A+F RCT Improved adherence to hypertension 

treatment guidelines 

Unclear behaviours (adherence to 
guidelines doesn't report what behaviours 
the guidelines include) 

Toltiz et al., 
2002  AB cRCT 

Follow rotation (gentamicin, piperacillin 
tazobactam, and ceftazidime) protocol to 
decrease antibiotic resistant Bacilli 

change in behaviour is not a change in 
frequency 

Trenholme et 
al., 1989 AB cRCT Follow recommendations (compliance in 

Recommendations)  

Change in behaviour is not specific 
change in direction. Depends on 
recommendation.  

van den 
Hombergh et 
al., 1999 

A+F ITS Improved practice management in general 
Change in behaviour not reported as a 
charge in frequency (208 quality 
indicators grouped in chapters and 
dimensions) 

van der 
Weijden et al., 
1999 

A+F cRCT Adherence to a cholesterol guideline Unclear description of behaviour, 
adhering to cholesterol guidelines 

Vingerhoets et 
al., 2001 A+F cRCT GP care that results in improved patient 

evaluation of care 
behaviour not reported as change in 
frequency. patient satisfaction with GP 
care  

Walker, 1998 AB RCT Duration of patient’s drug and route of 
administration Unable to retrieve article 

Ward et al., 
1996 A+F CCT Management of Type 2 diabetes Unclear behaviours  

Weitzman et al., 
2009 A+F RCT Improved diabetes care (glycaemic, lipid, 

and blood pressure control) 

Patient outcome measures (lower level of 
HBA1c, LDL and SBP measures) 
behaviour not a change in frequency 

Ziemer et al., 
2006 A+F cRCT Improve provider adherence to guidelines to 

improve glycaemic control 
Behaviour non-specific not described as a 
change in frequency.  
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Appendix I: Intervention Articles Targeting Multiple Behaviours in Both Directions 
 

Excluded from the analysis because unable identify which BCT targeted which behaviour 
and outcome was typically a summation score of whether or not HCP followed the 
appropriate guideline (either do or do not do).   

 

Authors Systematic 
review 

Behaviour Change How was change measured? Reason for exclusion 

Canovas 
2009 A+F 

Three Behaviours (two 
increasing and one 
decreasing) improved 
quality of common cold 
management  

(1) Physical examination (ear, 
throat, nose and chest) should be 
performed. (2) Prescribed treatment 
should be recorded. (3) Antibiotics, 
systemic antihistaminics, and 
corticoids should not be 
prescribed.) 

Unable to link BCTs to 
target behaviours 

O'Connell 
1999 A+F Improve Prescribing of 

Five drugs 

Studied five main drug groups: 
angiotensin converting enzyme 
inhibitors, lipid lowering drugs, 
histamine H2-receptor antagonists, 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs, and oral antibiotics. 

Unable to link BCTs to 
target behaviours 

Ornstein 
2004 A+F 

Improved preventative 
cardiovascular care (21 
quality indicators) 

Hypertension Process measures; 
Hyperlipidaemia (general 
population screening) Process 
measures; Heart failure Process 
measure; Atrial fibrillation Process 
measure; Diabetes mellitus Process 
measures 

Unable to differentiate 
outcome to different 
direction of behaviours; 
Unable to link BCTs to 
target behaviours 

Nilsson 
2001 A+F Improved multiple 

prescribing behaviours 

Use of beta-blocking agents and 
diuretics; prescribing rates in 
general and per prescription; 
prescribing rates of H2-receptor 
antagonists at the expense of PPIs. 

Unable to link BCTs to 
target behaviours 

Sauaia 
2000 A+F 

Appropriate acute 
myocardial infarction 
care (7 guidelines) 

Proportion of patient receiving 
reperfusion, aspirin, beta blockers, 
or ACE inhibitors 

Unable to differentiate 
outcome to different 
direction of behaviours; 
Unable to link BCTs to 
target behaviours 

Soumerai 
1998 A+F 

Adhere to acute 
myocardial infarction 
Management (2 
guidelines) 

Use of Aspirin and thrombolytics in 
eligible elderly patients, b-blockers 
in all eligible patients for acute 
myocardial infarction (AMI), and 
use of prophylactic lidocaine. 

Unable to link BCTs to 
target behaviours 

Wahlstro
m 2003 A+F 

Improve case 
management for 
malaria, diarrhoea and 
pneumonia 

Sum of mean scores for standard 
treatment indicators (STGs) of 
malaria, diarrhoea and pneumonia 
for all prescribers 

Unable to differentiate 
outcome to different 
direction of behaviours  
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Appendix J: Characteristics of Included Intervention Articles for BCT Coding 
Authors EPOC 

review 
Direction 
of change  

Behaviour 
change 

How change was 
measured 

Target 
professionals 

Sample 
size 

Study 
Design 

Abramowitz 
(1982) [311] AB Decrease 

Reduce cost of 
antibiotic 
prescribing  

Total cost of all antibiotic 
prescribed 

All Clinicians 
responsible for 
Prescribing 
Antibiotics in 
hospital in US 

N/a ITS 

Adachi (1997) 
[312] AB Decrease 

Limit to use of 
Vancomycin to 
appropriate usage 

Use of order sheet and 
Vancomycin prescribing 

Physicians in 
US hospital 
responsible for 
ordering 
antibiotics 

N/a ITS 

Anderson 
(1994) [313] A+F Increase 

Increase 
prescription for 
prophylaxis for 
venous 
thromboembolism 

Patients were judged to 
have received adequate 
prophylaxis if one or 
more of (low- dose 
subcutaneous heparin, 
warfarin, intermittent 
pneumatic calf 
compression, or 
placement of an inferior 
vena caval filter or clip) 
methods were continued 
for at least 24 hours. 

Physicians in 
10 hospitals in 
the US 

N/a cRCT 

Ansari (2003) 
[314] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate use 
of Alert antibiotics 

Use of alert antibiotics 

physicians in 
one hospital in 
the UK 
excluding 
haematology 
and paediatrics 

n/a ITS 

Avorn (1988) 
[315] AB Decrease Reduce antibiotic 

prescribing 
Percentage of patients 
with kinetically incorrect 
dosing of cefazolin 

Hospital 
Physicians Not Clear ITS 

Awad (2006) 
[316] A+F Decrease 

Decrease 
inappropriate 
antibiotic 
prescribing 

Antibiotic prescribing Family 
physicians/ GP 50 cRCT 

Bailey (1997) 
[317] AB Decrease Discontinue IV 

antibiotic Duration of IV antibiotic  
Physicians in 
two hospitals in 
the US 

n/a RCT 

Baker (1987) 
[318] IM Decrease 

Reducing 
unnecessary 
lumbosacral 
radiography 

Number of lumbosacral 
spine radiographies 

Physicians in 
trauma centre 
in New york city 

n/a ITS 

Baker (2003) 
[319] A+F Increase 

Improved care for 
adults with 
asthma and 
angina (number of 
behaviours)  

The number of 
pathology tests ordered 
by general practices. 

Family 
physicians/ GP NR cRCT 

Balas (1998) 
[320] A+F Increase 

Increased 
consideration of 
peritoneal dialysis 
as the preferred 
method 

The number of patients 
allocated to peritoneal 
dialysis  

Physicians in 
dialysis clinics.  10 cRCT 

Barlow (2007) 
[321] AB Increase 

Improve antibiotic 
prescribing for 
patients within 4hr 
of admission 

 Appropriate antibiotics 
within 4 h of admission 

Physicians at 
Acute & 
Emergency 
department  

n/a 
ITS 
(Contro
lled) 

Batty (2001) 
[322] A+F Decrease 

Increased 
appropriate use of 
benzodiazepines 
in older adults 

Observed and 
appropriate prescribing 
of benzodiazepines 

Physicians, 
pharmacists 
and nurses 
involved in the 
care of elderly 
patients. 

NR cRCT 
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Beck (2005) 
[323] A+F Increase 

Increase beta 
blocker 
prescribing 

The proportion of elderly 
survivors of AMI at each 
study hospital who filled 
a prescription for a beta 
blocker within 30 days 
after discharge. 

Internists  NR cRCT 

Belliveau 
(1996) [324] AB Decrease Reducing 

vancomycin  
Amount of vancomycin 
used 

All physicians at 
one teaching 
hospital 

n/a ITS 

Bentz (2007) 
[325] A+F Increase 

Increasing rate of 
referral to a state-
level tobacco quit-
line 

EHR-documented rates 
of advising, assessing, 
and assisting  

Physicians from 
19 primary care 
clinics 

279 cRCT 

Berild (2002) 
[326] AB Decrease 

Reduce the 
antibiotic 
consumption 

Total antibiotic usage 
and usage of 5 specific 
groups 

Paediatricians 
in hospital n/a ITS 

Berman 
(1998) [327] A+F Decrease 

Reducing costs of 
drugs and 
supplies used by 
anaesthesiologist
s 

Costs for carotid 
endarterectomies and 
for lumbar 
decompressions; use 
rates for propofol and 
etomidate and for 
patient warming devices.  

Anaesthesiolog
y residents  27 RCT  

Bonevski 
(1999) [328] A+F Increase 

Increasing rates 
of 3 screening 
behaviours 
(cholesterol, 
blood pressure, 
cervical 
screening) 

Rates for cholesterol, 
blood pressure, cervical 
screening, and identify 3 
risk behaviours 
(smoking, alcohol, 
benzodiazepines) 

General 
practitioners 19 cRCT 

Boyd (2002) 
[329] IM Increase Increase BMD 

Screening 

Telephone surveyors 
asked patients about 
Screening 

Primary care 
physicians  149 cRCT 

Bradley 
(1999) [330] AB Decrease Decrease 

antibiotic use  Antibiotic usage 
Physicians on a 
haematology 
ward 

n/a ITS 

Brady (1988) 
[331] A+F Increase 

Increase influenza 
vaccination and 
breast cancer 
screening 

Rates of influenza 
vaccination; rate of 
mammography ordering 

Internists  45 cRCT 

Brown (1994) 
[332] A+F Increase 

Increase number 
of patients with 
notation in chart 

Percentage of records 
containing at least one 
periodontal diagnostic 
notation; percentage of 
records with at least one 
preventive notation and 
one treatment item 

Dentists NR cRCT 

Buffington 
(1991) [333] A+F Increase Increasing flu 

immunization 

Influenza immunization 
rates of elderly patients 
seen in private 
physicians' offices 

 45 physicians 
in 13 private 
practice groups 
agreed to 
participate. 

45 cRCT 

Bunz (1990) 
[334] AB Decrease 

Extending to 
dosage interval of 
antibiotic 
prescription 

Number of prescriptions  Physicians n/a ITS, 
UBA 

Calil (2001) 
[335] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate 
antibiotic 
prescribing  

The incidence and 
prevalence of multi-
resistant E cloacae 

Health 
professional in 
one hospital 
neonatal unit. 

n/a ITS 

Carling 
(2003) [336] AB Decrease Reduce antibiotic 

use Use of antibiotics 
Health 
professional in 
a hospital 

n/a ITS 
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Charbonneau 
(2006) [337] AB Decrease Decrease 

fluoroquinolone  

Defined daily doses 
(DDDs) per 1000 bed-
days of fluoroquinolone 
use 

All antibiotic 
prescribers, 
including 
residents and 
senior 
physicians in a 
university 
hospital in 
France 

N/a 
ITS 
(Contro
lled) 

Chassin 
(1986) [338] A+F Decrease 

Reducing 
inappropriate use 
of X-ray 
pelvimetry 

Rate of pelvimetry 
1483 physicians 
at 120 hospitals 
in six states. 

1483 cRCT 

Christ-Crain 
(2004) [339] AB Decrease 

Reduce antibiotic 
use in lower 
respiratory tract 
infections 

Use of antibiotics Physicians n/a cRCT 

Christ-Crain 
(2006) [340] AB Decrease  

Reduces 
antibiotic use in 
community-
acquired 
pneumonia. 

Was total antibiotic use 
(i.e., antibiotic 
prescription [percentage] 

Physicians n/a RCT 

Chu (2003)  
[341] AB Increase 

Improvement in 
the management 
of pneumonia 

Use of antibiotics Health 
professionals n/a CBA 

Climo (1998) 
[342] AB Decrease 

Reduction in the 
use of 
clindamycin 

Use of antibiotics Physicians n/a ITS 

Cline (2007) 
[343] A+F Increase  Increase in 

Referral rates 

Hypertension specific 
referrals in discharge 
documentation for 
patients seen after an 
episode of hypertension, 
defined as a presenting 
blood pressure of 
160/100 mm Hg or 
higher 

ER Physicians 30 cRCT 

Cohen (1982) 
[344] A+F Decrease 

Decrease 
physician test 
usage 

Tests usage X-ray and 
lab tests 

Physicians in 
hospital n/a cRCT 

Curtis (2005) 
[345] A+F Increase 

 Increase testing 
of CBC, Creatine, 
and use of 
cytoprotective 
agents. 

The proportion patients 
with an increased risk 
for NSAID GI toxicity 
who had at least 1 CBC 
test performed); (2) the 
proportion of the 
physician’s patients with 
an increased risk for 
NSAID renal toxicity who 
had at least 1 creatinine 
test performed; and (3) 
the proportion of users 
of traditional NSAIDs 
with NSAID-related GI 
risk receiving a 
cytoprotective agent  

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
internists 

101 cRCT 

Curtis (2007) 
[346] IM /A+F Increase 

Increase bone 
mineral density 
(BMD) testing / 
increase bone 
mineral density 
testing and 
osteoporosis 
medication 
prescription 

Proportion of the long-
term glucocorticoid 
users of each physician 
in the 1-year following 
the intervention who 
underwent BMD testing 
and received 
prescription 
osteoporosis medication  

Physicians 
treating long-
term 
Glucocorticoid 
patients 

153 cRCT 

De Champs 
(1994) [347] AB Decrease Use amikacin 

instead of Rate of amikacin use Clinicians on 
neonatal/paedia n/a ITS 
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gentamicin  tric ward 

De Man 
(2000) [348] AB Decrease 

Change from 
group of 
antibiotics to 
another 

Use over number of 
days. 

Clinicians on 
two neonatal 
wards 

n/a cCCT 

Dey (2004) 
[349] IM Decrease 

Improve 
management of 
low back pain 

Referral rates within 3 
mos.; number of 
prescribed opioids and 
relaxants; number of 
referrals to secondary 
care; number of referral 
to physio or education 
program. 

Primary care 
physicians Not Clear cRCT 

Dranitisaris 
(2001) [350] AB Decrease 

Decrease 
inappropriate use 
of cefotaxime 
according to 
hospital 
guidelines 

Percentage of 
prescribing consistent 
with guidelines. 

Physicians 
managing 
patients with 
infections 
requiring IV 
cefotaxime 

n/a RCT 

Eccles (2001) 
[351] IM /A+F Decrease 

Reducing GP 
requests for 
radiological tests 
on lumbar spine 
and knee 
radiographs 

The number of each 
radiograph requested 
per 1000 patients 
registered with every 
practice per year for 2 
years; the second year 
was the intervention 
period. 

General 
practitioner 162 cRCT 

Everett 
(1983) [352] A+F Decrease 

Decrease the use 
of laboratory 
services 

The unit of statistical 
analysis consisted of the 
number of tests 
performed 

Internal 
medicine 
physicians 

n/a cRCT 

Everitt (1990) 
[353] AB Decrease 

Decrease 
inappropriate 
perioperative 
prophylaxis 
antibiotics  

Relative use of 
Cefazolin or cefoxitin in 
caesarean sections that 
received <5g of either 
drug perioperatively.  

Physicians in 
Obstetrics & 
Gynaecology 

n/a ITS 

Fairbrother 
(1999) [354] A+F Increase 

Improved 
immunization 
rates 

Up to date immunization 
status Physicians 83 cRCT 

Feldstein 
(2006) [355] IM Increase 

Increase in BMD 
measurement and 
osteoporosis 
medication. 

BMD measurement and 
osteoporosis 
medication. 

Primary care 
physicians  159 RCT 

Feldstein 
(2007) [356] IM Increase 

Improve 
management of 
osteoporosis after 
a fracture either 
by BMD or 
treatment (both 
together) 

Proportion of patients 
who received BMD 
within 6 mos. post-
fracture; proportion who 
had Osteoporosis 
medication prescribed 

Family 
Physicians 255 RCT 

Ferguson 
(2003) [357] A+F Increase 

Increased use of 
process 
measures in 
patients 
undergoing 
coronary artery 
bypass graft 
surgery 

Use of process of care 
measures: Beta-
blockage and internal 
mammary artery grafting 

Health 
Professionals in 
hospital  

n/a cRCT 

Fine (2003) 
[358] AB Decrease 

Reduce duration 
of Intravenous 
Antibiotic 

Duration of intravenous 
antibiotic therapy Physicians 545 cRCT 

Foster (2007) 
[359] A+F Increase 

Improved 
management of 
asthma (recording 
peak flow in chart) 

Number of patients with 
asthma with peak flow 
recordings 

Primary care 
physicians who 
deliver most 
pneumonia care 

n/a CBA 
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Foy (2004) 
[360] AB/ A+F Increase 

Antibiotic 
prophylaxis or 
screening for 
lower genital tract 
infection (unclear 
of direction) 

Odds ratio of receiving 
prophylactic antibiotics 
or screening for lower 
genital tract infection  

Clinician in 
gynaecological 
unit  

NR cRCT 

Franz (2004) 
[361] AB Decrease Reduce antibiotic 

therapy 

Proportion of infants 
treated with antibiotics 
within 7 days after study 
entry of all infants 
enrolled for suspected 
infection 

Physicians in 
neonatology NR RCT 

Fraser (1997) 
[362] AB Decrease 

Antibiotic choice, 
dosing regime or 
timing 

Antibiotic charges 

Physicians in 
Medical, 
surgery, 
intensive care, 
haematology 
and oncology.  

n/a RCT 

Fridkin (2002) 
[363] AB Decrease Reduce 

vancomycin use 

Vancomycin use; 
presence of 
vancomycin-resistant 
enterococci 

Physicians in 
ICU  NR CBA 

Frijling (2002) 
[364] A+F Increase 

Improved decision 
making in 
diabetes care 

Compliance rates with 
evidence-based 
recommendations 
pertaining to discussion 
of body weight control, 
discussion of problems 
with medication, blood 
pressure measurement, 
foot examination, eye 
examination, initiating 
anti-diabetic medication 
or increasing the dosage 
in cases of uncontrolled 
blood glucose, and 
scheduling a follow-up 
appointment 

Family 
physicians/ GP 185 cRCT 

Frijling (2003) 
[365] A+F Increase 

Increase 
frequency of 12 
behaviours 

Clinical decision making 
of GP's in 
cardiovascular care (12 
Behaviours assessment 
of risk factors for Newly 
diagnosed hypertension)  

Family 
physicians/ GP 185 cRCT 

Gama (1992) 
[366] A+F Decrease 

Decreasing 
laboratory test 
usage 

Clinical chemistry test 
requests, revenue 
expenditure 

Consultant 
physicians (3 
intervention; 2 
control) 

5 cRCT 

Gardner 
(2005) [367] IM Increase 

Increase the 
follow-up for a hip 
fracture by BMD 
ordered and anti-
resorptive 
Therapy. 

The ratio of the number 
of patients in each group 
to the number of 
patients in whom their 
primary physician had 
addressed the 
osteoporosis, as 
reported by the patient.  

Primary care 
physicians  n/a RCT 

Gehlbach 
(1984) [368] A+F Increase Increase generic 

drug prescribing 
Increase generic drug 
prescribing 

Family 
physicians/ GP 32 cRCT 

Gerding 
(1985) [369] AB Decrease 

Change from one 
antibiotic to 
another 

Aminoglycoside use and 
resistance to gentamicin  

Physicians in 
14 hospitals  n/a ITS, 

UBA 

Goff (2003) 
[370] A+F Increase 

Increased use of 
coronary heart 
disease 
medications 

The use of 3-hydroxy- 
3methylglutaryl 
coenzyme A (HMG CoA) 
reductase inhibitors, 
beta blockers, and 
angiotensin-converting 

Primary 
physicians 605 cRCT 
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enzyme (ACE) inhibitors 
in patients with CHD 

Gould (1997) 
[371] HH Increase 

Increase the 
frequency of 
nurses’ hand 
decontamination 

 Frequency of nurses’ 
hand decontamination 

Nurses on four 
ward 50 CBA 

Grady (1997) 
[372] A+F Increase 

Increasing 
mammography 
referral 

Quarterly and annual 
mammography referral 
rates, Quarterly and 
annual mammography 
completion rates 

Primary care 
physicians  109 cRCT 

Guadagnoli 
(2000) [373] A+F Increase 

Improving 
discussion of 
surgical treatment 
options for 
patients with 
breast cancer 

Proportion of patients 
who report surgeon 
didn't discuss surgical 
options 

Surgeons NR cRCT 

Gupta (1989) 
[374] AB Decrease Reduce Cefazolin 

usage 

Percentage of order that 
complied with extended 
intervals  

Health 
professional  N/A ITS 

Halm (2004) 
[375] AB Increase 

Improve the 
quality, efficiency, 
and patient 
understanding of 
care for 
community-
acquired 
pneumonia 

Percentage of patients 
treated with appropriate 
antibiotic 

Hospital 
Physicians Not Clear ITS 

Hayes (2001) 
[376] A+F Increase 

Improved care of 
inpatients with 
venous 
thrombosis 

Nuclear medicine—
ventilation perfusion 
lung scans Routine INR 
reporting with 
prothrombin times 
Use of heparin 
nomogram, standard 
orders, or protocol 

Internists  NR RCT 

Hayes (2002) 
[377] A+F Increase 

Adherence to 
congestive heart 
failure guidelines 
(guidelines used) 
four indicators of 
increase in 
behaviour  

Documentation of left 
ventricle function, Use of 
ACE inhibitors, Use of 
target dose of ACE 
inhibitors, Use of 
warfarin. 

Internists  NR cRCT 

Herbert 
(2004) [378] A+F Increase 

Improved 
prescribing for 
hypertension 

Increased prescriptions 
of thiazide 

Family 
physicians/ GP 200 cRCT 

Hershey 
(1986) [379] A+F Decrease 

Reduction of 
prescribing 
charges 

Mean number of 
prescription per patient. 

Residents in 
four firms in a 
US hospital 

24 cRCT 

Hershey 
(1988) [380] A+F Decrease 

Reducing total 
outpatient 
prescribing 
charges 

Outpatient pharmacy 
charges 

Residents in 
four units in a 
US hospital 

49 cRCT 

Hess (1990) 
[381] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
antimicrobial 
agents  

Total expenditure for 
antimicrobial agents 

Hospital staff in 
US N/A ITS 

Hillman 
(1998) [382] A+F Increase 

Increased 
compliance to 
cancer screening 

Mammography, breast 
exam, colorectal 
screening, and Pap 
testing compliance rates 
were evaluated 

Primary care 
physicians N/A  cRCT 

Hillman 
(1999) [383] A+F Increase 

Compliance with 
paediatric care 
guidelines 
(immunization + 
other) 

Increase a number of 
behaviours 

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
paediatricians 

NR cRCT 
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Himmelberg 
(1991) [384] AB Increase Increase antibiotic 

usage  
Quantity of Antimicrobial 
Use  

Hospital 
physicians 
excluding 
paediatric 
department 

n/a ITS 

Hollingworth 
(2006) [385] IM Decrease 

Reduce 
unnecessary 
radiographs by 
limiting referrals 
to patients based 
on guidelines 

Primary care requests 
for lumbar 
spine radiography from 
computerised records 

Primary care 
Professionals NR ITS 

Holm (1990) 
[386] A+F Decrease 

Decreasing 
prescription rate 
of 
hypnotics/sedativ
es 

The prescription rate 
was recorded before 
and after the 
intervention. 

General 
Practitioners 356 cRCT 

Huang (2002) 
[387] HH Increase 

Improve 
preventative 
behaviours and 
practices in 
personal and 
professional 
practice 

Percentage of nurses 
washing hands before 
and after pt. contact 

Nurses in one 
hospital 98 RCT 

Huber (1982) 
[388] AB Decrease 

Decrease 
benzodiazepines 
and 
cephalosporins 

Dosage units dispensed 
Physicians in 
large US 
hospital 

NR ITS 

Hulgan 
(2004) [389] AB Increase 

Increase the 
proportion of oral 
quinolone 
antibiotic orders 

Proportion of oral 
quinolone antibiotic 
orders placed for 
hospitalized patients. 

Health care 
professionals at 
university 
hospital in the 
southeastern 
US 

N/A ITS 

Hux (1999) 
[390] A+F Decrease Improved 

antibiotic use 
Decrease prescription 
cost. 

Family 
physicians/ GP 251 cRCT 

Inaraja (1986) 
[391] AB Decrease Reduce 

cephalosporins 
Frequency of use of 
each group of 
antimicrobial agents 

Health 
professionals in 
university 
hospital in 
Spain 

N/A ITS 

Jackson 
(2005) [392] IM Decrease 

Improve 
management of 
Acute low back 
pain 

Number of radiographs 
ordered for LBP; 
medication 
recommendations 
(acetaminophen, 
NSAIDs, muscle 
relaxants, narcotics); 
physiotherapy referrals 

Primary care 
physicians Not Clear ITS 

Kahan (2009) 
[393] A+F Increase 

Adherence to a 
guideline for the 
treatment of acute 
uncomplicated 
cystitis in women  

Increase prescribing of 
nitrofurantoin  

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
internists 

298 cRCT 

Kerry (2000) 
[394] IM / A+F Decrease 

Reduce the 
number of GP 
radiological 
requests / 
decreasing X-ray 
referral in GP's 

Requests for spinal 
examinations  

General 
Practitioners 175 cRCT 

Khan (2003) 
[395] AB Decrease Reduce use of 

cephalosporins Incidence of C.Diff. 
Anyone who 
prescribes 
cephalosporins 
in hospital  

N/A ITS 

Kiefe (2001) 
[396] A+F Increase Improved 

diabetes care Number of behaviours 
Family 
physicians / GP 
/ internists 

97 cRCT 
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Kim (1999) 
[397] A+F Increase 

Improving quality 
of care by GP's 
for those 65-75 
years old 

Provide advice about 
Influenza vaccine 
Pneumococcal vaccine; 
Tetanus vaccine 
Mammography Breast 
examination Exercise 
counselling Smoking 
cessation 

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
internists 

48 cRCT 

Kinsinger 
(1998) [398] A+F Increase 

Improved breast 
cancer screening 
rates 

Mammography were 
recorded in two ways 
mention of the test in the 
visit note and actual 
report of the test in the 
medical record 

Physicians and 
staff of 62 
randomly 
selected family 
medicine and 
general internal 
medicine 
practices 

N/A cRCT 

Kogan (2003) 
[399] A+F Increase 

Improved 
compliance with 
preventive health 
and disease 
management 
recommendations 

Screening (10) 
Immunizations (3) 
Counselling (5) Total 
preventive health (18) 
Diabetes management 
(12) Hypertension 
management (5) 
Coronary artery disease 
management (5) Asthma 
management (5) 

Internists 44 cRCT 

Kritchevsky 
(2008) [400] A+F Increase 

Appropriate pre-
surgical 
antimicrobial 
prophylaxis 

The change in the 
hospital’s proportion of 
patients receiving 
appropriately timed 
prophylaxis, defined as 
the proportion of 
patients who received at 
least 1 prophylaxis dose 
administered within 60 
minutes before incision  

Surgeons NR RCT 

Kumana 
(2001) [401] 
 

AB Decrease 

Reduce 
unnecessary use 
of vancomycin 
and teicoplanin 
based on CDC 
Guidelines 

Glycopeptides usage 
data for our hospital and 
others in Hong Kong 
were retrieved and 
analysed as well as 
samples of records of 
our inpatients with 
staphylococcal 
septicaemia (pre and 
during ICF). 

Health 
Professionals in 
hospital in Hong 
Kong 

n/a ITS 

Lafata (2007) 
[402] IM Increase 

Improve 
osteoporosis 
screening with 
BMD test 

Screening rates 
Primary care 
physicians in 15 
clinics 

n/a cRCT 

Lakshminaray
an (2010) 
[403] 

A+F Increase 
Improved stroke 
care for 10 
performance 
measures 

Acute care bundle (3 
PERFORMANCE 
MEASURES); Inpatient 
care bundle (4 
PERFORMANCE 
MEASURES) Discharge 
care bundle (3 
PERFORMANCE 
MEASURES); 

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
internists 

NR cRCT 

Landman 
(1999) [404] AB Decrease 

Replace one 
antibiotic for 
another  

Presence of bacteria 
infection 

Hospital 
Physicians Not Clear ITS 

Lautenbach 
(2003) [405] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
vancomycin, and 
third generation 
cephalosporins 

Use of vancomycin 
Health 
professional at 
hospital in US 
hospital 

N/A ITS 
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Lee (1995) 
[406] AB Decrease 

Change from one 
antibiotic to 
another 

Antimicrobial cost 
savings (1993-1994) 
and number of 
recommendations made 
and accepted JAN-DEC 
1994 

Physicians in 
hospital n/a ITS 

Leverstein-
van Hall 
(2001) [407] 

AB Decrease 
Reduce antibiotic 
prescribing for 
Gram negative 
infection 

Prevalence of 
gentamicin resistant 
Enterobacteriaceae; use 
of antibiotics in DDD/100 
bed  

Physicians in 
neurology and 
neurosurgery 
divisions 

n/a ITS 

Lobach 
(1996) [408] A+F Increase 

Adherence to 
diabetes 
guidelines 
Measure of 
HBA1c, Flu 
vaccine, 
cholesterol 

Hba1c or cholesterol 
influenza  

Family 
physicians/ GP 45 cRCT 

Lomas (1991) 
[409] A+F Increase 

Improved 
management of 
woman with 
previous 
cesarean 

Increase trial of labour 
and vaginal birth rates 
decrease cesarean 

Obstetricians 76 cRCT 

Madaras-
Kelly (2006) 
[410] 

AB Decrease 
Decrease the use 
of fluoroquinolone 
antibiotics 

Decrease in infection 
(secondary 
fluoroquinolone usage) 

Physician in a 
Veterans Affairs 
(USA) hospital 
with an 
extended care 
facility 

n/a ITS 

Mainous 
(2000) [411] A+F Decrease Reduce antibiotic 

prescription 
Reduce antibiotic 
overuse 

Primary care 
physicians 216 cRCT 

Majumdar 
(2004) [412] IM Increase 

Increase 
detection / 
improve rates of 
BMD testing 

The primary end point 
was the prescription of 
osteoporosis treatment 6 
months after fracture. 
Secondary end points 
included rates of testing 
for bone mineral density 

Emergency 
department 
physicians in 
two hospitals in 
Canada 

101 CCT 

Majumdar 
(2007) [413] IM Increase 

Improve 
Osteoporosis 
Treatment After 
Hip Fracture 

Proportion of patients 
who had BMD testing 
within 6 mos.; 
bisphosphonate therapy. 

health 
professional in 
a hospital 

Not Clear RCT 

Majumdar 
(2008) [414] IM Increase 

Improve the 
quality of 
osteoporosis 
care.  

Occurrence of a bone 
mineral density test; 
(secondary measure 
increase BMD testing) 

Primary care 
physicians n/a RCT 

Martin (1980) 
[415] A+F Decrease 

Reduce ordering 
of lab and 
radiology tests 

Number of laboratory 
and radiology tests 

Medical 
residence in 
first year post 
graduate 

24 cRCT 

Matowe 
(2002) [416] IM Decrease  Improve referral 

for radiography 
Number of X-ray 
referrals 

Primary care 
physicians Not Clear ITS 

May (2000) 
[417] AB Decrease Decrease use of 

cephalosporins Use of antibiotics 

Health 
Professionals in 
a burn and 
Trauma ICU 
who prescribe 
antibiotics 

N/A 
ITS 
(Contro
lled) 

Mayer (1998) 
[418] A+F Increase 

Skin cancer 
prevention 
counselling  

Rate of cancer 
preventative counselling Pharmacists 138 cRCT 

McCartney 
(1997) [419] A+F Increase 

Improved 
prophylactic 
aspirin 
prescription 

Increase aspirin in 
patients with hearth 
disease 

Family 
physicians/ GP 28 RCT 
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McClellan 
(2003) [420] A+F Increase 

Monitoring 
glycosylated 
haemoglobin in 
Diabetes Mellitus 

The measures of the 
effect of our intervention 
included changes in 
frequency of 
measurement of HbA1C, 
quantitative urine 
protein, and dilated eye 
examinations.  

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
internists/obstet
ricians 

477 cRCT 

McConnell 
(1982) [421] A+F Decrease Tetracycline 

prescription Tetracycline for URTI Primary care 
physicians 35 cRCT 

McElnay 
(1995) [422] AB Decrease Reduce antibiotic 

usage  
Expenditure on 
antibiotics 

Physicians from 
various 
specialities 
within hospital 

n/a ITS 

McGowan 
(1976) [423] AB Decrease 

Decrease use of 
restricted 
antimicrobial 
drugs 

 Proportion of Antibiotic 
expenditures 

Physicians in 
hospital n/a ITS 

McLaughlin 
(2005) [424] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate 
intravenous (IV) 
antibiotic therapy  

IV antibiotic duration, 
appropriateness of IV 
route, switching 

On-call junior 
medical staff n/a ITS 

McNulty 
(1997) [425] AB Decrease 

Decrease use of 
restricted 
antibiotic drugs 

Cefuroxime prescribing  Physicians in 
elderly care unit n/a ITS 

Mercer (1999) 
[426] AB Decrease Reduce antibiotic 

use 

Antibiotic use and cost 
data for the 12 -month 
periods 

Health 
professionals 
responsible for 
Antibiotic 
prescribing 

n/a ITS 

Meyer (1993) 
[427] AB Decrease Decrease use of 

Ceftazidime 

Use of ceftazidime, 
imipenem and 
ceftriaxone. 

Physicians at a 
hospital in USA n/a ITS 

Micek (2004) 
[428] AB Decrease Decrease 

antibiotics 
Duration of antibiotic 
treatment.  

Health 
professionals 
responsible for 
Antibiotic 
prescribing 

n/a RCT 

Millard (2008) 
[429] A+F Increase  

Improved 
documentation of 
dementia 

Increase dementia 
diagnosis 

Family 
physicians/ GP 14 cRCT 

Mitchell 
(2005) [430] A+F Increase 

Management of 
hypertension in 
GP 

Increase number of 
patients with identified, 
treated, and controlled 
hypertension  

Family 
physicians/ GP 189 cRCT 

Moher (2001) 
[431] A+F Increase 

Secondary 
prevention of 
coronary artery 
disease in primary 
care  

Increase assessment of 
Cholesterol levels, 
reporting of smoking 
status, in blood 
pressure, prescribing of 
hypotensive, lipid 
lowering, or antiplatelet 
agents,  

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
nurses 

NR cRCT 

Mold (2008) 
[432] A+F Increase 

Increase 
preventative 
services in 
primary care 

Rates in a number 
preventative services 
(DTaP#4, 
measles/mumps/rubella, 
HepB#3, Pneumovax, 
mammography, and 
colorectal cancer 
screening). 

Family 
physicians 24 cRCT 

Naughton 
(2001) [433] AB Increase 

Increase use of 
parenteral 
antibiotic for 
treatment of 
nursing home 

Antibiotic use at 
diagnosis 

Health 
professionals in 
10 skilled 
nursing facilities 
in the US 

N/A RCT 
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pneumonia 

Naughton 
(2007) [434] A+F Increase 

Prescribing of 
preventative 
cardiovascular 
disease therapy 

Increase prescription for 
patients with CVD 

Family 
physicians/ GP 109 RCT 

Naughton 
(2009) [435] A+F Decrease 

Reducing: the 
overall rate of 
antibiotic and 
proportion of 
second-line 
antibiotic 
prescribing. 

Rate of prescription and 
proportion of second-line 
antibiotic prescription 

Family 
physicians/ GP 110 cRCT 

Nilsson 
(2001) [436] A+F 

Both 
(multiple 

behaviours) 

Improved 
prescribing 
behaviour 

Prescribing of beta-
blocking agents and 
diuretics; increase 
prescribing in general 
and per prescription and 
the prescribing of H2-
receptor antagonists at 
the expense of PPIs 

Family 
physicians/ GP 40 RCT 

O'Connor 
(2009) [437] A+F Increase 

Improved safety 
and quality of 
diabetes care 

A1C and LDL 
cholesterol testing rates 

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
internists 

123 cRCT 

Oakeshott 
(1994) [438] IM Decrease 

Reduce the use of 
clinically unhelpful 
X-ray 
examinations. 

Number of X-rays 
requested 

General 
Practitioners 170 cRCT 

Oosterheert 
(2005) [439] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
unnecessary 
antibiotic use 

Duration of treatment 
(days) 

Health 
professionals in 
a university 
hospital in the 
Netherlands 

n/a RCT 

Palmer 
(1985) [440] A+F Increase 

Improved care for 
4 medical, 4 
paediatric tasks 

Follow-up of a new 
finding of a hematocrit of 
34 or less in women and 
38 or less in men; 
Performance of annual 
Pap smears and breast 
examinations; Follow-up 
of serum glucose of 200 
mg/dl or more in adults; 
Monitoring of adult 
patients on digoxin; 
Follow-up of a new 
finding of a positive 
urine culture in children 
6 months to 16 years of 
age; Compliance with 
selected well childcare 
standards of the 
American Academy of 
Paediatrics; Assessment 
of the risk of 
dehydration; follow-up of 
children 8 years of age 
and younger to detect 
resolution of middle ear 
effusion in an episode of 
otitis media 

Internist / 
paediatricians 711 cRCT 

Patel (1989) 
[441] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
augmentin 
antibiotics 

Expenditure of oral co-
amoxiclav. 

Hospital 
Physicians Not Clear ITS 

Paul (2006) 
[442] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate 
antibiotic use  

Appropriate antibiotic 
treatment, was 
assessed among 

Health 
professionals in 
hospitals in 

n/a cRCT 
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patients with 
microbiologically 
documented infections 
(MDI).. 

Israel, Germany 
and Italy 

Pear (1994) 
[443] AB Decrease Decrease use of 

clindamycin 

Cases of C. dif. 
associated diarrhoea; 
Prevalence of 
clindamycin-resistant C. 
dif.  

Physicians in 
hospital n/a ITS 

Perez (2003) 
[444] AB Decrease 

Reduce incorrect 
prescribing of 
antibiotics 

Rate of incorrect 
prescriptions 

Physicians, 
surgeons, 
paediatricians, 
obstetricians-
gynaecologists 
and intensivists 

n/a ITS 

Pimlott (2003) 
[445] A+F Decrease 

Appropriate 
prescribing of 
benzodiazepines 
to elderly patients  

Reduction in long acting 
benzodiazepine 
prescriptions for elderly 
patients 

Family 
physicians/ GP 374 cRCT 

Prihar (2008) 
[446] IM Increase 

Increase BMD 
screening in 
women over 65 

BMD screening rates 
Residents in 
academic 
internal 
medicine clinics 

44 cRCT 

Quinley 
(2004) [447] A+F Increase Improved 

vaccination rates 

The change in 
cumulative 
pneumococcal 
vaccination rates 

Primary care 
physicians 1061 cRCT 

Richards 
(2003) [448] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
cefotaxime or 
ceftriaxone 

Change in rate of CEFX  All physicians in 
the hospital n/a ITS 

Richardson 
(2000) [449] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate use 
of vancomycin 
according to 
hospital 
guidelines 

Percentage of episodes 
of vancomycin use 
deemed inappropriate.  

 All physicians 
in the hospital n/a ITS 

Rossignol 
(2000) [450] IM Decrease 

Improve the 
treatment of sub 
acute low-back 
pain patients. 
Decrease use of 
X-rays 

Proportion of patients 
who received Imaging 
(X-ray, Ct, MRI, or 
myelogram) within 6 
months 

Primary care 
Professionals n/a RCT 

Rozental 
(2008) [451] IM Increase 

Improve low 
evaluation rates 
(BMD tests) for 
osteoporosis  

Rate of BMD testing 

Orthopaedic 
surgeon and 
primary care 
physicians 

n/a RCT 

Rust (1999) 
[452] A+F Increase Increased 

immunization 

The immunization level 
of 2-year-old children in 
the resident clinic was 
the main outcome of 
interest 

Postgraduate 
level 2 and 
postgraduate 
level 3 
paediatric 
residents 

32 cRCT 

Saizy-Callaert 
(2003) [453] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
prescribing of 
most expense 
antibiotic  

Anti-Infective 
Expenditure (AIE) per 
hospital patient.  

All physicians in 
the hospital n/a ITS 

Salama 
(1996) [454] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate 
antimicrobial use 
to reduce cost 

Antimicrobial cost 
Health 
professionals in 
hospital 

n/a ITS 

Sandbaek 
(1999) [455] A+F Increase 

Increase 
consultation for 
AIDS prevention 

Frequencies of 
consultations 

Family 
physicians/ GP 133 cRCT 

Schectman 
(1995) [456] A+F Increase 

Improve H2-
blocker 
prescribing 

Physicians’ cimetidine-
prescribing rates 

Family 
physicians/ GP/ 
internists 

63 RCT 
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patterns 

Schectman 
(2003) [457] IM / A+F Decrease 

Utilization of 
radiologic and 
specialty services 
for acute low back 
pain 

Proportion of lumbar 
spine X-rays, CT or MRI 
consistent with 
guidelines within 12 
mos.; subspecialty 
referrals, physiotherapy 
referrals. 

Primary care 
physicians 106 RCT 

Scholes 
(2006) [458] A+F Increase 

Increase 
chlamydia 
screening 

Chlamydia screening in 
young women 

Primary care 
physicians 204 cRCT 

Shojania 
(1998) [459] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
intravenous 
vancomycin use. 

Number of vancomycin 
orders and duration of 
vancomycin therapy 

Physicians in a 
tertiary care 
teaching 
hospital. 

396 RCT 

Singh (2000) 
[460] AB Decrease 

Minimize 
unnecessary / 
overtreatment 
antibiotic use 

Duration of antibiotic 
treatment.  

Physicians in 
ICU  n/a RCT 

Sirinavin 
(1998) [461] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate / 
overuse 
prescribing of 
antibiotics 

Total restricted drugs 
cost 

All physician in 
hospital n/a ITS 

Siriwardena 
(2002) [462] A+F Increase 

Increased 
influenza and 
pneumococcal 
vaccinations 

Vaccination rates by 
practices for patients 
aged 65 years and over, 
and patients with CHD, 
diabetes, and 
splenectomy, six months 
after the educational 
outreach visit. 

Primary care 
physicians NR cRCT 

Skaer (1993) 
[463] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate / 
overuse 
prescribing of 
antibiotics  

Rates of antibiotic use 
Health 
professionals in 
US hospital 

N/A ITS 

Solomon 
(2001) [464] AB Decrease 

Reduce 
inappropriate 
/misuse 
prescribing of 
antibiotics 

Number of days of 
unnecessary ceftazidime 
or levofloxacin. 

Internal 
medicine  NR RCT 

Solomon 
(2004) [465] IM / A+F Increase 

Improve 
management of 
glucocorticoid-
induced 
osteoporosis 
(GIOP) 

Bone Density Screening 
and prescribing 
Osteoporosis drugs for 
Glucocorticoid induced 
osteoporosis  

Primary care 
physicians 828 RCT 

Solomon 
(2007) [466] IM Increase 

Increase 
screening (BMD 
tests) for 
osteoporosis 

The primary outcome 
studied was a composite 
of either undergoing a 
BMD test or initiating a 
medication used for 
osteoporosis. 

Primary care 
physicians 828 cRCT 

Solomon 
(2007a) [467] IM Increase 

Improve 
suboptimal 
management of 
osteoporosis as 
measure by BMD 
tests and 
treatment 

Either undergoing a 
bone mineral density 
(BMD) testing or filling a 
prescription for a bone-
active medication during 
the 10 months of follow-
up. 

Primary Care 
Physicians 434 cRCT 

Sondergaard 
(2002) [468] A+F Increase 

Improved 
prescribing 
patters for asthma 
drugs 

Prescribing inhaled 
corticosteroid with bets 2 
agonists for asthma 
patients 

Family 
physicians/ GP 292 RCT 
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Sondergaard 
(2003) [469] A+F Decrease 

Improved 
antibiotic 
prescription 

Antibiotic prescribing for 
respiratory track 
infections 

Family 
physicians/ GP 299 cRCT 

Sondergaard 
(2006) [470] A+F Increase 

Improved 
secondary 
prevention of 
ischemic heart 
disease 

The proportion of 
patients being treated 
with lipid-lowering drugs 
and acetylsalicylic acid 
and the frequency of 
cholesterol measuring 
and counselling on 
exercise, smoking 
cessation and diet 

Primary Care 
Physicians 30 cRCT 

Stock (1998) 
[471] IM Increase 

Increase use, of 
bone 
densitometry by 
primary care 
physicians 

Number of BMD testes 
ordered  

Primary Care 
Physicians 57 cRCT 

Suwangool 
(1991) [472] AB Decrease Reduce antibiotic 

prescribing Cost of antibiotics Physicians in 
Dept. Medicine Not Clear ITS 

Thomas 
(2006) [473] A+F Decrease 

Decrease 
laboratory tests (9 
tests targeted) 

Number of each target 
test requested per 
practice - 12 months 
before and after 
intervention 

Family 
Practitioners 370 cRCT 

Thomas 
(2007) [474] A+F Increase Improve diabetes 

care processes 

Increase haemoglobin 
A1c (within 6mos) or 
cholesterol testing 
(within 1 year). 

Internists 78 cRCT 

Tierney 
(1986) [475] A+F Increase 

Ordering 
preventative care 
measures (13 
protocols 
developed) 

Fecal Blood Testing; 
Pneumococcal 
Vaccination; Antacids; 
TB Skin Testing; Beta 
blocker; Nitrates; 
Antidepressant; Calcium 
Supplements; Cervical 
Cytology; 
Mammography; 
Metronidazole; Digitalis; 
Salicylates 

Internists 135 RCT 

Toltzis (1998) 
[476] AB Decrease 

Reducing 
ceftazidime 
prescribing 

Ceftazidime doses 

All physicians in 
a mixed 
medical and 
surgical 
paediatric ICU  

n/a ITS 

Tu (2009) 
[477] A+F Increase 

Improve the 
quality of cardiac 
care  

12 indicators for acute 
myocardial infarction 
and 6 for Congestive 
Heart Failure 

Internists NR cRCT 

Van Kasteren 
(2005) [478] AB Decrease 

Reduce the 
quantity of 
surgical 
prophylaxis 

Process outcome 
parameters were 
antibiotic choice, 
duration, timing, 
antibiotic volume and 
costs.  

Health 
professionals 
within 13 
hospitals in 
Netherlands  

N/A ITS 

Veninga 
(1999) [479] A+F Increase Improve treatment 

of asthma 

Prescribing inhaled 
corticosteroids; 
continuous 
bronchodilator 
monotherapy; 
inadequate level of 
inhaled corticosteroids; 
oral corticosteroids for 
exacerbations 

Family 
physicians/ GP 565 cRCT 

Vernaz 
(2008) [480] HH Increase 

Consume 
Alcohol-based 
hand rub (ABHR) 
to assess effect 

Volume of hand hygiene 
product used (litres per 
100 patient-days) 

Healthcare 
workers 
throughout 
hospital 

n/a ITS 
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on incidence of 
MRSA and C. 
Diff. 

Verstappen 
(2003) [481] IM / A+F Decrease 

Decrease 
unnecessary test 
ordering 
according to 
evidence based 
guidelines 

Total numbered of tests 
ordered per clinical 
condition 

Primary care 
physicians 174 cRCT 

Verstappen 
(2004) [482] A+F Decrease Decrease test 

ordering 

The mean number of 
tests per physician per 6 
months was the 
dependent variable. 

Primary care 
physicians 194 cRCT 

Wadland 
(2007) [483] A+F Increase 

Improve referral 
to a tobacco 
cessation quit line 

Number of referrals to a 
tobacco cessation quit 
line 

171 family 
medicine, 88 
internal 
medicine, 49 
obstetrics-
gynaecology 
from 87 primary 
care practices 

308 cRCT 

Weinberg 
(2001) [484] AB Increase 

Increase antibiotic 
prescribing so 
that all women 
receive 
prophylaxis 

Percentage of women 
receive prophylaxis; 
percentage of women 
who receive prophylaxis 
within one hour. 

Health 
professional in 
a hospital 

Not Clear ITS  

Whitby (2008) 
[485] HH Increase 

Increase hand 
hygiene 
compliance  

Frequency of hand 
hygiene events. 

Healthcare 
workers 
throughout 
hospital  

N/A ITS 

Wilson (1991) 
[486] AB Decrease  Change one drug 

for another  
Use of amoxicillin and 
pivampicillin 

Health 
professional in 
a hospital 

Not Clear ITS 

Winickoff 
(1984) [487] A+F Increase 

Improve 
colorectal cancer 
screening 

Rate of colorectal 
screening  

Internal 
Medicine 
physicians 

16 cRCT 

Winkens 
(1995) [488] IM / A+F Decrease Reduce numbers 

of test requests Proportion or requests Family doctors 85 cRCT 

Wones (1987) 
[489] A+F Decrease 

Reducing 
laboratory test 
utilization 

Number of test per 
patient-day Internists 21 RCT  

Woodward 
(1987) [490] AB Decrease Reduce antibiotic 

prescribing Total antibiotic costs 
Clinical health 
professionals in 
hospital 

n/a ITS 

Wyatt (1998) 
[491] AB Increase 

Increase in use of 
antibiotic 
prophylaxis for 
caesarean section  

Percentage of 
caesarean sections that 
received antibiotic 
prophylaxis. 

Lead 
obstetrician and 
senior midwife 
manager in 25 
hospitals 

n/a cRCT 

Young (1985) 
[492] AB Decrease Decrease use of 

gentamicin  Aminoglycoside usage 

Health 
professionals 
responsible for 
Antibiotic 
prescribing 

N/A  ITS 

Zanetti (2003) 
[493] AB Increase 

Increase in use of 
antibiotic for 
cardiac surgery 
patients 

Percentage of patients 
who received additional 
intra-operative 
antibiotics 

Clinicians 
involved in 
cardiac surgery 

n/a RCT 

Zwar (1999) 
[494] A+F Decrease 

Decrease 
antibiotics for 
upper respiratory 
infections 

Number of prescriptions 
per 100 URTI problems 

General 
Practice 
trainees in New 
South wales 

157 RCT 
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Appendix K: Sample of BCT Coding of Intervention Description  

BCT$Coding$of$intervention$for$Andrea$Patey$Hayley$McBain$ $ 5$

Art. 
No. Authors Date behaviour 

change 
Target 

professionals intervention details 

48 Lautenbach 2003 

Reduce 
vancomycin, and 
third generation 
cephalosporins 

health professional 
at hospital in US 
hospital 

Beginning in 1994, a series of antimicrobial 
interventions were implemented to limit the 
emergence of VRE (table 1). On the basis of the 
demonstrated association between vancomycin 
use and the development of VRE [8], use of 
vancomycin for 172 h required approval of the 
AMP beginning on 7 February 1994. A 
subsequent study conducted at our institution 
demonstrated a continued strong relationship 
between vancomycin use and development of 
VRE even after the initial 72-h restriction for 
vancomycin [9]. Thus, vancomycin use was fully 
restricted, with all use requiring AMP approval, 
beginning on 15 February 1996.  Two years later, 
we restricted the use of third-generation 
cephalosporins. These changes were made in 
response to reports demonstrating an association 
between use of such agents and emergence of 
VRE [10, 18], as well as the recent emergence at 
our institution of organisms demonstrating 
extended spectrum b-lactamase resistance [19]. 
On 1 October 1997, we restricted the use of 
ceftriaxone with few exceptions (e.g., empirical 
treatment of suspected bacterial meningitis). In 
place of ceftriaxone, the use of ampicillin-
sulbactam, with or without gentamicin, was 
recommended. Finally, on 16 February 1998, 
ceftazidime was replaced with cefepime. No other 
specific antimicrobial class restrictions or 
substitutions occurred during the study period. 

$ $

Andrea Patey� 13 July 2015 11:10 PM
Comment [19]: Restructuring$the$social$
environment$+$

Andrea Patey� 13 July 2015 11:10 PM
Comment [21]: Restructuring$the$social$
environment$+$

McBain, Hayley� 1 July 2015 5:09 PM
Comment [20]: Restructuring$the$
physical$environment$+$

McBain, Hayley� 1 July 2015 5:10 PM
Comment [22]: Restructuring$the$
physical$environment$+$
Andrea Patey� 13 July 2015 11:10 PM
Comment [23]: Restructuring$the$social$
environment$+$
McBain, Hayley� 1 July 2015 5:10 PM
Comment [24]: Restructuring$the$
physical$environment$+$

Andrea Patey� 13 July 2015 11:10 PM
Comment [26]: Behavioural$Substitution$$

McBain, Hayley� 1 July 2015 5:11 PM
Comment [25]: Behaviour$substitution$+$

Andrea Patey� 13 July 2015 11:10 PM
Comment [28]: Behavioural$Substitution$

McBain, Hayley� 1 July 2015 5:11 PM
Comment [27]: Behaviour$substitution$+$
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Appendix L: Studies with no BCTS Identified in the Intervention Description 
 
Seven interventions could not be coded because either:   
o There wasn’t enough information provided by the authors in the description of the 

intervention or;  
o The intervention was entirely directed at patients and the measure of behaviour change 

was at the HCP. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Authors Date Systematic 
review 

Study 
Design 

Direction of target behaviour 
change 

Climo 1998 AB ITS Decrease 
Meyer 1993 AB ITS Decrease 
Christ-Crain 2006 AB RCT Decrease 
Wyatt 1998 AB cRCT Increase 
Majumdar 2007 IM RCT Increase 
Himmelberg 1991 AB ITS Increase 
Ferguson 2003 A+F cRCT Increase 
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Appendix M: BCTs Identified on Implementation Interventions (n = 82) 
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Anderson 
1994 1                 1       1 1         1                     
Baker 
2003a                   1         1       1                       
Balas 
1998                   1           1 1                           
Barlow 
2007                             1                 1             
Beck 
2005                   1                                         
Bentz 
2007                   1                 1                       
Bonevski 
1999 1       1         1         1 1                             
Boyd 
2002                             1 1                             
Brady 
1988                     1       1                               
Brown 
1994                   1     1 1 1       1       1               
Buffingto
n 1991                     1                 1                   1 
Chu 2003                   1                 1                       
Cline 
2007                   1                                         
Curtis 
2005                   1         1       1                       
Curtis 
2007                   1         1       1                       
Fairbroth
er 1999                   1                 1               1       
Feldstein 
2006                         1   1 1 1     1                 1   
Feldstein 
2007                             1                     1       1 
Foster 
2007   1               1         1               1               
Foy 2004 1                 1         1               1               
Frijling 
2002 1   1   1 1       1     1                                   
Frijling 
2003  1       1 1       1     1 1                                 
Gardner 
2005                                       1                     
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Gehlbach 
1984                   1   1         1         1                 
Goff 2003                   1         1       1 1                     
Gould 
1997                             1 1   1     1   1               
Grady 
1997                   1         1 1     1 1             1       
Guadagn
oli 2000                       1     1               1               
Halm 
2004 1         1                 1                 1             
Hayes 
2001             1     1     1   1       1       1 1   1         
Hayes 
2002             1     1     1   1       1       1 1       1     
Herbert 
2004         1         1       1 1                               
Hillman 
1998                   1                 1               1       
Hillman 
1999                   1                 1               1       
Huang 
2002                               1   1                         
Hulgan 
2004                                           1             1   
Kahan 
2009                   1   1     1             1                 
Kiefe 
2001 1   1       1     1                 1                       
Kim 1999                   1         1       1                       
Kinsinger 
1998 1     1           1     1                                   
Kogan 
2003                   1                 1       1               
Kritchevs
ky 2008 1 1     1         1     1 1 1               1               
Lafata 
2007                             1         1                     
Lakshmin
arayan 
2010   1               1                                         
Lobach 
1996         1         1                                     1   
Lomas 
1991 1         1     1 1 1                                       
Majumda
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Veninga 
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Vernaz 
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2007                       1             1                       
Weinberg 
2001 1 1   1                                                     
Whitby 
2008                             1         1     1             1 
Winickoff 
1984 1         1       1         1 1     1                       
Zanetti 
2003                                       1                 1   
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Appendix N: BCTs identified in De-implementation interventions (n = 93) 
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